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11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter describes the results of combining all of the component Total System Performance 

Assessment-Viability Assessment Technical Basis Document (TSPA-VA) models, described in 

the foregoing chapters, into the overall TSPA-VA total system model. The results presented here 

are the estimated future dose rate to an average individual who obtains his water from a well 

located 20 km (12.4 mi) downgradient of the potential repository. The well is presumed to be 

located in the center of the plume of radionuclide releases that may eventually escape from the 

repository when the waste packages begin to degrade. These predictions of dose rate are 

presented in Section 11.4 in two forms: (a) plots of dose rate versus time for a single realization 

of the uncertain component model parameters (the "expected-value" realization, which is the 

realization that samples the expected values of all input parameters), and (b) complementary 

cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) of peak dose rate during a given time span, which 

show the probability of exceeding a given dose rate at any time during the defined time frame 

(for example, during the first 10,000 years after repository closure). Plots of performance 

parameters from various repository subsystems, such as the activity release rate (Curies/year) 

from the engineered-barrier system (EBS) are also presented in Section 11.4. These subsystem 

plots demonstrate how the various repository subsystems interact with and influence each other, 

and also how they influence the dose rate.  

This chapter presents an overview of the method for mathematical and numerical modeling of 

each process and component introduced in Chapters 2 through 9, including their uncertainty, and 

the approach for combining them into an overall model and computer code. This overview 

includes discussions about information flow between the models (Section 11.1) and the computer 

code architecture that facilitates the information flow (Section 11.2).  

Besides the methods for modeling the repository system, the other key part of TSPA is how to 

most transparently analyze and present the key results-in particular, how to show the influence 

of uncertainty on the performance predictions. The 1997 Energy and Water Appropriations Act 
requests an analysis of the "probable behavior of the repository." The TSPA-VA base-case 

models described in Chapters 2 through 9 are intended to encompass this probable behavior. The 

exact definition of "base case" depends on the choice of parameter ranges for each component 

model. In this context, the use of the term "range" is important. In particular, the TSPA-VA 

base-case parameter sets and conceptual models encompass a range of uncertainty for the various 

parameters rather than just one realization of the parameters. Given the base-case definitions of 

these various parameter ranges for each of the model components, a base-case total system 

model is constructed to predict overall repository performance. This model represents an 

assessment of the likely range of future behavior for the overall repository system, which is 

essentially a combination of the likely ranges of behavior for the various component models, 

processes, and corresponding parameters. Section 11.1 provides a definition of the base-case 

TSPA-VA model in the context of various types of uncertainty regarding physical-chemical 

parameters, conceptual models, numerical models, and future events.
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Lying outside the range of the base-case performance predictions are types of repository 
behavior considered to be less likely, including: 

"* Alternative models and/or alternative parameter ranges of the various physical-chemical 
processes 

"* Low-likelihood disruptive events, such as volcanism, seismicity, and criticality 

"* Alternative repository designs.  

The last item in the above list is a slightly different form of "uncertainty," since it is directly under the control of the repository designers. However, it remains uncertain because of uncertainty in the various system parameters. As the uncertainty in the system parameters is reduced through experimentation and data collection, the optimal repository design also becomes 
less uncertain.  

Performance predictions for the above three forms of uncertainty are not discussed in this document. Only the TSPA-VA base-case results are shown. The effect of these three uncertainties on dose rate may, however, be found in the DOE publication Viability Assessment 
of a Repository at Yucca Mountain (DOE 1998).  

Various sensitivity analysis methods for determining the most influential system parameters are presented in Section 11.3, primarily focusing on linear regression methods. These analyses include methods for displaying the results in a way that transparently demonstrates the key natural and engineered-barrier parameters and features (e.g., plots of correlation coefficients versus time). This helps prioritize future site-characterization efforts and delineate best possible 
design options.  

The final section of this chapter, Section 11.5, identifies the performance-assessment activities necessary for developing the TSPA for the Site Recommendation/License Application. The intent of this section is to summarize the TSPA work between viability assessment and license 
application.  

The main information in this Chapter that is not discussed in DOE (1998) is presented in Section 11.2, which gives a more detailed description of the total system computer-code 
architecture than given in DOE (1998) and in Section 11.3, which is an amplified discussion of the linear regression model. Other portions of this chapter are for the most part duplicates of the text in Volume 3 of DOE (1998). These have been included in this document for completeness.  

Finally, the other key information in this chapter that is not included in DOE (1998) is contained in Tables 11-1, 11-2, and 11-3 (later in the chapter), which identify all the electronic data files necessary to reproduce the dose rate results in the figures of Sections 4 and 5 of Volume 3, Draft B, of DOE (1998). including the total-system-model computer codes, and their associated input and output files. Included are data tracking numbers (DTNs) which identify a location in the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) Technical Database that contains these electronic files.  Table 11-3 also refers to two figures found later in this chapter (11-33 and 11-34) that are not in 
DOE (1998).  
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11.1 INFORMATION FLOW IN TSPA-VA

A stylized conceptualization of the TSPA-VA model hierarchy and information flow is shown in 
Figure 11-1. This figure indicates a continuum of information and models, from the most basic, 
detailed level to the level of the total system model. The data and associated conceptual and 
process-level models rest at the base of the pyramid. These process-level models may be 
simplified or abstracted,1 if necessary, because of computational constraints or lack of 
information. The abstracted performance-assessment models may have a one-to-one 
correspondence with the detailed process-level models, or may represent a combined subsystem 
model2 covering several aspects of the overall system. The performance-assessment models 
form the components of the overall TSPA model at the top of the pyramid. Total-system model 
simulations can then be performed in the computationally intensive probabilistic framework 
necessitated by a Monte Carlo approach to performance assessments.  

For this model-simplification process, there are two key factors in accurately representing the 
performance of the overall system. First, information passed up the model pyramid must be 
consistent. For instance, an infiltration flux used to generate liquid flow fields from the detailed 
process model for the unsaturated zone (UZ) must be used in all subsequent analyses based on 
those particular flow fields. For example, the same flux must be used when calculating seepage 
flux in the abstracted seepage subsystem model (see Chapter 2) and when calculating thermal
hydrologic response (temperature and relative humidity) in the near-field environment (see 
Chapter 3). Second, the parameters that most affect performance in the detailed process models 
must be appropriately represented in the subsequent subsystem and total system models, 
including the appropriate uncertainty range of the parameters (see Sections 2.4.3, 3.2.1, 4.5.3, 
5.10.3, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 7.5.3, 8.4.2, and 9.2.3 in Chapters 2-9).  

A key feature of the methodology is the propagation of uncertainty at one level to uncertainty at 
another level. As Figure 11-1 illustrates, transfer of uncertainty must go in both directions, from 
bottom up and from top down. When analyzing uncertainty at the bottom levels (data, 
conceptual models, and process models), the analyses look at the effect of uncertain parameters 

' The word abstraction is used to connote the development of a simplified mathematical and/or numerical model 
that reproduces and bounds the results of an underlying detailed process model.  

2 Examples of various subsystems include the engineered barrier system, the UZ, and the SZ.  

3 Much of the modeling of the repository and its components is complex, uncertain, and variable, involving a variety 
of coupled processes (thermal-hydrologic-chemical and thermal-hydrologic-mechanical) operating in three spatial 
dimensions on a variety of different materials (for example, fuel rods, waste packages, invert, and host rock) and 
changing over time. For these reasons, it is often necessary to make some simplifications to the detailed process
level models. The need for simplification is particularly evident in total system performance assessment, which has 
a significant component of probabilistic risk analysis. The general approach of using probabilistic risk analysis is 
appropriate because of the inherent uncertainties in predicting physical behavior many thousands of years into the 
future in a geologic system with properties that can never be fully characterized deterministically. Because of the 
large number of uncertain parameters in the component TSPA models, probabilistic risk analysis involves a Monte 
Carlo method of multiple realizations of system behavior, which requires significant computational resources. For 
this reason, and also because the lack of certain data makes some detailed models difficult to quantify, model 
abstractions are often employed
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on surrogate or subsystem performance measures such as the amount of fracture flow in the UZ.  The sensitivity of the surrogate measure to component model uncertainty is then used to decide whether to carry this uncertainty through to the total system analyses. However, sometimes 
important parameters at the subsystem level prove to be unimportant at the overall system level and then this information is passed down the pyramid to indicate the relative unimportance of 
collecting more physical data about this parameter.  

Figure 11-2 is a more detailed, but still quite simplified, look at information flow among the nine-key component models to be described in Section 11.2: UZ flow (and seepage), thermal hydrology, near-field geochemistry, waste-package degradation, waste-form degradation and mobilization, EBS transport, UZ transport, saturated zone (SZ) flow and transport, and biosphere. Figure 11-2 is essentially Figure 11-1 turned sidewise and with more detail. It does not show all of the couplings among TSPA-VA component models but gives a good idea of 
major model connections, abstractions, and information feeds. The term "response surface"
appears in most of the abstracted models. This term generally means a multidimensional table of output from one model to be used as input for another model. When interpolating among points 
in the table, linearity is generally assumed. Usually a response surface has more than one dependent variable (e.g., both time and percolation flux). However, in the usage in Figure 11-2, sometimes time is the only independent variable, and interpolation is not even necessary between 
the time points (e.g., the data are provided directly "as is" to the next model).  

Figure 11-3 is a more detailed description of information flow in the TSPA-VA, showing the principal pieces of information passed between the various component models. These details of information flow are explained in greater depth in the discussion of the TSPA-VA code architecture in Section 11.2. The conceptual and experimental basis for this depiction of information flow is given in detail in Chapters 2 through 9. For example, the division of the repository horizon into six regions based on thermal-hydrologic response and infiltration flux is discussed in Chapter 3, and the division of the SZ water table into six regions-unrelated to the 
six repository regions-based on stratigraphy and other factors is discussed in Chapter 8.  

The decoupling of the physical-chemical processes into component models, shown in 
Figures 11-2 and 11-3, is facilitated by a natural division of the repository system into a series of sequentially linked spatial domains (e.g., the waste package, emplacement drift, host rock "near" the drift, UZ between the drift and the water table, SZ, and biosphere). This division works best from the standpoint of radionuclide tiansport, which is the primary consideration of the TSPA 
models (i.e., to track and predict radionuclide transport from the waste-form domain to the biosphere domain). The TSPA-VA model architecture and information flow becomes, therefore, a sequential calculation in which each spatially based transport model may be run in succession, 
with output as "mass versus time" from an upstream spatial domain serving as the input of "mass 
versus time" for the spatial domain immediately downstream. (Upstream and downstream refer to the direction of mass flow.) Although many physical-chemical processes are uncoupled in the present TSPA-VA model, the Project's focus on coupled processes has increased, and modeling 
efforts are attempting to assess the importance of such effects so that this information may be 
used to improve future performance assessments (for example see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2).  
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11.1.1 Treatment of Uncertainty in the TSPA-VA

This section describes the various types of uncertainty represented in the TSPA-VA models and 
how these uncertainties affect the predictions of performance. Section 11. 1.1.1 lists the four 
major types of uncertainty, describes the differences between uncertainty and variability, and 
introduces the modeling tools (e.g., Monte Carlo sampling) for analyzing uncertainty.  
Section 11. 1. 1.2 describes how one type of uncertainty, conceptual model uncertainty, is handled 
in TSPA-VA and how this leads to a definition of the TSPA-VA base case. Section 11.1.1.3 
gives more details on how uncertainty is handled in the base case and how the base case might be 
used to explore the "probable" behavior of the repository. A description then follows about the 
"expected-value" realization, which is used in Section 11.4.1 to show how the various 
component models interact with one another. Finally, Section 11.1.1.4 describes the various 
sensitivity analysis methods employed in TSPA-VA to determine the most important model 
parameters affecting the total system performance.  

11.1.1.1 Uncertainty Versus Variability 

A variable feature, event, or process is one that varies over space or time. Examples include the 
porosity of a hydrogeologic layer and the temperature and near-field geochemical environment in 
the repository drifts. If perfect information (complete knowledge) were available, such 
parameters would best be represented by distributions over space and time.  

Uncertainty relates to ignorance or lack of knowledge regarding a feature, event, or process
one whose properties or future outcome cannot be predicted beforehand. Four types of 
uncertainty are typically considered: (1) value uncertainty, (2) conceptual-model uncertainty, 
(3) numerical-model uncertainty, and (4) uncertainty regarding future events. The treatment of a 
feature, event, or process as purely variable or purely uncertain can lead to significantly different 
modeling results. In general, variability can serve to either dilute or concentrate contamination 
from a repository in either time or space.  

Uncertainty in the treatment of a feature, event, or process results in uncertain forecasts of future 
repository behavior. Uncertainty and variability are related in that spatial and temporal 
variability are generally very uncertain. If the variability can be appropriately quantified or 
measured, then a model can usually be developed to include this variability. If the variability 
cannot be physically quantified or measured, then it should be treated as uncertainty (lack of 
knowledge).  

However, the ability to model some types of spatial variability can be limited not only by 
measurement deficiencies but also by computational resources. An example of this is fracture 
permeability in the volcanic tuffs. Fracture lengths and apertures in the tuff units occur 
randomly over a wide variety of spatial scales, from the very large such as distinct fault zones 
(e.g., the Ghost Dance) to the very small (e.g., cracks on the order of millimeters in length and 
sub-micron in width). It is relatively easy to measure air permeabilities (but not necessarily 
liquid permeabilities) in these large faults and to include these discrete features in numerical 
models. It is much harder to include spatial heterogeneity on the millimeter scale in the overall 
flow-and-transport numerical models because of the difficulties of in situ measurement, the 
inability to comprehensively characterize small-scale permeability over the entire mountain, and
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a lack of computers large enough to model flow and transport on such a fine scale over the entire 
mountain.  

In addition to these considerations, the appropriate quantification of the spatial variability in the models is very much a function of what performance measure is desired at the output side of the model. If a well pumps water over a 100-meter screened interval, the appropriate discretization of the spatial variability may be on the order of 10 meters per numerical grid block; however, if it is desired to measure dripping into the drifts, the appropriate discretization of the grid cells 
may be on the centimeter scale.  

Two basic tools were used in the TSPA to deal with uncertainty and variability: probability 
theory and alternative conceptual models. The former is used for uncertainty in specific model 
parameters and the latter for uncertainty in the understanding of a key physical-chemical process controlling system behavior. In particular, uncertain processes often require different conceptual 
models. For example, different concepts of matrix-fracture coupling in the UZ lead to different 
flow and transport models. Sometimes, conceptual models are not mutually exclusive (e.g., both matrix and fracture flow might occur) and sometimes they do not exhaustively cover all possibilities (matrix and fracture flow apparently do, although the definition of "matrix" depends on the length scale used in the model). These problems indicate that the use of alternative conceptual models, while often necessary to characterize some types of uncertainty, is not 
always as rigorous as one might like-an unfortunate result of insufficient knowledge in some 
areas. Methods used in the TSPA-VA to deal with alternative conceptual models are discussed 
in Section 11.1.1.2.  

For the treatment of uncertainty in specific model parameters and for alternative conceptual 
models that have been weighted beforehand with specific probabilities, the Monte Carlo sampling method has been used in all TSPAs to date and is the primary method of uncertainty 
analysis used for this TSPA. The method involves random sampling of the probability 
distributions for all uncertain input parameters (including any index parameters that might be used to weight alternative conceptual models). Then, numerous realizations of the repository system are calculated based on the sampled realizations of all the inputs. Each total system 
realization has an associated probability so that there is some perspective on the likelihood of that set of circumstances occurring.4 The Monte Carlo method yields a range for any chosen 
performance measure (e.g., peak dose-rate to an individual within a given time period at a given 
location), along with a probability for each value in the range. In other words, it gives an estimate of repository performance plus "error bars" on the estimate. The performance measures 
and associated probabilities have traditionally been presented as CCDFs that show the 
probability of exceeding a given performance-measure value.  

SIn 

the standard M onte Carlo method, each realization is equally likely, so each realization is weighted by I divided by the number of realizations. In more elaborate variants, for example using "importance sampling," some realizations can be less probable than others. The TSPA-VA uses a variant of the Monte Carlo method, called Latin Hypercube Sampling or LHS. which better models the tails of the input probability distributions when the number of 
realizations is small.
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11.1.1.2 Weighting of Alternative Conceptual Models

In many subsystems of the overall TSPA system, there are plausible alternative models or 
assumptions. In some cases these alternatives form a continuum, and sampling from the 
continuum of assumptions fits naturally within the Monte Carlo framework of sampling from 
probability distributions. In other cases, the assumptions or models are discrete choices. In 
particular, some processes are so highly uncertain that there is not enough data to justify 
developing continuous probability distributions over the postulated ranges of behavior. In other 
words, a high degree of sampling is unwarranted, and it is better just to look at two or three cases 
that are thought to encompass (bound) the likely behavior.  

There are two possible approaches to incorporating discrete alternative models within the TSPA: 
weighting all models into one comprehensive Monte Carlo simulation (lumping), or keeping the 
discrete models separate and performing multiple Monte Carlo simulations for each discrete 
model (splitting). There are advantages and disadvantages to both approaches. Lumping has the 
conceptual advantage that a single CCDF can be said to include all the system uncertainty.  
Splitting can lead to a profusion of cases that makes it difficult to quantify the relative 
importance of the various discrete assumptions. The main disadvantage of lumping is the 
concern that cases with poor performance might be diluted within a sea of more favorable cases.  
In other words, there could be a combination of the discrete assumptions with poor performance 
that might not be obvious under the lumped approach but that would stand out if that 
combination were presented separately. Another potential disadvantage of lumping occurs if 
there is no good justification for the probabilities used-if the weighting of the alternatives is 
artificial, then the results will be artificial as well.  

For this TSPA, a combination of the two approaches is used. In particular, the TSPA-VA "base
case" model can be considered an implementation of the splitting approach, since it is based on a 
limited range of uncertainty. Based on expert judgement (and to some extent on finite time and 
resources that can be applied to the VA effort), the TSPA-VA base case is a best estimate as to 
the more likely ranges of model behavior and parameter ranges. Some alternative models are not 
included in the base case and some parameter ranges of the included models have been 
narrowed. The level of uncertainty included in the TSPA-VA base-case model is based on the 
current level of knowledge regarding the various processes controlling system behavior. In 
several instances, the range of uncertainty is set quite large to bound possible behavior. Because 
of this narrowed range of models and parameters, the base-case CCDF is a conditional CCDF 
(shown in Section 11.4.2), meaning that it is "conditional" on certain models and parameters 
being held constant or having their variance restricted. (The primary type of CCDF used to 
portray repository performance is a CCDF of the peak dose-rate occurring within a given time 
span at a given location [e.g., the peak dose-rate at 20 km [12.4 mi] that occurs at any time 
during the first 10,000 years]).  

Some of the most important processes and parameters (i.e., having the greatest effect on 
performance or dose rate) not included in the base case also warrant a separate presentation of 
their uncertainty in the form of several conditional CCDFs based on alternative process models.  
Alternative models of water seepage into the drift and of fracture-matrix flow in the UZ are 
treated in this manner (DOE 1998). Also, for design options, such as drip shields and ceramic 
coatings on the waste packages, there is no reasonable conceptual justification for lumping them
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together into a single probability distribution. Therefore, they must be presented as conditional 
CCDFs--conditional on the given repository and/or waste-package design.  

11.1.1.3 Uncertainty and the Base Case 

Because of the significant amount of uncertainty in most of the component models, the variance 
associated with most models and parameters can only reasonably be restricted, but not wholly 
eliminated. Thus, the base case necessarily encompasses much of the underlying uncertainty. It 
includes: value or parameter uncertainty, conceptual model uncertainty, and future-event 
uncertainty. Therefore, the base case by itself also represents the "lumping" approach described 
above. Uncertainty not lumped into the TSPA-VA base case is captured discretely in alternative 
models, alternative features, and alternative events. These alternatives that have been "split" off 
of the base case, and their effects on performance are described separately as either alternative 
conditional CCDFs or, in some cases, as alternative single-realization time histories of 
performance. Examples of this for the TSPA-VA, with respect to each of the four types of 
uncertainty, include the following: 

* Parameter uncertainty-widened parameter ranges for the cladding degradation models 
"* Conceptual model uncertainty-alternative process models for UZ flow and seepage 
"• Numerical model uncertainty-none shown for TSPA-VA 
"* Future-event uncertainty--disruptive events, such as volcanism.  

A total "lumped" CCDF, including all of the uncertainty in TSPA-VA, is not presented because 
of difficulties (i.e., uncertainty) in assigning probabilities to some of the alternatives.  

A final type of uncertainty, already mentioned above, but not included in the above four and not 
a candidate for lumping, is "design" uncertainty. This uncertainty is driven by the uncertainty in 
the natural-system parameters and processes. It represents the desire to design the safest 
repository possible within certain cost restrictions. However, the "best" design at any given time 
(for example, the VA design) may not represent the best design in the future (for example, the 
license application design) because new knowledge may be acquired based on additional site 
characterization and additional TSPA analyses. Either of these factors can lead to a new 
repository and/or waste-package design. This type of uncertainty for the VA is examined in the 
form of various "design options." 

The 1997 Energy and Water Appropriations Act asks for the "probable behavior of the repository 
in the Yucca Mountain geological setting." However, it does not define the word "probable" in 
this context. Any of the random outcomes in the base-case CCDF, or for that matter any of the 
random outcomes in the alternative CCDFs, could be considered "probable" since they all have a 
finite probability. A more useful interpretation of the congressional language would either be 
"representative" or "most probable." Regarding the latter, the most probable behavior is clearly 
the "mode" of a CCDF.5 Since we do not present the total "lumped" CCDF that includes all 

5 In the theory of probability, the "mode" of a distribution is the point with the highest probability or highest 
likelihood of occurrence.
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alternatives (see above), the most probable behavior could be taken as the mode of the base-case 
CCDF. Other points on the output CCDF are also often chosen as being "representative" of the 
likely or probable behavior of a stochastic system, including the expected-value (i.e., the mean or 
average of all dose rates) and the median (i.e., the 50th percentile value, above which lie half of 
the dose rates and below which lie the other half). The median and mean of the peak dose-rate 
CCDF are given in Section 11.4.2.  

The CCDFs of peak dose rate shown in Section 11.4.2 are the most important measure of 
repository performance since they represent the peak, or highest, dose rate within a given time 
frame. However, they hardly tell the whole story of repository performance, since they are only 
a collection of 100 single points from the entire set of 100 complete time histories of repository 
behavior. To illustrate how the various component and subsystem models interact with one 
another, it is also useful to display one or more realizations of dose-rate versus time over specific 
time periods. Perhaps the most useful realization of the input parameters for this purpose is the 
expected values (means) of all the input parameters. This single realization is useful because its 
input parameters are time independent (that is, the same values of input parameters can be used 
regardless of the time span of interest, whether it be 10,000 years, 100,000 years, or 1,000,000 
years). This single realization is called the "expected-value realization" in the rest of this 
document. (It is not the realization of the input parameters that produced the expected value or 
mean peak dose rate on any of the peak-dose-rate CCDFs because those realizations differ 
according to the time period being examined.) Other samplings of the input parameters, besides 
the expected values, are possible, such as the input medians or input modes; however, the input 
expected-values give a first-order estimate of the mean of the output,6 whereas choosing the 
input medians or input modes does not provide an estimate of the output median or mode.  

In addition to examining the behavior of the expected-value realization (expected value of all 
inputs), it is also useful to examine the behavior of realizations that lie close to both tails (i.e., 
both the upper and lower extreme) of the various input parameters. This is usually done one 
input parameter at a time (that is, all parameters except one are sampled at their expected values).  
The parameter of interest is then sampled at either its 5th percentile probability or its 95th 
percentile probability.' This is useful because the behavior of the various component models and 
their influence on one another can be quite different than for the expected-value realization. It is 
also useful to display these more-extreme time histories on the same graph as the expected-value 
time history because together they give a good indication of the complete range of influence of 
each of the input parameters on total repository performance during the specified time period.  
whether it be over the first 10,000 years, 100,000 years, or 1,000,000 years after closure. This 
type of analysis is presented in DOE (1998).  

6 For a linear model, they provide an exact estimate of the output mean. However, for the typical nonlinear models 

comprising the repository subsystems, they only yield a first-order approximation.  

7 Other samplings are possible, such as the 1St and 99h percentiles. We have chosen 5" and 95"h as being 
representative of "extreme" input values.
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11.1.1.4 Presentation and Analysis Techniques for Uncertainty

One goal of the TSPA-VA is to evaluate the performance and associated uncertainty for the 
reference repository design and various design options. Another important goal is to determine 
the characteristics of the engineered and natural systems that have the most influence on 
repository performance. This information provides input to the design and site-characterization 
organizations about additional data that could provide the greatest improvement in confidence 
about the repository. Beyond these formal goals, there is the simple need to understand the 
results and make them clear to all interested parties. A number of methods are used to explain 
the results and quantify the sensitivities.  

Total system performance is a function of sensitivity (i.e., if a parameter is varied, how much do 
the performance measures change?) and uncertainty (i.e., how much variation of a parameter is 
reasonable?). For example, the TSPA results could be very sensitive to a certain parameter, but 
the value for this parameter may be exactly known. In the uncertainty analysis techniques 
described below, is parameter would not be regarded as important. Many parameters in the 
TSPA-VA analyses do, however, have uncertainty associated with them and do end up with a 
high ranking for their importance to performance. On the other hand, the level of their ranking 
can depend on the width of the assigned uncertainty range. Therefore, uncertainty analyses must 
be carefully interpreted (i.e., the width of the uncertainty ranges must be considered). Most of 
the important parameters with possibly limited uncertainty ranges in the base case are examined 
in alternative models that either expand the range of their parameters beyond the expected range 
of uncertainty or change the weighting of the parameter distribution (DOE 1998).8 

System performance may also be sensitive to repository design options, but models and 
parameters for these various options are not assigned any uncertainty. Therefore, even though 
they can be important, they do not show up in the tables of key parameters based on uncertainty 
analysis.  

The determination of the parameters or components that are most important depends on the 
particular performance measure being used. This point was demonstrated in the 1993 TSPA 
(Andrews et al. 1994; Wilson et al. 1994) and the 1995 TSPA (CRWMS M&O 1995). For 
example, these two TSPAs showed that the important parameters are different for 10,000-year 
peak doses than for 1-million-year peak doses.  

Some methods for investigating sensitivity are discussed below: 

Scatter plots-Scatter plots are a good qualitative method of looking for sensitivities 
based on multi-realization simulations of the system. The final results (for example, 
dose rate) are plotted against the input parameters and visually inspected for trends. If 
there is a visible trend, it is an indication of sensitivity. The performance measures can 

The parameter uncertainty ranges established for the base case are usually based on site characterization data and 
expert judgement. Often times these ranges are expanded beyond the existing data in order to -bound- possible 
behavior. If the performance is found to be sensitive to the parameter within the base-case range, it is often useful to 
expand the range to quantify the effect of uncertainty beyond the "expected" base-case range.
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also be plotted against various subsystem outputs or surrogate performance measures 
(e.g., waste-package lifetime) to determine whether that subsystem or performance 
surrogate is important to performance.  

Regression analysis-In regression analysis, a mathematical relationship between the 
outputs (performance measures) and inputs (model parameters) of a Monte Carlo 
simulation is developed. Typically, a method called stepwise linear regression is used in 
which only a subset of the input parameters is used for the regression, with parameters 
added one at a time based on calculated correlation coefficients. Parameters that have 
little influence on the performance measure are those that, when added, only marginally 
change the variance of the output. This method produces a ranking of input parameters 
according to their impact on the performance and a quantitative measure of the impact 
(basically, the correlation coefficient for the performance measure versus the input 
parameter). Note that linear regression only approximates parameter importance ranking 
for highly nonlinear systems. A more detailed description of regression analysis is 
presented in Section 11.3.2.2.  

Differential analysis-Another quantitative method for ranking important parameters is 
differential analysis, in which the partial derivatives of the performance measure with 
respect to the input parameters are calculated to find the amount that performance is 
affected when one parameter is varied while the others are held constant. A significant 
drawback of this method is that it is local; the derivatives are calculated about a point in 
the parameter space and only represent the sensitivity at that point. In contrast, 
regression analysis of Monte Carlo results is more global; the sensitivities are determined 
and ranked taking into account the whole parameter space.  

Alternative models or parameter sets-A useful but less systematic method of 
sensitivity analysis is to look at discrete cases; for example, some discrete sets of input 
parameters (as opposed to a systematic sampling) or some discrete choices of 
alternative models for a given process or subsystem. This method provides qualitative 
information about the sensitivity to the changes in assumptions (i.e., do the results 
change a little or a lot?) but not the same type of quantitative ranking produced by the 
previous two methods.  

11.2 TSPA-VA MODEL AND CODE ARCHITECTURE 

In this section, the TSPA-VA model is described with emphasis on how the different individual 
components described in Chapters 2 through 9 are combined for conducting performance
assessment calculations. Along with this, the computer-code architecture, which facilitated the 
information flow between the different components is also discussed. In the future, the 
information flow between the different components will be quality assured. The primary codes 
used in TSPA-VA, along with the information flow amongst the component computer codes. is 
shown in Figure 11-4. The executive driver program or integrating shell that links all the various 
component codes is RIP V.5.19.01 (Golder 1998) (see Table 11-4). The RIP code forms the 
heart of the TSPA-VA code architecture. It ties all the component models, codes, and response 
surfaces together in a coherent structure and uses a probabilistic sampling algorithm (Monte
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Carlo sampling) that allows for consistent sampling of all uncertain parameters in the various component models. Figure 11-4 shows both the codes run prior to the RIP program and the ones run in real time that are coupled to RIP as external callable routines. For the codes that are coupled to RIP, the information between the codes are transferred in real time at every time step, but for those that are run prior to running RIP, the information is abstracted as response surfaces, 
generally in the form of multidimensional tables.  

Because there are inherent uncertainties in predicting physical behavior many thousands of years into the future, and because there is the associated complexity in modeling the different components of the repository system, probabilistic risk analysis is the general approach adopted for conducting total system performance assessment calculations. This often requires simplifications to the detailed underlying process-level models in order to conduct multiple 
realizations of the complete system involving many components. The RIP driver program is generally flexible enough to incorporate these simplications as well as to couple more complex 
process models. The four general ways in which the different components of the total system 
can be combined using RIP are listed below in the order from most complex to least complex.  

"* External function calls to detailed process codes 

" RIP cells, which are basically equilibrium batch reactors, which, linked in series, can provide a reasonably accurate description of the underlying processes (e.g., engineered
barrier-system transport) 

" Response surfaces, which take the form of multidimensional tables representing the 
results of modeling with detailed process models before running the RIP TSPA code 

" Functional or stochastic representations of a component model directly built into the RIP 
architecture.  

The first method-coupling external functions to RIP-enables information transfer in real time at every time step. An example of this in TSPA-VA is the direct-coupling of the FEHMN particle tracker used for modeling transport in the UZ with RIP (see Chapter 7). The direct coupling method greatly facilitates information transfer and traceability. It also facilitates the use of linear regression analysis to analyze the entire system. The transport of radionuclides in the EBS is an example of the RIP cell algorithm, and is modeled by linking a series of mixing cells together, which mathematically is equivalent to a network of finite difference nodes. In the third coupling method-"response surfaces"-most of the computational work for the individual components of the system is done outside RIP, prior to running the actual total system 
computations. The results from the modeling of these individual components are abstracted as multidimensional tables into RIP. In the future, these multidimensional tables will be quality assured. An example of this method would be the abstraction of the waste-package-degradation 
modeling, generated by the computer code WAPDEG V.3.07, into RIP in the form of waste
package-degradation time histories (see Chapter 5).  

The total system model, which is a combination of all the components of the system with RIP as the integrating shell, is used for conducting both single realizations and multiple realizations of the entire repository system. The results from a single realization run are generally shown as 
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time histories of dose rate in the biosphere and activity release rate at the downstream boundary 
of the different components of the system. Multiple realizations yield a probability distribution 
of dose rate in the biosphere that shows uncertainty in dose rate based on uncertainty in all the 
component models.  

The different components and associated computer codes of the TSPA-VA model are discussed 
in the following sections and they are generally arranged in the same order of the different 
chapters of this document. Each section contains a brief description of the subsystem involved, 
but the discussion is primarily oriented toward how it is implemented within the framework of 
the total system model and how information is transferred to the other components of the entire 
system. For detailed discussions of the different components, the reader is referred to the 
individual chapters.  

The different components of the TSPA-VA model to be discussed in the following sections are 
broadly subdivided into: (1) UZ flow, (2) thermal hydrology, (3) near-field geochemical 
environment, (4) waste-package degradation, (5) cladding degradation, (6) waste-form 
degradation and mobilization, (7) EBS transport, (8) UZ transport, (9) SZ flow and transport, and 
(10) biosphere transport.  

11.2.1 Unsaturated-Zone Flow 

The three components of the UZ flow model explicitly included in the TSPA-VA model are (a) 
climate, (b) mountain-scale UZ flow and (c) seepage into the repository emplacement drifts. The 
methodology used to implement each of these components in the TSPA-VA total system model 
are described below.  

11.2.1.1 Climate 

Climate is assumed to shift in a series of step changes between three different climate states: 
present-day dry climate, long-term-average climate (about twice the precipitation of dry climate), 
and superpluvial climate (about three times the precipitation of dry climate) (Chapter 2, 
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3). Within RIP, the duration of the first dry climate is sampled uniformly 
between 0 and 10,000 years, with an expected-value of 5,000 years. The duration of the 
subsequent dry climates is sampled uniformly between 0 and 20,000 years, with an expected
value of 10,000 years.9 The duration of the long-term-average climate is sampled uniformly 
between 80,000 and 100,000 years, with an expected-value of 90,000 years. Finally, similar to 
the dry climate, the superpluvial climate is sampled uniformly between 0 and 20,000 years, with 
an expected-value of 10,000 years. The calculations begin with the present-day dry climate and 
then they alternate between dry and long-term-average climates until the long-term-average 

climate that spans the 250,000-year mark. For the expected-value case, the last 10,000 years of 
that long-term-average time period is replaced by 10,000 years of superpluvial climate. Then the 
climate model returns to the alternating dry and long-term-average climates (beginning with dry 

9 Thus, the first dry climate duration is based on the assumption that the present-day dry climate period is half way 
to completion.
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directly following the superpluvial) until the long-term-average climate that spans the time of 400,000 years after the first superpluvial. The end of that long-term-average climate is again replaced by a superpluvial climate, and then back to dry, followed by alternating long-termaverage and dry climates. These changes in the climate states are implemented as a series of steady-state flow fields in the UZs and SZs (including changes in the water-table elevation) 
(Chapter 7, Section 7.4.4.2)'0) Also, changes in the climate states result in changes to the seepage flux through the drift, number of waste packages encountering seeps, biosphere dose conversion factors (BDCF), and the waste-package surface temperatures used for the calculation of the waste-form alteration rate. In a multiple-realization run, the duration of the different climate states are sampled from the distributions described above but the same sequence of 
climate states are followed.  

11.2.1.2 Mountain-Scale Unsaturated-Zone Flow 

TSPA-VA, mountain-scale UZ flow was modeled using the three-dimensional, UZ flow model developed by the YMP using an integrated finite difference computer program named TOUGH2 (Pruess 1991) (for version numbers see Table 2-3 in Chapter 2). Three-dimensional, steady-state flow fields are generated for three different infiltration boundary conditions, using three calibrated hydrogeologic property sets, which are derived with an inverse model, ITOUGH2 
(Finsterle et al. 1996) by calibrating the model-predicted liquid saturations to measured liquid saturations in the matrix (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3.1.3). The three sets of flow fields generated for the present-day dry conditions are: the base infiltration case with mean fracture alpha, which represents the best guess at current infiltration conditions; the "base infiltration x 3" with maximum fracture alpha, which represents the worst-case scenario for current infiltration; 
and the "base infiltration + 3" with minimum fracture alpha, which represents the most optimistic scenario for current conditions (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3.1.4). To derive flow fields for the other climate states, these three calibrated property sets were used in the TOUGH2 (for version numbers see Table 2-3 in Chapter 2) computer code to attain steady states at boundary conditions representing precipitation in the two wetter climates. So a total of nine pregenerated flow fields, three for each of the infiltration scenarios are placed in the library of files to be read by FEHMN V.1.2 radionuclide transport calculations in the UZ. All nine resulting flow fields are three-dimensional, with vectors for fracture and matrix flux and for fracture
matrix interflux at each of the approximately 40,000 grid points (actually 80,000 since there are 
two continua-fracture and matrix)."1 

For any realization, the appropriate flow fields are selected, based on the infiltration scenario being used for that particular realization. The infiltration scenario to be used in any realization is determined within RIP, by sampling a parameter defined as a discrete distribution with probabilities for the three infiltration scenarios. In the TSPA-VA base case, the base infiltration 
case is given a 60 percent probability, the "base infiltration - 3" is given 30 percent and "base 

10 Water table rise for the three climates are 0 m, 80m (260 ft), and 120 m (390 ft) for the present day. long-term 
average, and superpluvial climates, respectively.  

I The UZ transport model requires only the vectors from the repository horizon down to the water table.  
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infiltration x 3" is given a 10 percent probability. As described in the earlier section on climate, 
the change in climate is modeled as a series of step changes in the boundary conditions. Based on 
(a) the infiltration scenario obtained by sampling a parameter within RIP and (b) the climate 
state, an index is passed to the FEHMN V.1.2 code, and appropriate flow field from the set of 
nine is selected for radionuclide transport. This change in climate also results in the change of 
the water-table level, rising by 80 m from dry to long-term-average climate and another 40 m 
from long-term-average to superpluvial climate. These changes in water-table elevation are base 
on Sr data from the Calico Hills formation and paleosprings in the vicinity of the site (Chapter 2.  
Section 2.4.1.1).  

11.2.1.3 Seepage Into the Drift 

Seepage of water into the emplacement drifts is modeled external to RIP, using TOUGH2 
TOUGH2 (for version numbers see Table 2-3 in Chapter 2) on a finely discretized grid around 
the drift. Numerous TOUGH2 simulations of a three-dimensional, heterogeneous fracture 
continuum surrounding the drifts are carried out using many different infiltration rates and nine 
combinations of fracture permeability and fracture alpha see Chapter 2, Section 2.4). The results 
of the simulations are statistically weighted to develop probability distributions of the seepage 
fraction (fraction of packages in the drifts that encounter drips) and seepage flux (m3/yr) as a 
function of the percolation flux. These probability distributions of the seepage fraction and 
seepage flux are input into RIP as beta probability distributions defined with a mean, standard 
deviation, minimum, and maximum values (see Appendix A for these values). All the 
parameters used to define the distribution are input in tabular form as a function of the 
percolation flux.  

The repository horizon was discretized into six separate regions based on the infiltration and 
thermal-hydrologic response. For each of the repository regions, area-weighted percolation flux 
in the fractures are directly input into RIP for the three infiltration scenarios and also for the 
three different climate states. The average percolation flux was taken from the steady-state 
values of percolation predicted by the UZ flow model, TOUGH2 (for version numbers see 
Table 2.3 in Chapter 2). These percolation fluxes are used to determine the parameters of the 
distribution, from which the seepage flux and seepage fraction values are sampled for each 
region. For the six different regions, different seepage flux and seepage fraction values are 
sampled as a result of the difference in the average percolation flux. When climate changes, 
again different seepage flux and seepage fraction values are sampled based on the percolation 
flux in the respective regions. The seepage flux and seepage fraction were given perfect positive 
correlation, that is, the same random number was sampled for these two parameters. Also, the 
same random number was used in all climate states, meaning that although seepage changes with 
climate state (because percolation flux changes), the different seepage values used in different 
climate states have the same probability. Furthermore, the same random number was used across 
the six regions within a given realization.  

Within RIP, the seepage fraction values are used to determine the number of packages seeing 
drips. Since it is not computationally efficient to model every distinct waste package, waste 
packages are grouped according to the waste-form type and repository region. In TSPA-VA, 
three waste form types are considered and they are: commercial spent nuclear fuel (CSNF), high 
level radioactive waste(HLW), and DOE spent nuclear fuel (DSNF). This results in eighteen
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source term groups, for the three waste-form types and six repository regions. The waste packages grouped into these source term groups are further sub-divided into four subgroups, based on the dripping condition. The four subgroups are: (1) packages that are always exposed to drips (in dry, long-term-average, and superpluvial climates), (2) packages that are exposed to drips only during the long-term-average and superpluvial climates, (3) packages that are exposed to drips only during the superpluvial climates and, (4) the packages that are not subjected to dripping conditions. The number of packages in each of these subgroups is determined by the seepage fraction in the different climate states for each region. The total number of packages within each source term group is multiplied with the seepage fraction in the dry climate to obtain the number of packages in the first subgroup. Similarly, the seepage fractions in the long-termaverage and superpluvial climate states are used to determine the number of packages in the second and third subgroups, respectively. The remaining packages out of the total are assigned to the fourth subgroup containing packages that are not exposed to drips during the entire 
duration of the simulation.  

The seepage flux discussed above defines the amount of water seeping into the drift. This flux value is scaled to the patch openings and pit perforations to obtain the volumetric flux (m3/yr) flowing through the waste package. The number of patch openings and pit perforations as a function of time are provided by the waste package degradation model, the details of this will be discussed in Section 11.2.4. These patch openings and pit perforations define the surface area of the waste package that is degraded, through which dripping water could enter the waste package and also radionuclides could transport out of the waste package. The surface area available for seepage by patch opening and pit perforations was increased by a "collection" factor to account for the focusing of water dripping on the waste package. This factor is sampled uniformly from I to 10, with a mean of 5.5 for the volumetric flux factor through the patch openings, and is sampled uniformly from 0 to 2, with a mean of 1 for the volumetric flux factor through the pit perforations. These volumetric flux values are used to define the advective connection between the waste package and the invert, the details of this will be presented in the section on engineered-barrier-system (EBS) transport. For additional discussion of the "collection" factor 
see Chapter 6, Section 6.5.2.2.  

11.2.2 Thermal Hydrology 

In TSPA-VA, thermal-hydrologic calculations are carried out at two scales: at the repository
scale (mountain-scale) and the emplacement drift-scale.  

11.2.2.1 Repository-Scale Thermal Hydrology 

The results of the repository-scale thermal hydrology were used only at two places in the TSPA
VA calculations: 

"* Conduction-only models that fed the abstraction methodology for drift-scale thermal 
hydrologic parameters; these simulations use the NUFT code 

" Two-dimensional, thermal-hydrologic models (over an east-west cross section running through about the center of the repository) that provided air mass fraction and gas flux to the near-field-geochemical-environment models: these simulations use the TOUGH2
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code on two-dimensional cross sections taken from the three-dimensional, site-scale, UZ 
flow model.  

In both cases, the hydrogeologic property set came from the "base infiltration" flow field from 
the UZ flow model (see Chapter 2). For the first set of models (three-dimensional, conduction
only), the climate state was irrelevant, since hydrology was not modeled. For the second set of 
models (two-dimensional, thermal-hydrology), only the long-term-average climate was used.  
This was appropriate because it is assumed that this climate exists approximately 80 percent of 
the time. More details on this topic can be found in Chapters 3 and 4.  

11.2.2.2 Drift-Scale Thermal Hydrology 

Drift-scale, UZ thermal hydrology is modeled with integrated the finite-difference computer 
program NUFT (Nitao 1998) in one, two, and three dimensions prior to the RIP simulations.  
(Several versions of NUFT are used and are noted in Table 3-4 of Chapter 4). The drift-scale 
thermal-hydrology model uses a complicated set of embedded abstractions at different levels of 
spatial and process detail (e.g., conduction-only versus conduction and convection), as described 
in Chapter 3. The entire automated set of multi-scale (drift-scale and associated mountain-scale) 
thermal-hydrologic models takes about a day to run on 12 Unix workstations for each scenario.  
The results from the drift-scale, thermal-hydrologic modeling are used as input to the waste
package-degradation model, near-field geochemical model, waste-form-degradation model, and 
for the calculation of diffusive mass transfer through the EBS.  

The waste-package-degradation model uses the waste-package surface temperature (Twp) and 
relative humidity at the waste-package surface (RH,) for seven different combinations of 
package types and heat outputs within six discrete spatial regions of the repository. The output 
from different waste packages types and heat outputs are used to represent some of the package
to-package variability within each region. The waste-package-degradation model uses each of 
these output parameters for the long-term-average climate and the three infiltration scenarios 
("base infiltration with mean fracture alpha" case, "base infiltration - 3 with minimum fracture 
alpha" case, and "base infiltration x 3 with maximum fracture alpha" case).  

The average drift-wall temperature (Tdw), relative humidity at the drift wall (RHd), and liquid 
saturation in the invert (SI) in the central-central (CC) region are used as input to the near-field 
geochemical models (see Section 11.2.3).  

Average waste package surface temperature (Twp) in each of the six repository regions and for 
both CSNF and HLW are fed into RIP for waste-form-degradation modeling. The thermal 
histories of HLW are used for DSNF waste-form-degradation modeling as they both have very 
similar thermal behavior.  

The thermal histories are read into RIP as six different multidimensional tables. Three tables are 
used for reading CSNF thermal histories and the remaining three are used for reading the HLW 
waste-package thermal histories. For each waste type, three tables are used to read in the thermal 
histories for the three infiltration scenarios being considered in the TSPA-VA analyses. Each 
table contains twelve columns, with the first six representing the thermal profiles in the six 
different repository regions for the dry climate and the next six columns are for the long-term-
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average climate. When the simulation starts with a dry climate, the corresponding thermal 
histories are read from the table and the simulation switches over to the long-term-average 
thermal histories when the climate changes to long-term-average climate and these values are 
used throughout the simulation. For example, in the expected-value base case, for the first 
5,000 years of dry climate, the thermal histories corresponding to the dry climate are used as 
input for the waste-form-degradation models and then the simulation switches over to the long
term-average thermal histories for the remaining period of the simulation. This switching from 
the steady-state dry-climate thermal histories to the steady-state long-term-average-climate 
thermal histories is justified in some transient simulations shown in Chapter 3. Also, there is no 
need to switch back to the dry-climate thermal histories after the first long-term-average climate 
because the temperature has returned to ambient by that time (approximately 100,000 years).  

The liquid saturation in the concrete invert obtained from drift-scale, thermal-hydrologic 
modeling is also read into RIP for calculating the diffusive transport through the invert. This is 
done by using the liquid saturation as input to the equation for obtaining the diffusion coefficient 
in a partially saturated porous medium (Conca, 1990; Conca and Wright, 1992). The liquid 
saturation is input into RIP directly as constant values, because the invert returns to ambient 
saturation (99.8 percent) by the time packages begin to fail.  

11.2.3 Near-Field Geochemical Environment 

For the base-case analyses, the near-field geochemical environment is represented by time
dependent distributions of the gas and water compositions that interact with the waste package 
and waste form inside the drift. The parameters supplied to the RIP analyses are the oxygen 
fugacity (f0 2),"2 the solution pH, the total dissolved carbonate (YCO 3

2-), and the ionic strength 
(I) of the water. The first three parameters are used for waste-form degradation modeling and 
the last one for colloidal transport in the EBS. These four parameters are derived from 
considering a more comprehensive 13-component chemical system (see Chapter 4, Sections 4.4 
and 4.5). The values represent the time-dependent composition of water entering the drift and 
reacting with iron-oxide corrosion products, as opposed to water that has reacted with concrete.  

These four composition time histories are not smooth functions; they comprise a series of steps.  
This step-change approximation is based on a simplified representation of the thermal history 
derived from various thermal-hydrologic models. The temperature, gas flux, and air mass
fraction histories from these thermal-hydrologic models (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5) were 
approximated as a sequence of steady states, which allowed the near-field environment to be 
modeled as a sequence of constant-composition states (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3). In the case of 
the near-field environment, the width of the discrete time periods was rather large. For each of 
these discrete time periods, often referred to as "abstracted" time periods, a batch calculation is 
performed with a geochemical simulator (EQ3/6 V.7.2b; Wolery 1992) to determine the 
appropriate chemical composition of the groundwater during that time period based on the 
temperature and air mass fraction from the thermal-hydrology models and on the incoming 

1- For an ideal gas, oxygen fugacity is the same as oxygen partial pressure, which is about 0.2 atmospheres at sea 
level.
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composition of the groundwater reacted with iron oxides. The base-case values and abstracted 
time periods represent the thermal history of the "central" portion of the repository, as opposed 
to the "edge" portion. The values and time periods were generated using both (1) the air-mass 
fractions and gas fluxes from the two-dimensional, mountain-scale, thermal-hydrologic results 
for the center portion of the two-dimensional cross section and (2) the average drift-wall 
temperature history of the central-central region for the "base-case infiltration" history, derived 
from three-dimensional drift-scale thermal-hydrologic modeling.' 3 The CC region was chosen 
because the excursions from ambient conditions, in particular the period of boiling, are largest 
for this region and will bound1 4 the effects at the edge portions of the repository where the 
excursions occur for shorter time periods."5 

The four chemical composition parameters discussed above were fed into RIP as stochastic 
distributions for different time intervals. The different time intervals at which the values were 
abstracted are: Period A (0-200 years), Period B (200-1,000 years), Period C (1,000-2000 years), 
Period D (2,000-4,000 years), Period E (4,000-10,000 years) and Period F (10,000-100,000 
years). The first three periods (A, B and C) represent the boiling periods and the remaining three 
represent the cooling periods. By 100,000 years, the system is considered to have returned to 
ambient conditions and the values at 100,000 years are used for the remaining period of the 
simulation. These values are used as a step function, with the values being kept constant for 
each of the time periods discussed above.  

11.2.4 Waste-Package Degradation 

In TSPA-VA, waste package degradation modeling is done using WAPDEG V.3.07 (WAste 
Package DEGradation) (CRWMS M&O 1998a) (see Chapter 5). WAPDEG V.3.07 is a 
computer code based on a probabilistic approach, which simulates the degradation of both the 
corrosion-allowance material (CAM) and the corrosion-resistant material (CRM). The processes 
modeled for degradation include general corrosion and localized or pitting corrosion. WAPDEG 
V.3.07 run external to RIP and provides a description of waste-package degradation, which 
occurs as a function of time and repository location for specific design and thermal hydrologic 
responses. This information is abstracted into RIP as waste-package failure history, average 
number of pit perforations per package, and average number of patch openings per package. The 
waste package failure history defines the number of packages failed as a function of time and is 
fed into RIP as a cumulative distribution function to define the temporal variability in waste 
package failure times. Average number of pit perforations per package is used to define the 

13 More details of the rather complicated set of models used to derive the near-field geochemical parameters are 
given in Chapter 4.  

14 "Bound" is always used in the sense of "conservative" (i.e., "bounding" models always predict higher doses).  

15 The multiscale thermal-hydrology models described in Chapter 3 indicate that much of the repository functions as 
though it is center-like in thermal-hydrologic behavior; however, there is a gradual transition to edge-like behavior 
as the repository edges are approached. The major difference between the center and edge portions is that shorter 
abstracted time periods are appropriate for the boiling regime in the edge region as compared to the central portion 
of the repository. This difference is also true for the two wetter climate states because of the increased cooling 
capacity of the system.
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subsequent degradation of the failed waste package due to penetration of pits. Average number 
of patch openings per package is used to define the subsequent degradation of the failed waste 
package due to corrosion patches.  

Because it is computationally impractical to model every distinct waste package, the waste 
packages are broadly grouped according to their inventory and spatial location. As discussed 
earlier, the repository horizon is divided into six regions and the three waste types included in the 
TSPA-VA analyses are CSNF, HLW and DSNF. This gives a total of eighteen groups of waste 
packages or source term groups. Each source-term group is further sub-dived into four 
subgroups according to the dripping conditions to which the waste packages are exposed. The 
first subgroup contains packages that are exposed to drips during the dry climate and throughout 
the period of the simulation, the second subgroup contains packages that are exposed to drips 
only during the long-term-average and superpluvial climate states, the third subgroup contains 
waste packages that are exposed to drips only during the superpluvial climate, and the fourth 
subgroup contains packages that are not exposed to drips. As discussed in the section on 
seepage, the total number of packages in each of these subgroups is obtained based on the 
seepage fraction in each region during different climate states. Although seepage behavior 
through the packages is different for each of these four groups, only two waste-package failure 
histories are used: packages that are always-dripped on and packages that are never dripped on.  
Chapter 5 has supporting analyses to show why degradation of the CAM and the CRM is 
sufficiently modeled with only these two conditions. The packages that are never dripped on and 
the packages dripped on only during the superpluvial climate are modeled with the no-drip 
failure history from the WAPDEG V.3.07 computer code, and the other two groups are modeled 
with the always-drip failure history. It is a conservative assumption (i.e., erring on the side of 
maximum releases) to assume that the long-term-average fraction of packages (i.e., the second 
subgroup or fraction that is dripped on during long-term-average and superpluvial climates) has 
the same failure rate during the long-term average climate and the dry climate. On the other 
hand, a somewhat nonconservative assumption is that the superpluvial fraction of packages (i.e., 
the third subgroup) fails according to the non-seep failure curve. This assumption is used 
because these packages are not dripped on at all until at least 250,000 years after repository 
closure.  

The waste-package failure history is used to determine the number of packages failed as a 
function of time in each subgroup. This calculation is done by multiplying the total number of 
waste packages in each subgroup with the waste-package failure history provided as a 
cumulative distribution function. The average number of pit perforations per package is used to 
define the area on a single failed waste package through which radionuclides could diffuse and 
advect to the invert below the waste package. Similarly the average number of patch openings 
per package is also used to define the area available on a single failed waste package through 
which radionuclides could diffuse and advect to the invert below the waste package. As 
discussed in Section 11.2.1.3, these average number of pit perforations and patch openings are 
also used to scale the seepage flux through the failed waste package. Both the number of pit 
perforations and patch openings are input to RIP for a single failed-waste package and are 
associated with all the subgroups within each source-term group. These values are scaled up 
when more packages fail within each subgroup. Also, the waste package degradation results 
corresponding to the northeast region are used for the packages in all the six regions and for each
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of the three different waste types, since all six regions had very similar degradation histories (see 
Chapter 5).  

The waste package degradation analysis for the TSPA-VA base-case analysis includes a set of 
nine cases to represent a range of the uncertainty in the median corrosion rate and the variability 

of the corrosion rate among waste packages and patches. Uncertainty and variability are 
represented by splitting the total variance of the general corrosion rate for Alloy 22 into three 
different variability and uncertainty combinations: 75 percent variability and 25 percent 
uncertainty, 50 percent variability and 50 percent uncertainty, and 25 percent variability and 75 
percent uncertainty. For each of the variability-uncertainty splits, the median general corrosion 
rate is sampled from the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles of the uncertainty variance, respectively.  
The expected-value base case is the 50 percent variability and 50 percent uncertainty split and 
the median corrosion rate at the 50th percentile of the uncertainty variance. All these nine cases 
for the three infiltration scenarios (base infiltration with mean fracture alpha, base infiltration +3 
with minimum fracture alpha and base case infiltration x 3 with maximum fracture alpha) are 
included in the TSPA-VA base case analysis for the dripping packages. For the non-dripping 
packages, three cases are included representing the three infiltration scenarios with 25 percent 
variability and 75 percent uncertainty for the corrosion rates. For additional discussion of how 
uncertainty and variability in waste package degradation is quantified and represented in the 
TSPA-VA base case analysis see Chapter 5, Sections 5.7.2 and 5.10.3.  

The results from the waste-package-degradation analyses are fed into RIP using 
multidimensional tables. Each of the cases discussed above is fed into RIP using a different 
multidimensional table. The multidimensional table contains the waste package failure history, 
average number of pit perforations per package, and average number of patch openings per 
packages as dependent variables with time as the independent variable.  

In addition to corrosion degradation of waste packages, the base case includes the effect of early 
or "juvenile" waste-package failures by noncorrosion processes such as materials defects, 
seismic activity, and human-induced factors, such as welding, handling, and transportation. In 
the base case, juvenile failure is assumed to cause a single patch opening in a commercial spent 
fuel nuclear fuel package in a dripping environment, in the southeast region. This is 
implemented within RIP by adding a source-term group in addition to the eighteen source-term 
groups. The expected-value base case assumes a single juvenile failure at 1,000 years. The 
probabilistic base case uses a log-uniform distribution for juvenile failures from 0.001 percent to 
0.1 percent, all occurring at 1,000 years after closure.  

11.2.5 Cladding Degradation 

Cladding degradation of CSNF is modeled external to RIP and the results are abstracted into RIP 
as fraction of cladding failed (exposed waste-form area) with time. The different mechanisms of 
cladding degradation included in the TSPA-VA base-case analysis are: 

"• Creep (strain) failure at high temperatures with simultaneous exposure to oxygen 

"• Juvenile cladding failures (packages emplaced in the repository with cladding already 
failed)
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0 Total failure of stainless-steel-clad fuel rods

"* Mechanical failure of cladding because of structural failure of the waste package, as a 
result of rockfall, corrosion, or seismic events after closure 

"* Long-term corrosion failure.  

Creep and juvenile failures are combined with failure of the stainless steel cladding and are defined at a constant value of 1.25 percent, beginning at the time of any waste-package failure.  
Most of this is because the stainless steel fails. Mechanical failure of cladding is initiated after waste-package failure and is defined as a distribution. This is implemented by defining the 
maximum and minimum cladding fraction that failed as a function of time. For any realization, 
the cladding fraction failed due to mechanical failures at a particular time step is determined by a 
sampling log-uniformly distribution between the maximum and minimum values. Long-term 
corrosion of zircaloy clad fuel is also initiated after waste-package failure and is modeled using 
the waste-package-degradation model WAPDEG V.3.0.7. The results are abstracted into RIP as 
cladding fraction failed versus time with maximum and minimum bounds. Similar to the 
mechanical failures, the cladding fraction failed due to this mechanism is also determined by 
sampling log-uniformly between the maximum and minimum values for every time-step.  

11.2.6 Waste-Form Degradation and Mobilization 

Waste-form degradation is modeled within RIP using dissolution-rate equations for fuel exposed 
by package and cladding degradation. This is done by coupling external subroutines, which 
contain the empirical dissolution-rate equations developed from available data and experiments 
for the three different waste form types: CSNF, high-level radioactive waste (HLW) and DSNF.  
Within RIP, the input variables are passed to separate external routines for both the CSNF and 
HLW and the dissolution rate (g/m 2/yr) is calculated at every time step. For DSNF, the empirical 
equation for calculating the dissolution rate is specified directly within RIP.  

The dissolution rate for CSFN is a function of the temperature (T), total dissolved carbonate, 
oxygen fugacity, and pH of the water contacting the waste form. There is also some uncertainty 
in the dissolution-rate model associated with the equation used to fit the experimental data, and 
this is implemented by defining the coefficients of the equations as stochastic parameters. For T 
in the rate equations, the average temperature on the waste-package surface is used for the six 
different repository regions, as calculated by the drift-scale, thermal-hydrology model. Total 
dissolved carbonate, oxygen fugacity, and pH of the water are obtained from near-field 
geochemical modeling.  

The glass-dissolution rate is a function of the waste-package surface temperature (T) and the pH of the incoming water. The uncertainty in the regression fit of the experimental data is included 
by defining the coefficients of the equation as stochastic parameters, which are passed as input 
by RIP to an external function that calculates the dissolution rate.  

Metallic-dissolution rate is used for the DSNF, which is modeled using a surrogate radionuclide 
inventory composed mostly of N-Reactor fuel. The model for metallic spent fuel was taken from 
the performance assessment calculations of DOE SNF (Duguid et al. 1997, pp. 3-7). The
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dissolution rate in g/m2 yr is multiplied with the specific surface area of the fuel in m2/g to obtain 
the degradation rate of the fuel matrix, which is used to calculate the mass of waste form exposed 
per time. The degradation rate is also used to calculate the volume of water in contact with the 
waste form, which is used to calculate the concentration of the dissolved mass. This calculation 
is described in Section 11.2.7.  

The radionuclide inventory for the three waste forms (CSNF, HLW and DSNF) is directly input 
into RIP within each source term group in Ci/package. The nine radionuclides considered in the 
TSPA-VA analysis are : C-14, 1-129, Np-237, Pa-231, Pu-239, Pu-242, Se-79, Tc-99 and U-234.  
Since decay chains are not considered in the analysis (see Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2), the specified 
inventory includes a correction for ingrowth of radionuclides from the parent radionuclides. For 
example, all of the Am-241 and Pu-241 in the waste is assumed to decay to Np-237 when the 
waste is emplaced to determine the initial inventory of Np-237.  

11.2.7 Engineered-Barrier-System Transport 

The transport of radionuclides in the EBS is modeled within RIP using a series of mixing cells 
coupled by advective and diffusive "connections." Mixing cells are equivalent to equilibrium 
batch reactors and by linking multiple cells together, a fairly accurate description of the 
underlying processes can be realized. A schematic of the series of mixing cells used to represent 
the EBS is shown in Figure 11-5. The waste-package and waste form together are represented as 
a single cell pathway. The concrete invert below the package is assumed to be shaped as a semi
circle around the package and is discretized into three cell pathways to decrease the numerical 
dispersion. The waste package/waste-form cell pathway is coupled to the first invert cell 
pathway through two advective and two diffusive connections. The two advective connections 
represent the water seepage through the failed waste package into the invert through the patch 
openings and pit perforations, respectively. The two diffusive connections represent the 
diffusive mass transfer through patch openings and pit perforations of a failed waste package.  
An advective connection requires the definition of a volumetric flux (m 3/yr) and a diffusive 
connection requires a diffusive area (mi2 ), length of diffusion (m), and diffusion coefficient 
(m2/yr) to calculate the mass transfer rate, in addition to defining the volume of the cell and the 
properties of the media contained in the cell. The volumetric flux through the two advective 
connections coupling the waste package with the invert is calculated by scaling the seepage flux 
into the drift with the available surface area arising from the patch and pit failures.  

The pit perforations and the patch openings define the surface area on the package through which 
diffusive mass transfer could occur and the length of diffusion through the pit perforations is set 
equal to the thickness of the inner container of the waste package. For the patch openings, it is 
set equal to half the thickness of the invert. The selection of these diffusion lengths is discussed 
in Chapter 6, Section 6.5.2.2. For the corrosion-product-filled pit perforations, the diffusion 
coefficient is calculated using the equation for partially saturated medium (CRWMS M&O 
1998c ) for a material with 40 percent porosity and 99.8 percent water saturation equal to that of 
the concrete invert, obtained from drift-scale thermal hydrology (see Chapter 6, Section 6.5.2.2).  
Similarly for the diffusive mass transfer through the patch openings, the diffusion coefficient is 
calculated for the concrete material with 10 percent porosity and 99.8 water saturation. The 
number of pit perforations and patch openings as a function of time is provided by the waste
package-degradation modeling. The volume of water in the waste-package/waste-form cell
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pathway available for mobilization of waste (for computing solubility) at any time step is equal 
to the volume of water in the pores of the "rind," which is the ingrowing shell of altered fuel 
being changed into other minerals through contact with gases and liquids that have entered the 
degraded waste package. This water volume is based on a porosity of 40 percent and water 
saturation of 100 percent in the rind. The rind volume itself is linearly proportional to the fuel 
rod volume times the fuel degradation rate times the time since first water contact.  

The three cell pathways representing the concrete invert are coupled with both an advective and 
diffusive connection. The volumetric flux used to define the advective connection is not the 
same as reduced flux through the packages but is equal to seepage into the drift. The area for 
diffusive mass transfer is equal to the surface area of the invert and the length of diffusion is 
equal to half the thickness of the invert. The concrete material used for invert also sorbs some of 
the radionuclides and this is implemented by defining sorption coefficients (Kds) for those 
sorbing radionuclides within RIP (see Chapter 6).  

Colloid-facilitated mobilization and transport of radionuclides in the EBS is modeled for 
plutonium-239 and plutonium-242, assuming fast reversible attachment. As more colloid data are 
obtained, colloidal transport of additional radionuclides will be investigated (Chapter 6, 
Section 6.4.2). Colloid-facilitated mobilization and transport is modeled within RIP by defining 
various media for the different type of colloids. The colloid concentrations are defined as a 
function of the ionic strength, which is obtained from the near-field geochemical modeling. The 
mass of colloids in each of the cell pathways is obtained by multiplying the colloid 
concentrations with the volume of water in them. There are four types of colloids in the EBS: 
two natural types, iron-oxides and clays; and two types based on fuel degradation, spent fuel 
colloids and glass waste colloids. A small fraction of the total mobilized plutonium, which 
includes both the plutonium in the aqueous phase and reversibly sorbed colloids phases, is 
assumed to sorb irreversibly to colloids at the edge of the EBS. This treatment allows plutonium 
to be transported on colloids and is based on field data observed at the location of the Benham 
Nuclear Detonation at the Nevada Test site. This is done by multiplying the mass flux of 
plutonium-239 and plutonium-242 from the EBS with the fraction of irreversibly sorbed 
plutonium on colloids, defined as a log-uniform distribution.  

As discussed earlier, because there are computational limitations, waste packages are broadly 
grouped into eighteen source term groups according to the waste type and the six repository 
locations. These source term groups are further sub-divided into four subgroups according to the 
dripping conditions to which the packages are exposed during a simulation. Each of the four cell 
pathways representing an idealized EBS is associated with each of these subgroups. All the 
properties for the cell pathways and the connections are defined for a single waste package and 
these values are scaled up as more packages fail within each subgroup. Further, the release from 
all the three waste forms in a particular region is combined together before being passed to the 
UZ transport code. For example, the releases from the CSFN, HLW, and DSNF waste packages 
in the first repository region are combined using a mixing cell downstream of the third invert cell 
pathway. The nineteenth source-term group containing the juvenile failed packages is combined 
with the release from the packages in the southeast region, since the juvenile package is assumed 
to fail in this region. The release from the six mixing cells representing the six distinct 
repository regions is passed as input to the FEHMN V. 1.2 particle tracker (see Chapter 7) at 
every time step.
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11.2.8 Unsaturated-Zone Transport

In TSPA-VA, UZ radionuclide transport is modeled by directly coupling the three dimensional, 
dual-permeability, finite-element code FEHMN V. 1.2 (Robinson et al. 1997; Zyvoloski et al.  
1995) to RIP as an external function (subroutine)(see Chapter 7). The UZ transport model is 
based on the UZ flow model and uses the same three sets of flow fields for the different 
infiltration scenarios (base infiltration with mean fracture alpha, base case infiltration -3 with 
minimum fracture alpha, and base-case infiltration x 3 with maximum fracture alpha) and three 
climate states. As with the UZ flow, a dual-permeability model is assumed, and transport is 
modeled with the FEHMN V. 1.2 particle tracker in three dimensions.  

The mass release from the EBS in each of the six repository regions is passed as input to 
FEHMN V. 1.2 particle tracker for every time step. This mass is spread uniformly over the grid 
blocks in FEHMN V.1.2 within the corresponding area of the six regions. In addition to the 
mass flux, the input from RIP also includes the time in years, the flow-field index parameter, and 
a realization index. The flow field index is used to select the appropriate flow field from the nine 
flow fields pre-generated using TOUGH2 UZ flow code. Within a time step, the particles are 
moved by FEHMN V.1.2 as far as they would travel during that time step, based on the steady
state velocity field in the fractures and matrix of the various UZ rock units.  

The outflow at the water table is also divided into six distinct regions based in part on the 
lithology of the geologic units intersecting the water table. These six regions are not related to 
the six source-term regions at the repository horizon. Mass flux from both the fractures and 
matrix at the six water-table regions is passed from FEHMN V.1.2 back to RIP at every time 
step. The mass fluxes from both the fractures and matrix in each of the six regions are then 
combined together before being passed to the SZ code at every time step. Within a realization, 
when the climate changes, based on the flow field index a new flow field is selected and the 
particles are assumed to be instantly traveling with the new velocities. This quasi-steady 
representation of the flow fields is sufficient for long-term transport calculations and is discussed 
in Chapter 7, Section 7.4.4. Change in climate also results in the change of the water table 
elevation. When the water-table elevation rises, the particles in the "lost" vertical distance 
corresponding to this rise are instantly released in that time step to the water table. Similarly, 
when the water-table elevation falls, there is a brief time when there are no particles in the new 
vertical distance. Uncertainty in the transport parameters, which includes sorption coefficients 
(Kds), matrix diffusion coefficients, dispersivity, KI values for plutonium colloids, and fracture 
aperture are included in the UZ transport by pre-generating the entire matrix of the uncertain 
parameter values using RIP. In a multiple realization case, the appropriate row from an 
uncertainty matrix with a one-hundred rows is selected based on the realization number passed 
from RIP. For example, in a simulation with 100 multiple realizations, the realization number 
passed to FEHMN V.1.2 would be between I and 100 and each and every row from the 
uncertainty matrix would be used over the course of 100 realizations. When more than 100 
realizations are run, values from this table will be reused.  

11.2.9 Saturated-Zone Transport 

SZ transport is modeled by one-dimensional, effective-continuum, flow and transport 
simulations over six streamtubes using the FEHMN V.2.0 computer program (see Chapter 8).
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The streamtubes extend from the bottom of the repository at the water table to the 20 km 
(12.4 mi) distance down-gradient. The locations and directions of the six streamtubes, and the 
lithology along their flow paths, are determined with a three-dimensional computer model for SZ 
flow, based on the FEHMN V.2.0 code and the three-dimensional, site-scale geologic framework 
model (see Chapter 8). The volumetric flux of groundwater through each of the streamtubes was 
determined at the water table from the UZ flow model. The average specific discharge in the dry 
climate is assumed to be 0.6 m/yr in all six of the streamtubes, based on the results of the 
Saturated-Zone Expert Elicitation (CRWMS M&O 1997, Table 3-2). This value combined with 
the volumetric flux from the UZ is used to determine the cross-sectional area of the streamtubes 
(see Chapter 8). The output from these one-dimensional SZ transport simulations through the six 
streamtubes provide concentration breakthrough curves at 20 km (12.4 mi) for unit releases of 
radionuclides from the UZ. These breakthrough curves reside in files in the RIP runtime 
directory and are accessed when needed by the SZCONVOLUTE V. 1.0 external function 
(which convolves-i.e., integrates-the real source term with the pre-generated unit 
breakthrough curves) called by the RIP program (CRWMS M&O 1998b).  

The flow and transport simulations to develop the unit breakthrough curves are done outside and 
prior to the RIP program for each of the nine radionuclides over 100 realizations of uncertain SZ 
transport parameters. The uncertain parameters used in the one-dimensional transport 
simulations include effective porosity in the volcanic units and the alluvium unit, distribution 
coefficients (Kds) for sorbing radionuclides in the volcanic and alluvium units; the ratio of the 
radionuclide mass in aqueous and colloidal forms (IK) for colloid-facilitated transport of 
plutonium; longitudinal dispersivity; the fraction of flowpath through the alluvium, and the 
dilution factor used for representing the transverse dispersivity. For the case of 100 realizations, 
6 streamtubes, and 11 radionuclides, there are 6,600 files of breakthrough curves.  

The input from RIP to SZCONVOLUTE V.1.0 at every time step includes the mass flux at the 
water table from the UZ transport model at each of the six water table regions, an index for the 
climate state, and the realization number. Climate change provided to the convolution integral 
function by the climate index is incorporated into the SZ transport analysis by assuming 
instantaneous change from one steady-state flow condition to another steady-state condition (see 
Chapter 8, Sections 8.3.5 and 8.3.6). The velocity and the volumetric flux in each of the 
streamtubes are scaled when the climate changes. In a multiple realization case, based on the 
realization number, the appropriate breakthrough curve for the different radionuclide and 
streamtube are selected. The concentration in Ci/m 3 (curies per cubic meter) is passed back to 
RIP from all the six streamtubes.  

Before passing the concentrations back to RIP, the convolved concentrations are divided by the 
dilution factor to account for the transverse dispersion, based on the Saturated-Zone Expert 
Elicitation (CRWMS M&O 1997, Figure 3-3d). The dilution factor is defined with probability 
distribution and the same value is used for all the radionuclides, all the six streamtubes, and at all 
time scales. The actual concentration used to determine the dose rate is based on the 
concentrations in all six streamtubes. That is, the concentrations for each radionuclide were 
summed among the six streamtubes. Within RIP, this summed concentration was compared 
with the maximum undiluted concentration for each radionuclide at every time step. The 
maximum diluted concentration is used to compute the dose rate when the maximum undiluted
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concentration is lower than the summed concentration, otherwise the summed concentration is 
used (see Chapter 8, Section 8.3.7).  

11.2.10Biosphere Transport 

Biosphere transport is modeled within RIP using biosphere dose-conversion factors that convert 
SZ radionuclide concentration to individual radiation dose rate. The biosphere dose-conversion 
factors are developed outside RIP using a computer program named GENII-S V. 1.485 (Napier et 
al. 1988). The dose-conversion factors are determined for an "average individual" living in 
Amargosa Valley 20 km (12.4 mi) downgradient from the potential repository, who draws water 
from a well for drinking and irrigation purposes (see Chapter 9). The dose-conversion factors 
are abstracted into RIP as lognormal distributions for all the nine radionuclides and the three 
climate states. The dose-conversion factors for all the nine radionuclides and all the three 
climate states are perfectly positively correlated during the Monte Carlo sampling, by using the 
same random number for sampling all the distributions. The appropriate dose-conversion factors 
based on the climate state are used to multiply the SZ concentration to calculate the dose rate in 
mrem/yr.  

11.3 UNCERTAINTY/SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS METHODS IN TSPA-VA 

For the TSPA-VA, a probabilistic approach is used for assessing the long-term performance of 
the Yucca Mountain repository. This approach uses a linked system of deterministic process 
models to represent the repository and its associated geologic system, and a Monte Carlo 
technique to propagate parameter uncertainty through to the calculation of maximum radiation 
doses at the specified location 20 km (12.4 mi) from the repository. A full analysis includes the 
following: 

A. Selecting imprecisely known model input parameters to be sampled 

B. Constructing probability distribution functions for each of these parameters, 
incorporating available data and subjective information to capture uncertainty 

C. Generating a sample set by selecting a parameter value from each distribution 

D. Calculating outcomes for the sample set.  

Steps 3 and 4 are repeated many times to produce a distribution of peak dose rates that represents 
the spectrum of repository performance. The distribution of peak dose rates is normally 
presented as a complementary cumulative distribution function that gives the probability of 
exceeding a given peak dose rate. The range or spread of peak dose rates represents the amount 
of uncertainty in the results. In addition to quantifying the uncertainty in the results of the 
performance assessment, another important component of the probabilistic approach used in the 
TSPA is the sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis is used to identify the relative importance 
of uncertain input parameters to the predicted repository performance. This information is useful 
for selecting and assigning priorities to future modeling, site-characterization, and design 
activities so that uncertainty in estimates of long-term performance may be decreased.
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This section summarizes the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis methods and computational 
tools used to analyze the probabilistic results obtained from the base-case Monte Carlo 
simulations. The methods and computational tools are presented in three subsections: 
Uncertainty Analysis Methods, Sensitivity Analysis Methods, and Sensitivity Analysis 
Calculations. The Uncertainty Analysis Methods subsection provides a description of how the 
probabilistic results are obtained and subsequently represented in the form of a complementary 
cumulative distribution function. In the Sensitivity Analysis Methods subsection, the techniques 
used to quantify the relative importance of uncertain input parameters on repository performance 
are discussed. These techniques include scatter plots and linear regression analysis. The 
Sensitivity Analysis Calculations subsection describes how the sensitivity analyses were 
performed. Included in this section are descriptions of the computational tools developed for this 
task.  

11.3.1 Uncertainty Analysis 

The objective of uncertainty analysis in the TSPA is to estimate the complementary cumulative 
distribution of peak radiation doses at the specified location 20 km (12.4 mi) from the repository.  
The range or spread of estimated peak dose rates represents the amount of uncertainty in the 
results. This uncertainty arises from input parameter uncertainty. In this subsection, a brief 
description of how complementary cumulative distribution functions of peak radiation doses are 
obtained is presented.  

The TSPA results can be symbolically represented by a simple function of the form 

Dose Rate = f (x1, x2, .... xnc, S, S2, s...n, 0t) 

where Dose Rate represents the dose rate to a human at the 20-km boundary as a function of 
time t.  

The variables x1, x2, .... xc are precisely known input parameters, such as the acceleration of 
gravity and the density of water, and nc is the number of such inputs. Variables sl, S2, ..... su are 
imprecisely known or uncertain parameters, such as corrosion rate and waste-form dissolution 
rate, and nu is the number of such parameters. In the TSPA-VA base-case probabilistic 
calculations, nc = 1,006 and nu = 177. Note that the 1,006 certain parameters and 177 uncertain 
parameters include only those that are used within RIP; many additional parameters are used in 
the various component models such as TOUGH2 and WAPDEG V.3.07. A description of the 
uncertain parameters is provided in Appendix A. The imprecisely known inputs are the 
parameters that cause uncertainty in the performance assessment predictions (DTN 
SNT05070798001.002).  

The uncertainty in parameters st, s, .... snu is characterized by a sequence of probability 
distributions 

Di, D2l ..... Dnu,( 1 ) 

where Dj is the probability distribution for variable sj. In some cases, the definitions of these 
distributions are also accompanied by specifications of correlations that further define the
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relations between the sj. For the TSPA-VA base case, the seepage parameters for different 
repository subregions are correlated, seepage and infiltration for different climate states are 
correlated, diffusion coefficients for different geologic layers in the UZ are correlated, and 
biosphere dose-conversion factors for different radionuclides are correlated (see Appendix A).  

Once distributions Dj are specified, the next step is to determine the uncertainty in the 
performance-assessment results that arises from uncertainty in sS, s2. nu- First, a sample 

Sk = [Ski, Sk2 ....... Srnku, k = 1, ...,nk , (11-2) 

is generated from the specified distributions Dl, D,, ..., D,, where nk is the size of the sample, or 
number of realizations. In the TSPA, this sample is generated using Latin Hypercube sampling 
and the sample size is nk = 100 for most simulations (the sufficiency of a sample size of 100 is 
discussed in Section 11.4.2.2). A performance-assessment calculation is then conducted for each 
sample Sk, with all precisely known input parameters xi, x, ... , xc held fixed at their known 
values. The performance-assessment calculations yield a series of curves that show how the 
dose rate changes with time. These curves are often referred to as dose time histories and can be 
represented symbolically as 

(Dose Rate)k =f(x, X2, ... xc, Ski, Sk2, ...... Sknnu, t), k = 1,2, ... , 100, (11-3) 

where each (Dose Rate)k, k = 1,2, .... 100, is the result of a complete calculation of all the linked 
TSPA components.  

Once the dose history for each realization is obtained, the peak dose rate that occurred during the 
simulation period for each realization is determined by taking the highest point on each dose-rate 
history curve. Once a peak dose is obtained for each realization, the next step is to graphically 
represent the dose results in the form of a complementary cumulative distribution function, 
which shows the probability (represented on the ordinate axis) that a dose rate is greater than a 
given value (represented on the abscissa axis) and is constructed by first ordering the peak doses 
from smallest to largest values, with a weight of l/nk = 1/100 assigned to each peak dose rate.  
The probability that a dose rate is greater than a specified dose rate, D, is determined by 
summing the probabilities associated with all dose rates larger than the specified one. That is, 

100 

Prob (Dose Rate> - D) = 3d / 100 
d=1 (11-4) 

where the sum on the right is taken over all peak dose rates and 6d = 1 if the dose rate is greater 
than D and 3 d = 0 if the dose rate is less than D.  

One way to characterize the uncertainty represented by the complementary cumulative 
distribution function is with the mean value and the coefficient of variation, which is the variance 
normalized by the mean. These quantities are estimated by 

100 

E(DoseRate) = X(Dose Rate)k / 100 
k=l (11-5)
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and

- E(Dose Rate)]2 1(11-6) (k=( (99) ( 

respectively.  

11.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis Methods 

The primary objective of sensitivity analysis is to identify those uncertain parameters that have a 
strong influence on the repository performance measures and to quantify the strength of their 
influence. A simple tool for sensitivity analysis is the scatter plot, which is a plot of sampled 
numerical values of an uncertain variable, or independent variable, used in the computations 
versus the calculated results such as peak dose rate, or dependent variable. Scatter plots are 
invaluable for identifying a relationship between variables, but they do not quantify the intensity 
of that relationship. In the TSPA, multiple linear regression modeling is used to quantify 
relationships between dependent and independent variables. By using a regression model, it is 
possible to identify variables that contribute most to the calculated uncertainty in the peak- dose 
rates.  

For the TSPA, the primary technique for regression modeling is linear stepwise regression. In 
the stepwise approach, a sequence of regression models is constructed starting with a single 
selected input parameter, and including one additional input variable at each successive step until 
all significant input variables have been included in the model. This approach avoids having to 
treat all of the independent uncertain variables simultaneously in a single model. A good 
discussion of multiple linear regression modeling and other sensitivity-analysis techniques, and 
their application to the performance assessment of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, is given by 
Helton (1993) and Helton et al. (1998, Section 6. 10).  

11.3.2.1 Scatter Plots 

Scatter plots are plots of sampled numerical values of input variables used in a computation 
versus the output results calculated using those numerical values for the input variables. Recall 
that the TSPA base case model is characterized by nu uncertain input variables s,..., S.u, where s, 
might be the solubility in groundwater of an inventoried radioisotope, S2 might be the partition 
coefficient for that isotope in the low permeability zeolitic layers in the UZ, and so on. In the 
TSPA Monte Carlo simulations, the RIP Latin hypercube sampling module assigns to each 
uncertain parameter sj a set of nk = 100 numerical values that span the parameter's entire range 
of plausible values. The TSPA base-case model is then executed 100 times, one simulation for 
each different input variable vector, and 100 different results Yi, i = 1,2, ..... 100 are obtained. A 
plot of the 100 calculated values of Yi against all 100 sampled values of, say, the j[h input 
variable, sj, is called a scatter plot of Y versus sp.  

If little or no relationship exists between the sampled values of the selected input variable and the 
corresponding calculated results, their scatter plot will resemble a random distribution of points.  
Alternatively, the existence of a well-defined relationship between the sampled values of an 
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input variable and their corresponding calculated results will produce an organized distribution 
or clustering of the points in some sort of recognizable pattern.  

Finally, scatter plots are especially effective in revealing nonlinear dependencies, threshold 
behaviors, variable interactions, and other dependencies that are invaluable in understanding 
model behaviors and sensitivities. However, scatter plots are basically qualitative in nature, and 
quantitative measures are preferred for performance assessments. A quantitative approach to 
sensitivity analysis is provided by linear regression analysis.  

11.3.2.2 Linear Regression Analysis 

Sensitivity analyses performed on Latin hypercube sampled data are based on the construction of 
linear regression models that approximate the behavior of output from the TSPA-VA model. As 
described previously, the TSPA-VA base case model is run with 100 different Latin hypercube
sampled sets of uncertain input vectors. Each input vector (or realization) is numerically 
different from every other input vector and produces a family of 100 different output results Yi.  
These data can be fit to a regression model of the form 

P 

Y=bo +,bbjSj, (11-7) 
j=1 

where the method of least squares is applied to determine the coefficients b,, which are called 
"ordinary regression coefficients." This equation represents the line 16 that best fits the scatter
plot data in the sense that the sum of the squared differences between the actual scatter-plot data 
and the values given by the regression line are minimized for the chosen coefficients, bj. The 
ordinary regression coefficients may be thought of as the partial derivatives of the regression 
model with respect to the input variables. However, these ordinary regression coefficients are 
dimensional quantities and their numerical values are strongly dependent on the units in which 
the variables are expressed. For example, if Y is peak dose rate and s3 is a permeability value, 
then the numerical value of b3 would increase by four orders of magnitude if the units of s3 were 
changed from m2 to cm 2. Moreover, the different elements of set bj (i.e., for different values of j) 
have different dimensions from one another. Therefore, the elements of bj cannot be directly 
compared to one another. Consequently, the elements of bj do not provide satisfactory direct 
measures of the relative importance of the different input variables. To achieve a direct 
comparison between regression coefficients, the input variables must be transformed linearly to 
form new variables called "standardized variables." 

Standardized (dimensionless) variables are centered on the means of their samples and 
normalized by the standard deviations of their samples. Standardized variables, denoted by an 
asterisk, can be expressed as sj* = (sj -s-)/crx, where T and q, are the mean and standard 
deviation, respectively, for each sample variable sp. In terms of standardized variables, the 
previous regression model reduces to the standardized form, 

16 If P = I (i.e., there are two regression coefficients, b0 and b, ), the equation represents a line. If P = 2, the 

equation represents a plane. For P - 3, a space having more than three dimensions is required to plot the equation.
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P 
b>b;s;. (11-8) 

j=1 

The coefficients, bj*, for j = 1,..., nu, are standardized regression coefficients (SRCs). These coefficients are dimensionless and vary over approximately the same range of numerical values.  Therefore, they can be compared one to each other to provide a direct quantitative measure of the relative importance of the various uncertain input variables, provided the input variables are statistically independent. Thus, if b3* is numerically greater than b4*, then Y is more sensitive to variations in s3 than it is to variations in s4. The reliability of such results is conditional on the degree to which the actual relationship between Y and the sj,....s,, is described by the regression 
model, which is assumed to be linear in this analysis.  

Coefficients of determination are useful quantitative measures of how well the relationship 
between TSPA outputs and inputs are described by the regression model. The coefficient of 
determination is defined as: 

y ,(Y 2. (11-9) 
i=1 i=1 

R2 varies between 0 and 1 and measures the fraction of the variation in Y attributable to 

regression on the s's. An R2 value near I indicates a good fit, meaning that the model is accounting for most of the uncertainty in the performance measure being analyzed. Conversely, 
an R2 near zero indicates that the regression model is not very successful in accounting for the uncertainty in the performance measure.  

To avoid poor linear fits with nonlinear data, regression analyses were performed on ranktransformed data. Rank-transformed data means that the actual data values of both outputs and inputs are replaced with their corresponding ranks; that is, the smallest value for a given variable 
is assigned the value of 1, and the next largest value is assigned a value of 2, and so on up to the 
largest value.  

11.3.2.3 Stepwise Regression Modeling 

Because of the large number of uncertain parameters in the TSPA-VA, it is more efficient to perform regression analysis in a stepwise fashion, rather than treating all the independent 
variables in a single model. In the stepwise approach (see Helton et al. 1998, Section 6.10), a 
sequence of regression models is constructed, starting with a single selected input parameter, and including one additional input variable at each successive step until all significant input variables have been included in the model. At each step, tests are made to ensure that the computed 
regression coefficients correspond to a true underlying linear model. The probability that these regression coefficients are obtained merely by chance, when there is no linear model (i.e., when the regression coefficient is truly zero), is set to a low value. The "t-test" is used to implement 
this criterion. This test is applied to all variables entering the regression. Further, the test is applied to ensure that the variables already in regression remain significant after a new variable 
enters. If input variables are correlated, the possibility does exist that a variable selected in a 
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previous step may be dropped in a later step. In this study, the probability levels (called cc
levels) for the entering variables have been set at 0.02 and for the departing variables at 0.05.  
When there are no new variables to enter the regression at the specified ct-levels, the stepwise 
procedure terminates.  

The largest sample correlation coefficient identifies the first input parameter to be added to the 
regression model in the stepwise process. Correlation coefficients measure the strength of the 
linear relationship between two variables, and are closely related to SRCs. The sample 
correlation coefficient is based on all the sampled values of the jth input parameter and all the 
calculated results that correspond to those values, that is, 

N N N 

2 1 / (11-10) 

2~~{ X ~ y'2 _][ )2I 

The value of ryj can vary between positive one and negative one. When ryj is close to positive 
one, this indicates a positive linear relationship exists between the input variable sj and the 
calculated result Y. When ryj is close to negative one, this indicates that a negative linear 
relationship exists between the input variable sj and the calculated result Y. Values of rýj close to 
zero indicate that no linear relationship exists between the input variable sj and the calculated 
result Y.  

The largest of the ryj (in absolute value) overj = 1,..., nu, serves to identify the input variable 
having the strongest linear relationship with Y. This variable is used as a starting point on which 
to construct a stepwise regression. The second regression model contains the two input variables 
that have the largest impact on the output variable. That is, the input variable from the first step 
plus whichever of the remaining variables that produces a two-variable model with the largest 
gain in R2 . Additional models in sequence are defined in the same manner until a point is reached 
at which further models are unable to meaningfully increase the amount of uncertainty in the 
output variable that can be accounted for. Also, at each step of the stepwise regression process, 
the possibility exists for an already selected variable to be dropped out if it no longer has a 
significant impact on the amount of uncertainty in the output variable; this only occurs when 
correlations exist between input variables.  

Several aspects of stepwise regression help quantify the importance of individual input variables 
(Helton et al. 1998, Section 6.10.5). The order in which variables are selected in the stepwise 
procedure described above provides an indication of their importance, with the most important 
variable selected first, and next most important variable selected second, and so on. The R2 

values at successive steps of the analysis also provide a measure of variable importance by 
indicating how much of the uncertainty in the dependent variable can be accounted for by 
variables selected through each step. Moreover, when input variables are uncorrelated, 
differences in R2 values for the regression models constructed at successive steps equals the 
fraction of total uncertainty in the output variable that can be accounted for by the individual 
input variables added at each step. The absolute values of the SRCs in the regression models
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also provide an indication of importance. Finally, the sign of an SRC indicates whether the input 
and output variables tend to increase and decrease with each other (a positive coefficient), or 
tend to move in opposite directions (a negative coefficient).  

In Yucca Mountain TSPA applications, correlations do exist between input variables. As a 
consequence, the order in which variables are selected and the absolute values of the SRCs do 
not in general indicate the order of variable importance. Note that a general indicator of variable 
importance is the fraction of output variance that is attributable to the particular input variable 
under consideration. That is, the partial correlation coefficient (PCC) characterizes the strength 
of the linear relationship between two variables; after the linear effects of the other variables in 
the analysis have been removed (Helton et al. 1998, Section 6.10.4). As a result, PCCs tend to 
exclude the effects of other variables, whereas SRCs do not. The SRC simply characterizes the 
effect on the output variable that results from perturbing an input variable by a fixed fraction of 
its standard deviation. However, when input variables are uncorrelated, the order of variable 
importance as given by the absolute value of SRCs is the same as that given by the absolute 
value of the PCCs. Partial correlation coefficients are used in this study as a measure of variable 
importance.  

11.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis Calculations 

This subsection gives an overview of the steps involved in the sensitivity analysis calculations 
and the computational tools used to perform the calculations.  

The sensitivity analysis consisted of three steps: 

A. Constructing data files containing the sampled uncertain input parameter values 
(independent variables) and output performance measures (dependent variables) such 
as peak dose and radionuclide releases 

B. Using the code PRESATOOL Version 1.5 (hereafter referred to as PRESATOOL) to 
read these files and generate the input files for the sensitivity analysis code SATOOL 
Version 1.2 

C. Using SATOOL Version 1.2 (hereafter referred to as SATOOL) to perform multiple 
linear regression analysis and provide an importance ranking of the independent 
variables.  

These three steps and the flow of information between them are described next. The data files in 
step 1 are constructed using RIP Version 5.19.01 to extract sampled input parameter values and 
selected output performance measures from the detailed RIP output files. Detailed RIP output 
files were then generated for each multiple realization TSPA simulation period (i.e., 10,000-, 
100,000-, and 1,000,000-year simulation periods). The output performance measures analyzed 
in the TSPA-VA sensitivity analysis include: 

* Peak radiation dose rate (mrem/yr) at a specified location of 20 km (12.4 mi) from the 
repository 
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0 Total radionuclide releases (Ci/yr) from the EBS to the UZ

0 Total radionuclide releases (Ci/yr) from the UZ to the SZ.  

In practice, once the data files containing the sampling and output performance data in step 1 are 
constructed, steps 2 and 3 are implemented by executing the codes PRESATOOL and SATOOL 
in sequence using script files (files containing commands for executing the codes). Two final 
output files are provided by SATOOL; One file gives detailed output of the sensitivity analysis 
and one file summarizes the importance ranking of input variables in tabular form. The specific 
codes, output and input files, and script files used to complete the three sensitivity analysis steps 
are stored in the YMP Technical Data Base (DTN SNT05070798001.001). Brief descriptions of 
PRESATOOL Version 1.5 and SATOOL Version 1.2 are provided below.  

PRESATOOL has been designed to read RIP output files and associated user-specified input 
control files and generate two input files for SATOOL. One input file contains control 
parameters for the execution of SATOOL; another file contains the independent and dependent 
variable values for each realization in a Monte Carlo simulation. Dependent variables can be 
analyzed at the final simulation time (such as final peak dose) or for a sequence of output times 
(such as every 1,000 years). PRESATOOL also averages uncertain region-dependent repository 
parameters (i.e., fraction of packages with seeps, percolation flux, and seepage flux) over the six 
repository regions. This averaging is performed by weighting each region-dependent repository 
parameter by the ratio of the corresponding repository region footprint area to the total footprint 
area of the repository and summing the weighted contributions from all regions to produce an 
average uncertain parameter for the entire repository. All averaged repository parameters are 
treated as independent variables in the regression analysis.  

SATOOL is the code used to conduct sensitivity analyses and provide importance ranking of the 
uncertain input variables in the TSPA Monte Carlo simulations. SATOOL uses stepwise 
regression for identifying the linear regression model and is an enhanced version of the code 
STEPWISE (Iman et al. 1980). Enhancements implemented in SATOOL include the calculation 
of PCCs, increased array dimensions for processing large numbers of independent and dependent 
variables, and improved presentation of regression analysis results. In SATOOL, PCCs are 
calculated directly from R2-deletes. These latter quantities represent the R 2 a regression model 
will have after the corresponding input variable is removed from the model. SATOOL computes 
the PCC for input variable i using R2-deletes in the following relationship 

R2_R2 

pCCc. 2 - (11-11) 
delRete i 

which can be derived from Equation 3 in RamaRao et al. (1998). The sign on a PCC is the same 
as the corresponding SRC.  

The second importance indicator used in the TSPA-VA sensitivity analysis is R2-loss. R2-1oss 
represents the loss in R 2 of the current n-variable regression model if the variable of concern is 
dropped from the regression model, creating a model with n-I variables, where n is the total 
number of variables in the final regression model. That is
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R' - Rdelete i(

Therefore, a high value of R2-loss indicates that the removed variable is important.  

Finally, SATOOL provides two output files, detailed and summary output files. The detailed 
output file contains information such as the mean and standard deviation of each input 
distribution, sum of squares and correlation matrices, and regression results and importance 
ranking at each step in the stepwise regression process. The summary output file contains the 
regression results and importance ranking at each step in the stepwise regression process.  

The two computer codes PRESATOOL and SATOOL do the bulk of the calculations and data 
processing for the sensitivity analysis. In addition to these codes, several auxiliary codes are 
used in the sensitivity analysis (see Table 11-4). These auxiliary codes are used for processing 
RIP output to make, for example, time-dependent plots of partial correlation coefficients and 
scatter plots. These auxiliary codes and their input and output files are stored in a Performance 
Assessment dataset (DTN SNT05070798001.001) and are controlled under Sandia National 
Laboratories Yucca Mountain Project's configuration management system.  

11.4 SUMMARY OF TSPA-VA RESULTS 

The previous chapters in this document have shown the complexity of the repository system, 
both the engineered and natural barriers, and the resulting need to break the system into various 
components in order to analyze repository performance. In this chapter, sections 11. 1 and 11.2 
describe the specific components or subsystems used in TSPA models, the rationale for choosing 
these specific components (how they correlate to specific physical-chemical processes and to 
location within the overall system, and how they are coupled to one another), and the specific 
methodology used to incorporate and analyze these components in the overall total system 
performance model. Chapters 2 through 9 give detailed descriptions of each of the key 
component models: the conceptual basis of these models as determined by experimental data, 
how to implement these conceptual models into the overall TSPA analyses (including model 
abstractions or simplifications that are necessary in some instances), the range of uncertainty 
underlying these component models and their corresponding data, and finally some key results of 
the component models, that is, how well the models fit available data and how the range of 
uncertainty in available data leads to a range of predictions of key model output parameters 
(e.g., groundwater flux).  

Having shown in previous sections the necessity of breaking the total system into components 
and the details of modeling each component, it is now appropriate to describe the results of 
recombining all the component models into one integrated total system performance model
specifically the predictions of this overall model with respect to both total system performance 
(i.e., dose rate at the accessible environment) and to subsystem performance of the various 
components (e.g., performance of the SZ by itself). A key point is that the assessments will be 
based on the calculated source term, that is, the predicted radionuclide releases from the 
repository as the waste packages and waste forms degrade with time. This is a bit different from 
some of the earlier results (e.g., in Chapters 7 and 8), which were based on an idealized source 
term.  
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The phrase "base case" has already been defined in more general terms in Section 11. 1 as it 
relates to uncertainty. However, in this section, "base case" is examined more specifically as it 
defines the predictions from the various component models of the TSPA. The phrase "base 
case" might also be termed the "baseline" case, where baseline is used in the sense of "likely" 
rather than as "initial," implying that the "base case" encompasses some of the possible 
uncertainty regarding predictions of system performance, but not all. For example, consider the 
fourth type of uncertainty listed in Section 11.1.1.1 regarding features, events, and processes: 
uncertainty about future events. The TSPA-VA base case encompasses some uncertainty related 
to climate-change events, but no uncertainty related to volcanism events. In addition, consider 
the second type of uncertainty, conceptual model uncertainty. The TSPA-VA base case does not 
include the dual permeability model (DKM)/Weeps model discussed in Chapter 2, but does 
include the DKM model. These are a couple of examples of how the base case represents a 
narrowed range of uncertainty in comparison to the entire space of possible outcomes.  
However, because of the still remaining uncertainty in all of the component models and future 
scenarios (features, events, and processes), the base case necessarily encompasses multiple 
outcomes (i.e., realizations) for the future repository behavior. The intent of Section 11.4 is to 
quantify the range of possible outcomes of overall system behavior for the TSPA-VA base case 
and to describe the key parameters of the component models that are most responsible for the 
performance variation across this range of system behavior (see Section 11.4.2). Before 
describing this entire range of overall base-case behavior, that is, the probability distribution of 
dose in the biosphere at 20 km (12.4 mi) downgradient of the repository, a single realization of 
repository behavior is examined to illustrate in detail how the behavior of the various 
components influences both the behavior of the dose and the behavior of other components (see 
Section 11.4.1). This will lead to a more thorough understanding of why the repository behaves 
as it does. This single realization is the realization that chooses the expected value of all the 
stochastic input parameters.  

11.4.1 Deterministic Results of the Base Case 

The single realization described in this section is the outcome of sampling all uncertain input 
parameters in the TSPA-VA component models at the expected value of their ranges (i.e., at their 
mean or average value). The intent is to show how total system behavior (i.e., individual dose 
rate) is influenced by the various component or subsystem models and parameters. The method 
is to compare time history plots of key subsystem parameters (e.g., waste-package failure 
history) with the time history plots of both dose rate and release rate at various system 
boundaries (e.g., the bottom boundary of the UZ-the water table).  

Figure 11-6 illustrates the dose rate versus time from all biosphere dose pathways to an average 
adult (see Chapter 9) residing 20 km (12 mi) downgradient of the repository, for the expected
value simulation. The three graphs in this figure correspond to three different time frames: 

"* The first 10,000 years after repository closure.  

"* The first 100.000 years after repository closure.  

"* The first 1 million years after repository closure, which is the likely maximum 
geologically stable time period according to the National Research Council panel on
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Yucca Mountain performance standards (National Academy of Sciences/National 
Research Council 1995, p. 72).  

The shape and timing of various dose histories in these plots is explained in subsequent figures in 
this section. Note that the dose histories in Figure 11-6 are computed using three different 
simulations (10,000-yr, 100.000-yr, and 1,000,000-yr simulations), each with different time-step 
sizes. Key points about the three plots in Figure 11-6 are the following: 

" Within the first 10,000 years, the only radionuclides to reach the biosphere are the 
nonsorbing radionuclides with high inventories, Tc-99 and 1-129, and the total peak dose 
rate is about 0.04 mrem/yr.  

" Within the first 100,000 years, the weakly sorbing radionuclide Np-237 begins to 
dominate doses in the biosphere at about 50,000 years, with the total dose rate reaching 
about 5 mrem/yr.  

" Within the first 1 million years, neptunium-237 continues to be the major contributor to 
peak dose rate, which reaches a maximum of about 300 mrem/yr at about 300,000 years 
after closure of the repository, just following the first climatic superpluvial period.'" The 
radionuclide Pu-242 is also important during the million-year time frame and has two 
peaks at about 320,000 years and 720,000 years, closely following the two superpluvial 
periods. There are regularly spaced spikes in all the dose rate curves (more pronounced 
for nonsorbing radionuclides such as Tc-99 and 1-129) corresponding to the assumed 
climate model for the expected-value base-case simulation. As described below, these 
spikes are a result of assumed abrupt changes in water-table elevation and seepage 
through the packages.  

11.4.1.1 Ten-Thousand-Year Dose Rates 

Within the first 10,000 years after closure, Tc-99 and 1-129 are the dominant radionuclides to 
reach the biosphere. The majority of Tc-99 and 1-129 are emplaced in the CSFN packages.  
Following are three important qualities of these two radionuclides: 

High solubility in the Yucca Mountain pore water seeping into the waste packages,"8 

which allows rapid release from the waste packages and the EBS compared to releases of 
the actinide elements, that is, uranium, neptunium, curium, and americium 

17 This dose rate is comparable to the annual mean background radiation in the United States from natural sources 
(NCRP 1987, p. 149; National Research Council 1990, p. 19). The dose rate shown in Figure 11.4-1 reaches a peak 
after the superpluvial period because of a sorption delay affecting neptunium-237 transport in the SZ. Also, as 
discussed in Chapter 6 of this document, the predicted total dose rate of 300 mrem/yr would perhaps increase by 15 
to 20 percent if the daughter products of neptunium-237 (uranium-233 and thorium-229) had been included in the 
model.  

" The composition of the water seeping into the waste packages may be altered frorn ambient (i.e., pre-repository) 
conditions because of thermal-chemical processes, including evaporation and recirculation during the early high
temperature period and chemical reaction with the emplaced in-drift, waste-package, and waste-form materials.
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"* Negligible sorption onto the tuff rock matrix in the natural barriers, which allows 
relatively rapid transport through the natural system compared to other, more chemically 
reactive, elements2 9 

"* Relatively slow decay compared to the 10,000-year time span".  

Because both Tc-99 and 1-129 behave similarly with respect to these three key attributes, only 
the movement of Tc-99 needs to be tracked through the system to explain the behavior of both 
ions, and the behavior of the total dose rate within 10,000 years.  

Figure 11-7 through Figure 11-9, discussed in detail in this section, show the primary causes for 
the shape and timing of the 10,000-year dose rate graphs for Tc-99 and 1-129. Two primary sets 
of plots are shown: 

"* Time histories of activity release and radionuclide concentrations at the downgradient 
boundaries of various parts of the natural and engineered barriers (e.g., EBS, UZ, and SZ) 

"* Time histories of key subsystem parameters.  

Figure 11-7 shows the performance of the EBS. It is evident from Figure 11-7 that the initial 
releases of Tc-99 (and also 1-129) from the waste packages and the EBS are caused by the first 
package failure at 1,000 years, which is an assumed juvenile, or early, failure arising from 
possible manufacturing defects, rockfall, or seismic activity. This failure is assumed to occur in 
the southeast repository region, the largest in area of the six regions. The small initial peak and 
oscillation in release from the EBS in the southeast region at about 1,000 years is caused by the 
immediate dissolution of the gap fraction and subsequent release from the single juvenile-failure 
package. The gap fraction is the 2 percent of the total Tc-99 inventory residing in very soluble 
form in the gap between the fuel matrix and the cladding.  

After the initial juvenile failure at 1,000 years, the first corrosion failures occur at about 
4,100 years and 4,200 years (the first one in the southeast region and second one in the central
central region), indicated by the bar heights equal to 1 in the histogram plot of package failures.  
After that, more packages fail by corrosion in all the various regions starting at 5,000 years.  
Besides this waste-package failure history, the other key event influencing performance in the 
10,000-year time frame is the abrupt climatic change from current dry conditions to the relatively 

Thus, the use of ambient pore-water solubility in the radionuclide mobilization model in TSPA-VA is an 
approximation-see Chapter 6, Sections 4.2.3.1.2 and 4.2.1.1.2 for clarification of this modeling assumption.  

19 Both technetium and iodine are assumed to be dissolved in the pore water in their anionic, oxidized forms as 
pertechnetate (TcO 4-) and iodide (F). Under ambient or chemically unaltered conditions in Yucca Mountain. anions 
have a low affinity for sorption onto the volcanic tuff rocks, which implies that they can travel more rapidly through 
the UZ than other radionuclides that are in a cationic, or positively charged, state in the oxidized groundwater.  
Furthermore, pertechnetate and iodide have a lower potential for incorporation into minerals via precipitation than 
some other elements, such as the actinide elements, particularly under oxidizing conditions.  

'-Technetium-99 has a half life of about 213,000 years and iodine-129 about 15,700.000 years.
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wetter long-term-average climate, occurring at 5,000 years in this expected-value realization.  
This climatic change is evident in both the waste-package and EBS mass-release graphs and 
causes the abrupt peak in releases at 5,100 years. However, this mass-release peak originates 
almost solely from the single juvenile-failure package and not from the two corrosion-failed 
packages. 21 For example, the advective/diffusive release plot shows that the two corrosion-failed 
packages at 4,100 and 4,200 years have a negligible influence on either total 22 advective or total 
diffusive mass-release curves prior to the climate change at 5,000 years.23 This lack of influence 
is a result of the very small initial patch area per package, shown graphically in Figure 11-7.  
This small area means a low diffusive flux out of the corrosion-failed packages and a low 
seepage flux into the corrosion-failed packages. The latter causes low advective releases during 
the dry climate (Figure 1 1-7).24 (The seepage flux into the drift is the same for both the juvenile 
package and the corrosion packages, but the seepage into and through the packages is different 
because of the different patch area.) The single juvenile-failure package was assumed to have a 
patch area of 0.031 m2(see Chapter 6, Section 6.5.2).  

At 5,000 years, the climate becomes wetter and the seepage flux through both the juvenile-failure 
package and the corrosion-failed packages abruptly increases, as shown on the plot of seepage 
flux. This increase produces a burst of Tc-99 release from the repository at 5,000 years, shown 
by the peak in the Tc-99 advection curve. The diffusive release curve drops off during the long
term-average climate because the removal of Tc-99 by advection decreases the concentration in 
the waste package. The burst in Tc-99 release at 5,000 years is caused almost solely by the 
greater flushing of the juvenile-failure package, with only a negligible contribution from the 
corrosion-failed packages. The contribution from the corrosion-failed packages is very small 
because the patch area and seepage flux are low enough that the solubility limit for Tc-99 
becomes important for those packages.  

2 1 The juvenile-failure package has the same clad failure fraction initially (about 1.25 percent) as the corrosion
failed packages.  

22 "Total" as used here means the total releases from all waste packages in the entire repository.  

23 During the dry climate in the first 5,000 years, the technetium-99 releases from advection and diffusion are about 
the same from the juvenile-failure package and add up to the total release curve from the engineered barrier system.  
Later, in the 100,000-year and I million year time frames (see Figure 11.4-5 and Figure 11.4-10), diffusion 
dominates over advection by about a factor of 10 for technetium-99 releases during the dry climate periods. This is 
because technetium-99 is not released by advection from the package at nearly as high a rate during the dry climate 
compared to the long-term-average climate. Therefore, a higher concentration of technetium-99 builds up in the 
waste package during the dry climate, producing a much higher concentration gradient from the inside to the outside 
of the package. This concentration gradient is the force that produces diffusive releases. However, at very early 
times, from 1,000 to 5,000 years, the patch area on the single juvenile-failure package is too small to allow diffusive 
releases to dominate advective releases (compared to the larger patch area available on corrosion-failed packages at 
later times).  

2- On the seepage flux plot, the red line indicates the average seepage flux through the packages, averaged over all 
six repository regions. The six gray lines (hard to see individually because they overlap) are the seepages into the 
six individual regions. Similarly, for the seepage into the drift, the blue line represents an areal average over the 
regions.  
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Figure 11-7 shows the major factors controlling the 10,000-year repository performance. These 
factors are related to the EBS, primarily waste-package performance and seepage. Some 
additional contribution to performance is gained within the natural geologic setting (that is, the 
barriers of the unsaturated and SZs), but primarily only during the dry climate up to 5,000 years.  
This additional performance is caused by delay in transport because of slow liquid flow through 
the 300 m of UZ between the repository and the water table. It is also caused by the relatively 
long (20 km, or 12.4 mi) travel distance in the SZ-from the repository footprint at the water 
table to the water-withdrawal location. On the other hand, in the long-term-average climate, the 
delay because of travel time in the UZ is greatly reduced by the higher overall infiltration flux, 
from an average of about 7 mm/yr to an average of 40 mm/yr (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4). The 
delay is also influenced by the increase in proportion of the UZ travel path associated with 
fracture flow and the much greater proportion of fracture flow (compared to matrix flow). The 
delay during the long-term-average climate is only about 300 years, based on the 50 percent 
point of the breakthrough curve.  

Figure 11-8 shows the effect of the UZ on Tc-99 activity releases. The fast transport of 
nonsorbing radionuclides is apparent. However, comparing the total activity release from the 
EBS with the total activity release from the bottom of the UZ does not provide a measure of the 
Tc-99 travel time through the UZ because the EBS releases have been occurring only over a 
4,000-year period prior to the switch to long-term-average climate. Thus, the full time needed 
for completely traversing the 300 m of UZ during a dry climate is not realized before the switch 
to long-term-average climate. This is shown in the pulse-release, breakthrough-curve plot shown 
in Figure 11-8 for the three climate states. The 50 percent point on the breakthrough curves 
requires about 6,000 years in the dry climate and 300 years in the long-term-average climate.  
Another point with regard to these act'ivity release plots is that the sharp peak in the total UZ 
release curve at 5,100 years is not caused by the transport of the sharp peak in the total EBS 
release curve. Rather, it is caused by a rapid (modeled as instantaneous) 80-m rise in the water 
table when the climate changes from dry to long-term-average. This rise causes an instantaneous 
burst of Tc-99 into the SZ from the 80 m of UZ pore water, which produces the activity-release 
peak at the base of the UZ.' 

Examination of the EBS release plot in 11-8 also reveals that during the period from 5,000 to 
10,000 years, packages have failed by corrosion in all six repository regions. The failures can be 
seen in the curves for the six individual regions as they begin to appear at various times 
corresponding to initial corrosion failures of packages in the various regions. The southwest 
region, being the smallest and driest region, has the longest delay in initial failures, with the 
release curve appearing just before 10,000 years.  

Further comparison of the EBS release plot with the UZ release plots reveals some of the 
behavior of the UZ between the repository and the water table. The initial juvenile failure of a 
waste package has occurred in the southeast repository region, which approximately overlies 
regions 2, 4, and 5 at the water table. Therefore, during the period of release from the juvenile

"25 The sharp peak in the engineered-barrier-system curve at 5,200 years is transported through the UZ and appears in 
the UZ release curves as a subdued peak at about 5,600 years.
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failure package (1,000 to 5,000 years), the radionuclide mass arrives at the water table only in SZ 
regions 2, 4, and 5. This arrival location is also because of the generally southeasterly direction 
of lateral diversion in the UZ as described in Chapter 7.  

Similarly to the UZ, the SZ provides its best performance during the dry climate periods that 
occur approximately every 90,000 years on average. During these dry periods, the delay in the 
SZ for nonsorbing radionuclides such as Tc-99 and 1-129 is about 1,000 years. During the long
term-average climate, the delay is only equal to 1000/5.44 = 184 years, where 5.44 is the flux 
multiplier used for the long-term-average climate relative to the dry climate (Chapter 8).26 The 
performance of the SZ during the first 10,000 years after closure is illustrated in Figure 11-9, 
which compares activity releases at the base of the UZ, or entry to the SZ, to activity releases at 
the end of the SZ, at 20 km (12.4 mi). Seeing the time delay in either the dry or long-term
average climate from these two activity release figures is difficult. However, comparing the 
temporal location of the water-table-rise peak on the UZ Tc-99 breakthrough curve (Tc-99 
concentration at the water table) with the location on the SZ Tc-99 breakthrough curve (Tc-99 
concentration at 20 km) indicates that the peak is delayed by at least the expected 184-year travel 
time in the long-term-average climate. In the dry climate, all that can be compared is the 
temporal location of a specific value of the activity release rate (e.g., the 10-4 Ci/yr rate). This 
location is at about 3,600 years on the UZ release plot and about 4,700 years on the SZ release 
plot, which demonstrates the approximate 1,000-year delay during the dry climate (shown in 
Figure 11-9 by the Tc-99 breakthrough curve, for a constant-concentration source).  

The other key feature of SZ performance is the dilution it provides because of plume dispersion.  
This dilution is illustrated on Figure 11-9 by the two concentration plots, one at the beginning of 
the SZ for the six regions, or streamtubes, and one at the end where a single concentration value 
is chosen for determining dose rate. An explanation of how this single concentration is chosen 
has been given previously in Section 11.2.9. Here the explanation is briefly summarized with the 
plot of effective dilution factor shown in Figure 11-9. In particular, the dilution factor range of 1 
to 100 was based on the SZ Expert Elicitation (CRWMS M&O 1997, Figure 3-3d), which 
assumed a plume dimension of approximately the size of each of the streamtubes in the TSPA
VA SZ model. In this model, there are six SZ streamtubes adjacent to one another. As 
described in Section 11.2.9, the concentrations for each radionuclide were summed among the 
six streamtubes. This sum was compared to the maximum undiluted concentration for that 
radionuclide from among the six streamtubes. Note that the maximum undiluted concentration is 
the concentration at the UZ/water table interface. For example, see the Tc concentration at the 
water table plot in Figure 11-9. If the sum of concentrations from the six streamtubes exceeded 
the maximum undiluted concentration, then the maximum undiluted concentration was used as 
the simulated concentration at that time step for that radionuclide. Conversely, if the sum of the 
concentrations was less than the maximum undiluted concentration, the sum was used as the 
concentration at that time step. In the expected value case, which assumes a median dilution 
factor of 10 in each individual streamtube (see Chapter 8, Section 8.4.2), the latter condition 
occurred However, in this case, the summed concentration resulted in an effective dilution factor 
of only four, as shown by comparing the concentration plots at the beginning and end of the SZ 

26 The superpluvial climate flux multiplier is 14.7.
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at 10,000 years (i.e.,Tc-99 concentration at the water table versus Tc-99 concentration at 20 km).  
The cumulative distribution function plot for the effective dilution factor can also be examined, 
and it shows that the median probability of 0.5 corresponds to a dilution factor of four.  

A final summary point about the 10,000-year dose rates is that only nonsorbing radionuclides 
such as Tc-99 and 1-129 reach the biosphere because most of the other radionuclides react to 
some degree with the tuffaceous rocks in the geosphere. These radionuclides are delayed enough 
by these reactions that they do not reach the biosphere during the first 10,000 years after 
repository closure.  

11.4.1.2 One-Hundred-Thousand-Year Dose Rates 

Within the first 100,000 years after closure, Tc-99 and Np-237 are the dominant radionuclides to 
reach the biosphere; Tc-99 dominates dose rates up until about 50,000 years, after which Np-237 
finally reaches the biosphere and dominates thereafter. The majority of these radionuclides are 
from CSFN packages. The three important qualities about Tc-99 were pointed out in the 
previous section: high solubility in Yucca Mountain porewater, no sorption on the volcanic tuffs, 
and relatively slow decay. Following are three key qualities about Np-237: 

" Relatively low solubility in the porewater seeping into the waste packages,27 implying 
that Np-237 mass release from failed waste packages is "solubility-limited" until the 
failed inventory is nearly depleted. In other words, the Np-237 release rate from the 
packages will be linearly proportional to the liquid flow rate through the failed packages.  

" Weak, but nonzero, sorption onto the tuff rock matrix in the natural barriers, which 
means a lower transport rate through the unsaturated and SZ than for Tc-99 (about a 
factor of 20 to 80 times slower in the rock matrix, but the same through fractures).  
However, the Np-237 transport rate is still relatively rapid compared to more chemically 
reactive elements.28 

"* Relatively slow decay compared to the 100,000-year time span.29 

In the following discussion, mainly the behavior of these two key radionuclides, Tc-99 and 
Np-237, is discussed, but the behavior of Pu-239 is also discussed. There is also a large 
inventory of Pu-239, but the radionuclide has a much higher sorption than neptunium, implying 
much slower transport through rock matrix. However, because Pu-239 has been observed in 

27 As with technetium-99, the solubility used for neptunium-237 is the "ambient" solubility in pre-repository pore 
water.  

2- Because the pore waters are assumed to be oxidizing, neptunium is thought to be present in ionic form mainly in 
the Np*5 oxidation state, as the NpO 2÷ ion at ambient pH levels (below 8) (see Chapter 7, Section 7.6.2 and Chapter 
6, Section 6.1.2.3).  

-9 Neptunium-237 has a half life of about 2,140,000 years. The sources of colloidal Pu-239 are past underground 
nuclear detonations.
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colloidal form in recent measurements at the Nevada Test Site, it is important to consider the 
possible future behavior of colloidal Pu-239 at Yucca Mountain. 30 

Figures 11-10 through 11-14, discussed in detail in this section, show the primary causes for the 
shape and timing of the 100,000-year Tc-99 and Np-237 dose rate graphs. As in the previous 
section, two primary sets of plots are displayed: time histories of activity release or concentration 
at the downgradient boundary of various parts of the natural and engineered barriers (i.e., EBS, 
UZ, and SZ); and time histories of key subsystem parameters. Figure 11-10 portrays the 
100,000-year performance of the EBS. Similarly to the 10,000-year performance, the key factors 
are climate change and waste-package failure history. Consider first the waste-package and 
engineered-barrier-system releases of Tc-99 and also its dose rate in the biosphere. All three of 
these time histories mirror the jagged nature of the instantaneous waste-package failure history.  
This instantaneous failure curve is a histogram of package failures, with the interval size being 
equal to the time step size of 333 years.3 ' Ten or 11 packages are about the most that fail (by 
patch penetration) in any 333-year period. The reason that the release-rate curves and dose curve 
for Tc-99 mirror the package failure rate is that Tc-99 is not solubility limited at the values of 
seepage flux flowing through the packages after 10,000 years. Therefore, Tc-99 is flushed very 
rapidly from a failed package. As package inventories become available for release via the 
failure histogram, their inventories of Tc-99 are almost instantaneously released, which causes 
this mirroring of releases with package failures.  

The releases of Np-237 are different from Tc-99 releases because of Np-237's low solubility.  
Low solubility causes the shape of the Np-237 release curve to be relatively smooth and 
controlled by two features: the flow rate of water through the packages and the cumulative 
amount of failed packages or inventory. The cause and effect of the first feature, seepage flux, is 
evident when the climate changes from long-term-average to dry at 95,000 years. When the dry 
climate is reestablished, advective releases of Np-237 are dramatically reduced because of the 
linear proportionality between flow rate and mass release for radionuclides that have reached 
their solubility limit in the water seeping through the waste packages. Furthermore, the Np-237 
diffusive releases do not abruptly change with the switch from long-term-average climate to dry 
climate at 95,000 years, because the accompanying change in seepage flux does not change the 
Np-237 concentration in the packages, which is the driving force behind diffusion.32  In the dry 
climate, the Tc-99 advective release rate also drops by about the same factor as the Np-237 
release rate. The lower release rate gives the appearance that Tc-99 is also solubility limited.  
However, this is not the case, as shown by the significant increase in diffusive releases for Tc-99 
during the dry climate. The explanation for this phenomenon is found in the "seepage fraction" 
plot shown in Figure 11-10, which shows the fraction of all packages that are exposed to seeps in 
each of the six repository regions, plus the average over the regions. This average fraction drops 

30 Plutonium-239 has a relatively short half life of about 24,000 years.  

31 If divided by the total number of packages, this instantaneous failure history becomes a probability density 
function (pdf) for waste-package failure as a function of time.  

32 This, in fact, is the key point about reaching a solubility limit: that the amount of water or water flow present does 
not alter the concentration (mass/volume) of the radionuclide in solution.
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from about 0.27 to 0.045 with the switch to dry climate; however, the packages keep failing at 
about the same rate during the dry climate," continually exposing Tc-99 inventory to contact 
with water, but in this case stagnant or nonflowing water. Because of the very high solubility of 
Tc-99 (0.34 g/m 3 or 1.43 x 10-6 M for this expected-value realization), the concentration of Tc
99 is very high in these failed packages because flowing water is not removing the inventory. A 
much higher concentration gradient is created between the inside and outside of the packages, 
causing a much higher diffusive mass release. [As discussed in the next section regarding 
million-year releases, when the climate goes back from dry to long-term-average, a burst of Tc
99 is released. This burst represents the Tc-99 that has built up during the long-term-average 
climate within the fraction of packages that are not dripped on during the dry period, even 
though they have failed by corrosion. When this incremental fraction of packages (about 0.225) 
is suddenly dripped on again during the new long-term-average climate, all of the Tc-99 is 
abruptly transported away. This Tc-99 available for rapid transport has accumulated during the 
dry climate because the CSFN degradation rate is very high. All of the Tc-99 available from this 
degradation is present in a highly soluble form that can dissolve at a very high concentration in 
the newly available flowing water during the long-term-average climate.] 

The second factor controlling the Np-237 release is the cumulative amount of inventory 
exposed, shown in Figure 11-10 for the three inventory types: CSFN, DSNF, and high-level 
radioactive waste. For the latter two, the cumulative inventory exposed curve is found by 
multiplying the cumulative failed-package curve by the inventory per package.3" However, for 
CSFN there is a second barrier to consider: the zircaloy fuel cladding." During the first 
100,000 years, this cladding is considered to be very robust in the base-case, expected-value 
realization. At most only about 3 percent of the cladding will fail by various mechanisms by 
100,000 years (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3.1), meaning that to obtain the cumulative exposed 
inventory in CSFN, the cumulative package-failure history must be multiplied by both the 

33 The fact that packages keep failing at the same rate during the dry climate is a conservative assumption. Within 
the RIP model, there are four environmental package groupings: packages that are never dripped on (55 percent of 
all packages, in the expected-value base case); packages that are dripped on during all climates (4.5 percent); 
packages that are dripped on only during the long-term-average and superpluvial climates (22.5 percent); and 
packages that are dripped on only during the superpluvial climates (18 percent). However, only two of these 
groupings are represented in the waste-package degradation model: packages that are dripped on from time zero to 
I million years, and packages that are never dripped on. It is thus a conservative assumption (i.e., erring on the side 
of maximum releases) to assume that the long-term-average fraction of packages (i.e., the fraction that is dripped on 
during long-term-average and superpluvial climates) has the same failure rate during the long-term average climate 
and the dry climate. On the other hand, a somewhat nonconservative assumption is that the superpluvial fraction of 
packages fails according to the non-seep failure curve. This assumption is used because these packages are not 
dripped on at all until at least 250,000 years after repository closure (see Chapter 6, Section 6.5).  

14 The average neptunium-237 inventory per package is 11.4 Cilpkg for CSNF. 0.735 Ci/pkg for high-level 
radioactive waste, and 0.153 Ci/pkg for DOE spent nuclear fuel.  

35 Some of the inventory of DOE spent nuclear fuel has intact cladding (such as Naval fuel and about 50 percent of 
N-reactor fuel); however, it is conservatively assumed in TSPA-VA that all the DOE spent fuel cladding is failed at 
emplacement. This assumption is made in order to bound the effect of DOE spent fuel on repository performance.
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Np-237 inventory per package and by the clad failure fraction.36 In Figure I1-10 the Np-237 
cumulative inventory-exposed history has the same shape as both the waste-package and 
engineered-barrier-system release histories. On the other hand, the seepage flux into the 
packages also has the same steadily increasing curve (ignoring the climate change at 95,000 
years), which is caused by the steadily growing patch area curve. It appears that both, seepage 
flux and cumulative-inventory exposure are responsible for the shape of the Np-237 release 
curve. The steadily increasing cumulative-inventory curve means that more packages, seepage, 
and inventory are becoming available with time for transport of more Np-237 away from the 
entire repository.  

Figure 11-11 shows the performance of the waste package and EBS for the three inventory types: 
CSFN, DSNF, and high-level radioactive waste. One implication from this figure, especially 
when the Tc-99 cumulative inventory exposure curves are compared, is that the exposed DSNF 
inventory is nearly as large as the exposed CSFN inventory at 100,000 years-the ratio of DOE 
inventory to commercial inventory is about 0.4. Also, this ratio is roughly maintained when 
translated to releases from the waste packages, because the dissolution rates for DSNF and 
CSFN are comparable for most of the 100,000 years, as shown in Figure 11-11. In contrast, the 
exposed Tc-99 high-level radioactive waste inventory is about twice as much as the exposed 
CSFN inventory. However, the Tc-99 high-level-waste activity released is about five times 
lower than the commercial-spent-nuclear-fuel activity released because the high-level-waste 
degradation rate is lower than the commercial and DSNF degradation rates. The exposed Np
237 inventory and its activity released from the EBS has a similar relationship to that of Tc-99 
because of fuel-degradation rate.  

Returning to Figure 11-10, another point about the engineered-barrier-system behavior is the Pu
239 release curve. The radionuclide Pu-239 is another actinide that is solubility limited in 
ambient Yucca Mountain pore waters. Therefore, its release behavior from the waste package 
and EBS should be similar to Np-237, which is exactly the behavior shown in Figure 11-10.  
However, as discussed in Chapter 6, colloidal transport of Pu-239 is also included in the TSPA
VA model, so the shape of the engineered-barrier-system release curve for Pu-239 might be 
expected to be different from the Np-237 release curve. It is not different because in the TSPA
VA model the fraction of irreversible colloids (unaffected by interaction with rock matrix or 
fractures anywhere in the system) is at most only 1 x 104 times the concentration of reversible 
colloids (and only 1 x 10-7 for the expected-value base-case realization being described here).  
Furthermore, since the reversible colloid concentration is linearly proportional to the dissolved 
aqueous concentration (see Chapter 6), it is necessarily true that the shape of the Pu-239 release 
curve is the same with or without colloids. Also, for the expected-value base case the 
proportionality factor, K, (the ratio of plutonium mass on colloids to plutonium mass dissolved in 
the aqueous phase), is only about 0.33, so the Pu-239 release curve must be dominated by 
dissolved Pu-239, not colloidal Pu-239.  

36 This maximum fraction of 3 percent clad failure over 100,000 years is a combination of creep failure, stainless
steel-rod failure, zircaloy corrosion failure, and mechanical failure.
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Figure 11-10 also shows the performance of the EBS, specifically the concrete invert. Although 
a pulse-release breakthrough curve is not shown, a comparison of total Np-237 releases from the 
EBS with advective Np-237 releases from the waste package indicates that there is a transport 
delay of Np-237 in the invert. The Np-237 distribution coefficient (Kd) in the invert is about 100 
ml/g (and the plutonium Kd is about 600 ml/g). This Kd for neptunium makes invert travel time 
in the dry climate very slow (on the order of 100,000 years through the I m of invert), while in 
the long-term-average climate the travel time is about 7,500 years. Therefore, because there is a 
climate change at 5,000 years after closure, the effective travel time of Np-237 through the invert 
is about (5,000 + 7,500 =) 12,500 years. (The neptunium moves only a negligible distance 
during the 5,000 years of dry climate).  

Figure 11-12 shows the performance of the UZ, base-case model over the 100,000-year time 
span, during which the long-term-average climate predominates. In Chapter 2 the UZ expected
value long-term-average base case was explained as having an average of about 40 mm per year 
percolation through the UZ at the repository horizon. Part of this flow is diverted laterally by the 
perched-water zone beneath the northern portions of the repository. The net effect of the 
diversion, and also sorption of the radionuclides onto the rock matrix, is shown in the UZ 
activity-release plot in Figure 11-12. This plot represents the summed activity release over all 
six regions at the water table for the three indicated radionuclides. Comparison of the 
engineered-barrier-system and UZ release rates shows that the UZ has little delaying effect on 
the transport of the nonsorbing Tc-99. For the weakly sorbing Np-237, the UZ appears to delay 
its movement by about several thousand years. For the strongly sorbing Pu-239, the UZ delays 
its releases by tens of thousands of years.37 (Using the 50 percent point on the pulse-release 
breakthrough curves as the metric to gauge travel time, Tc-99 delay is 300 years, Np-237 delay is 
20,000 years, and Pu-242 delay is apparently greater than I million years. Pu-242 breakthrough 
is shown in the plot because Pu-239 has a very short half-life of 24,000 years, while Pu-242 has a 
half-life of about 387,000 years. However, even with this half-life, the 50-percent-breakthrough 
metric is in error because the normalization factor for the plot is the initial number of particles, 
many of which have decayed before traversing the entire UZ. The exact amount of error can be 
determined only by simulating Pu-242 or Pu-239 transport without decay, that is, taking into 
account sorption, but not decay.) 

Figure 11-13 shows the performance of the SZ over the 100,000-year time span for this 
expected-value base case realization. Shown are two sets of plots; release rate graphs at both the 
base of the UZ and the 20-km (12-mi) distance in the SZ, and concentration plots at the water 
table beneath the repository and at the 20-km (12-mi) distance. Also shown again (see 
Figure 11-9) are the SZ, generic breakthrough curves and the dilution-factor cumulative
distribution functions. The SZ demonstrates similar behavior to the UZ for the three 
radionuclides; Tc-99 is only slightly delayed, Np-237 is moderately delayed, and Pu-239 is 
strongly delayed. Based on the breakthrough curves shown, the delay of the 50 percent 
concentration point is about 50,000 years for Np-237 and about 110,000 years for Pu-239.  

17 The plutonium-239 release curve is erratic at the base of the UZ. This nonphysical behavior is caused by the 
discrete nature of the particle tracking model when releases are very low, resulting in the observance of individual 
particles passing out of the domain.
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Finally, as with the 10,000-year Tc-99 transport discussed in Section 11.4.1.1, Np-237 transport 
through the six stream tubes similarly experiences an effective dilution factor of about four when 
sampled in a well-withdrawal scenario at 20 km (12.4 mi).  

Figure 11-14 illustrates how the relative concentrations of the three radionuclides in the 
groundwater translate to relatively different doses as a result of the differing biosphere, dose
conversion factors. In particular, the biosphere, dose-conversion factors (mrem/yr per Ci/m 3) of 
Np-237 and Pu-239 are about 1000 times higher than the Tc-99 biosphere dose-conversion 
factor. This implies that although the Np-237 activity concentration in the groundwater (Ci/m 3) 
is much lower than Tc-99, its dose rate is about 10 times higher because of larger impact on the 
human body.38 Similarly, although the Pu-239 activity concentration in the SZ is very low at 
100,000 years (1 x 10-12 Ci/m 3 or 0.001 pCi/liter), its dose reaches several grern/yr because of its 
relatively high biosphere dose-conversion factor.  

The final plot in Figure 11-14 shows the small effect of including a model for irreversible 
sorption of Pu-239 onto colloids, where the ratio of the irreversible fraction to the reversible 
fraction is 1 x 10-7 in the base-case, expected-value realization. This model accounts for the 
early breakthrough of plutonium colloids observed in the Benham test. The scale on this plot is 
not low enough to show the first breakthrough of these irreversible colloids at the 20-km (12-mi) 
boundary. However, examining the modeling results shows a first breakthrough at about 
1,500 years, which represents the very fast fracture transport through the natural system of the 
releases from the juvenile-failure package that fails at 1,000 years.  

11.4.1.3 One-Million-Year Dose Rates 

Within the first 1 million years after closure, Tc-99 and Np-237 are the dominant radionuclides 
to reach the biosphere; Tc-99 dominates dose rates up until about 50,000 years, after which 
Np-237 reaches the biosphere in appreciable amounts and dominates thereafter. After a long 
period of delay in the natural barriers, Pu-242 finally appears at the biosphere in appreciable 
amounts beginning at about 200,000 years and then remains as the second most important 
radionuclide, after Np-237, for the remainder of the million-year period. In the two superpluvial 
periods that occur, Pu-242 has a relatively sharp peak that contributes about the same as Np-237 
to the total peak dose during those climatic periods. There are relatively large inventories of all 
three radionuclides (Tc-99, Np-237, and Pu-242) in the CSFN packages. The key qualities of 
Tc-99 and Np-237 have already been discussed at the beginning of Sections 11.4.1.1 and 
11.4.1.2. For the million-year performance period, their behavior is again used to explain the 
performance of the repository system and subsystems. In addition, the behavior of the rather 
long-lived Pu-242 is used to explain the behavior of strongly sorbing radionuclides during the 1 
million year period.3 9 

" The mass concentrations (g/m 3) for technetium-99 and neptunium-237 are actually much closer to each other than 
are their activity concentrations, about 7 x 10-6 g/m 3 and I x 10-6 g/m 3 respectively; however, the specific activity 
(Ci/g) of neptunium-237 is much lower than that of technetium-99.  

39 Plutonium-242 has a half life of about 387,000 years.
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Figures 11-15 through I 1-18, discussed in detail in this section, show the primary causes for the 
shape and timing of the 1-million-year dose rate graphs. Figure 11-15 shows the 1-million-year 
performance of the EBS. Again, the key factors are climate change and waste-package failure 
history. In contrast to the 10,000-year and 100,000-year time spans, however, an additional 
parameter is necessary to explain the shape of the curves after 200,000 years: cladding failure 
rate. This parameter is discussed in detail below.  

As in the 100,000-year time span, the jaggedness of the instantaneous package-failure history 
explains the jagged appearance of the graphs for Tc-99 waste-package releases and biosphere 
dose rates-for the identical reason, namely, that Tc-99 is a "release-rate-limited" radionuclide.  
That is, the radionuclide has such a high solubility that its release is limited by the rate at which 
packages fail, not the rate at which water moves it out of the packages. The instantaneous 
package failure history shown in Figure 11-15 is a histogram of package failures, with the 
interval size being equal to the time step size of 1,000 years. Because this time step is larger 
than for the 100,000-year simulation, some of the peaks on the histogram are larger than the 
100,000-year package-failure histogram in Figure 11-10. Instead of 10 packages being the 
maximum in any interval, there are up 30 or more in an interval.  

Another feature of the waste-package failure history is the failure of the no-drip packages 
beginning at about 730,000 years. This is the group of packages discussed earlier that are never 
dripped on; about 55 percent of the total packages in the repository. Because they are never 
dripped on, their corrosion rate is much lower than for dripped-on packages and, therefore, they 
do not begin to fail until a very long time after emplacement. Even when they do fail, there is no 
flowing water to sweep out the inventory, so the only release mechanism is diffusive transport.  
This effect is shown on the Tc-99 diffusive release curve and slightly evident on the Np-237 
release curve; however, the effect of these no-drip packages is barely discernable on the dose rate 
curve in the biosphere.  

As with the 100,000-year time histories discussed in Section 11.4.1.2, Np-237 releases are 
different from Tc-99 releases because of Np-237's low solubility, at least for the first 200,000 
years. However, after 200,000 years Np-237 actually switches from being a solubility-limited 
radionuclide to being a release-rate limited radionuclide-limited by the cladding failure rate. A 
number of the plots on Figure 11-15 explain this effect. First, after about 200,000 years the 
seepage flux through the packages is very high-high enough to sweep out all of the released 
Np-237, even though it has a very low solubility in the flowing water. Second, the CSFN, 
cumulative, package-failure curve flattens out at about 200,000 years, showing that very few 
additional CSFN packages fail for the remainder of the I million years. However, the combined 
CSFN, cumulative package-cladding, failure curve (the integrated or "convolved" product of 
package failures with cladding failures) continues to increase after 200,000 years, indicating that 
more inventory is being exposed. However, the rate at which this cumulative, package-cladding, 
failure curve increases is declining with time after 200,000 years. This effect is evident on the 
instantaneous "CSFN inventory exposure rate" curve, which represents the rate at which 
inventory is exposed to transport as a function of time (where the inventory is represented as a
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fraction of the entire repository inventory).40 This inventory exposure curve mirrors the shape of 
the Np-237 advective-release curve between 200,000 years and 1 million years, and also the 
shape of the Np-237 dose-rate curve. This implies that Np-237 is no longer solubility-limited 
after about 200,000 years, but is "cladding-release-rate" limited. In other words, the release rate 
or exposure rate of Np-237 by failing cladding is slow enough and the seepage flux is high 
enough that the low solubilitv of Np-237 no longer limits its release from the waste package.  
This effect is also shown on the diffusive release curve for Np-237, which looks very much like 
the Tc-99 diffusive release curve after 200,000 years. In particular, during the dry climate states, 
the diffusion releases of both Np-237 and Tc-99 attain the same rate as the long-term-average 
advective release rate. This is because the concentrations of both radionuclides build up during 
the dry climate (i.e., neither were solubility limited during the long-term average climate, so both 
of their concentrations in the waste packages build up during the dry climate, causing an 
increased diffusive flux). On the Np-237 release plot, this behavior is evident in the dry climate 
states after 200,000 years. However, in the two dry climate states before 200,000 years, Np-237 
is solubility limited and its diffusive release curve shows no abrupt changes when the dry climate 
is established. Also, before 200,000 years, the Np-237 release curve shows a sharper rise and 
peak than the CSFN inventory exposure curve because the Np-237 release follows the package
failure cumulative distribution function up until that point. The Tc-99 release rate curves also 
follow the CSFN inventory exposure curve at all times, as is expected for a radionuclide that is 
not solubility limited.4t 

Figure 11-16 shows the relative contributions to EBS releases from the three main inventory 
types over the million-year time frame. Following are the important points about this figure: 

" DSNF is the second highest contributor to Np-237 and Tc-99 releases during the first 
200,000 years. Commercial spent nuclear fuel is the highest contributor. After that time, 
the DSNF release begins to decrease because very few DSNF packages fail after 200,000 
years. (Individual package failure is readily discernible on the plot.) 

"* High-level radioactive waste never contributes very much to Np-237 and Tc-99 releases 
compared to CSFN.  

For performance over the 1-million-year period, the relatively short delay in travel time in the 
UZ is short relative to the time period of concern and is of very little consequence, so no figures 
are shown for it. For additional discussion on the impact of UZ travel times on peak-dose rates 
see Section 11.4.2.1. On the other hand, the SZ is important because of dilution, which proves to 

"40 This inventory exposure rate curve is the derivative of the cumulative package-cladding failure curve normalized 

to (i.e., divided by) the total number of commercial spent fuel packages.  

41 An unusual feature of the Np-237 diffusive release curve is the series of gaps that appear in the curve each time 
the climate switches from dry to long-term-average, and also when the climate switches from long-term-average to 
the second superpluvial at about 730,000 years. The gaps are caused by the negative diffusion rate at these points, 
which cannot be plotted on a log scale. Apparently, when an abrupt change to a wetter climate occurs. Np-237 is 
rapidly flushed from the waste package, causing near zero concentration in the waste package and allowing 
"backwards" diffusion from the invert into the package. Although not shown in this document, the comparable 
advective and diffusive releases from the engineered barrier system do not exhibit these negative diffusion rates.
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be the second most important uncertainty (see Section 11.4.2.3).12 Figure 11-17 shows how 
dilution in the SZ affects concentration, specifically Np-237, and how the BDCFs for the various 
radionuclides are used to convert SZ concentrations to dose rates.  

11.4.1.4 Cumulative Activity Releases from the Repository and the Engineered Barrier 
System 

Another way of examining repository performance is by looking at cumulative activity release 
(Curies) versus time at the edge of the EBS compared to the cumulative activity release in the SZ 
at 20 km (12.4 mi). First, this method is another means of comparing natural system 
performance with engineered system performance. Second, the method illustrates the large 
fraction of the total radioactivity that is actually retained in the repository system at various 
times. The expected differences in the engineered-barrier-system and SZ cumulative release 
curves are because of retardation (sorption) and decay. If radionuclides did not decay, eventually 
the EBS and SZ cumulative curves would become equal. Figure 11-18 shows cumulative 
fractional activity releases of Tc-99, Np-237, Pu-239, and Pu-242 at these two spatial locations 
for the time frames of 10,000 years, 100,000 years, and 1 million years. Cumulative fractional 
release for any radionuclide at a given spatial location and a given time is defined as the 
cumulative activity that has traveled past that spatial location divided by the initial inventory 
emplaced for that radionuclide. In the 10,000-year time frame, nearly all the Tc-99 radioactivity 
is retained in the repository-less than 0.001 percent has been released from either the EBS or 
the SZ.43 After 100,000 years, less than 0.2 percent of the Tc-99 has been released from the 
repository system (SZ at 20 kmn) and less than 0.02 percent of the Np-237 has been released. The 
amount of Pu-239 released beyond 20 km (12.4 mi) in the SZ does not appear on this graph but 
is slightly less than I x l0-9 percent. At 1 million years, about 1 percent of the Tc-99, 2 percent 
of the Np-237, and 0.4 percent of the Pu-242 activities have reached the 20-km (12-m) boundary.  
Much of the 99 percent of the Tc-99 that is never released is a result of radioactive decay 
throughout the repository system.  

11.4.1.5 Summary 

The purpose of this section has been to demonstrate the influence of the various subsystem and 
component processes on the overall system performance. The illustrative realization used for 
this purpose is the "expected-value" realization, that is, the realization that chooses the expected 
value of all input parameters. The behavior of this realization cannot necessarily be considered 
to represent the overall mean behavior of the repository, as determined by multiple realization 
simulations, because of the nonlinear behavior of the models and processes. However, as will be 
seen in Section 11.4.2.3, this expected-value realization does lie near the central tendency of the 
overall probability distribution-generally somewhere between the median and the mean.  

41 The Np-237 biosphere dose conversion factor is the third most important uncertainty in the million-year time 
frame.  

43 The percent of Np-237, Pu-239. and Pu-242 released is negligible.
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Based on the analysis in this section, nonsorbing radionuclides, such as Tc-99, dominate peak 
dose rates at "early" times, perhaps up to 50,000 years after repository closure. After that the 
weakly sorbing Np-237 controls peak dose rates, with some additional contribution from Pu-242.  

During the 10,000-year time frame, the key factors controlling repository behavior are the failure 
of the single juvenile (or early) failed package and the few (about 17) corrosion-failed packages, 
and the climate change at 5,000 years. The main factor affecting releases from the waste 
packages is the seepage of water into the waste packages, which is controlled by the corroded pit 
and patch area. During this time frame the seepage flux into the corrosion-failure packages is 
low enough that Tc-99 releases become solubility-limited in those packages. During this 10,000
year span after closure, travel time in the UZ and SZ during the dry climate state is also long 
enough to enhance performance.  

During the 100,000-year time span, the major factors controlling performance are the 
instantaneous waste-package failure rate (controls Tc-99 releases), the cumulative waste-package 
and cladding failures (controls Np-237 releases), the fraction of packages encountering seeps, 
and the seepage rate into the packages. The seepage rate is important because neptunium release 
is solubility limited, so the absolute amount of Np-237 escaping any package is linearly 
proportional to the seepage flowing through the package.  

During the 1-million-year time span after closure, the major factors controlling performance are 
the combined cumulative package and cladding failures, and the superpluvial climate change.  
The latter causes the peak in the total and neptunium dose-rate curves at about 300,000 years.  

Dilution in the SZ is important at all time frames (see Sections 11.4.2.3 and 11.4.2.4), but 
because its values are orders of magnitude lower than those used in earlier analyses (see 
Chapter 8, Section 8.4.2), it does not play as large a role as in previous TSPAs (for example, see 
CRWMS M&O 1995, Section 9.3.7). Also, sorption in the unsaturated and SZs is important for 
all of the strongly sorbing radionuclides, such as plutonium, and provides a very long delay (up 
to hundreds of thousands of years) in transport to the 20-km (12-mi) boundary.  

Commercial spent nuclear fuel dominates technetium and neptunium releases, but DSNF releases 
are not insignificant and comprise about 25 percent of the total.  

A summary of input and output files, plot file names (SigmaPlot), and DTNs associated with the 
TSPA-VA figures 11-6 to 11-19 is provided in Table 11-1.  

11.4.2 Probabilistic Results of the Base Case 

This section summarizes the probabilistic results obtained from the base-case Monte Carlo 
simulations, focusing on the calculated peak-dose rates to a human located 20 km (12.4 mi) from 
the repository. Dose rates are presented in the form of complementary cumulative distribution 
functions for three periods: 10,000 years, 100,000 years, and 1 million years. Factors are also 
discussed that cause uncertainty in the calculated peak-dose rates. Auxiliary results are provided 
about which radionuclides contribute most to dose and the range in times at which peak-dose 
rates occur. In Section 11.4.2.3, the contributions of individual parameters to uncertainty in 
peak-dose rates are discussed. Uncertain parameters that are most important to subsystems, such
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as radionuclide releases from the EBS or from the UZ, can also be analyzed, and one example is 
briefly discussed. In Section 11.4.2.4, the impact of seepage and waste package parameter 
uncertainty ranges on sensitivity analysis results is evaluated for the 100,000-year simulation 
period. This evaluation is based on replacing seepage and waste package parameters with their 
expected values, conducting another set of 100 probabilistic simulations, and performing a new 
sensitivity analysis. For information on the methods used for probabilistic analysis, see 
Section 11.3. 

11.4.2.1 Uncertainty Analysis Results 

Dose-rate histories for the 100,000-year simulation period are presented at the top of 
Figure 11-19. As noted in the figure caption, 20 realizations in the 100,000-year simulation 
period did not produce a dose. Also, in the 10,000-year simulation period, 27 realizations have 
zero dose, and in the 1-million-year simulation all realizations produced a dose. For illustration, 
four selected realizations are highlighted; they will be discussed in more detail later in this 
section. Figure 11-19 shows that the majority of dose rates tend to rise quickly between 3,000 
and 10,000 years. A few realizations begin to produce doses in the 20,000- to 30,000-year time 
interval, with one realization not having any dose until after 90,000 years. In general, four types 
of behavior through time are shown: 

"* After the initial steep rise, many of the realizations show a steady increase in dose rate 
with time that continues throughout the simulation period. This type of behavior reflects 
significant numbers of waste-package failures over time because of corrosion in 
combination with relatively large fraction of waste packages contacted by seeps.  

" Other realizations reach their peak early, and their dose rate gradually decreases with 
time over the simulation period. This type of behavior reflects the impact of juvenile 
waste-package failures, a lower number of waste-package failures because of corrosion, 
and a lower fraction of waste packages contacted by seeps.  

" In some realizations, the curves dose rate remain relatively flat with time after the initial 
rise. This behavior is caused by juvenile failures in combination with a small number of 
corrosion-induced waste-package failures that are spread over the simulation period.  

" In some realizations, dose rate tends to alternately increase and decrease throughout the 
simulation period. This behavior is caused primarily by a combination of low seepage 
fraction and discrete waste-package failures well separated in time, with a waste-package 
failure roughly coinciding with each dose-rate peak on the history curve.  

The distributions of peak-dose rates to an individual located at 20 km (12.4 mi) from the 
repository are presented at the bottom of Figure 11-19 for the 10,000-, 100,000-, and 1-million
year simulation periods. Peak-dose rate is defined as the maximum dose rate that occurs for a 
given curve during the entire simulation period. This definition is illustrated by indicating the 
maxima of the four selected realizations and showing where they fall on the 100,000-year 
complementary cumulative distribution function. All realizations are weighted equally, so the 
lowest probability shown on the curves is 1/100. The median and mean peak-dose-rate values 
are also shown for each simulation period. The figure shows that peak-dose rates continue to
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increase as time increases. However, the 100,000-year curve shows about a factor of 
100 increase in dose rates over the 10,000-year curve, whereas the 1-million-year curve shows 
only a factor of five to ten increase in dose rates over the 100,000-year curve.  

Figure 11-20 presents the average radionuclide contribution to the peak-dose rate. Average 
contributions are determined by calculating the relative individual radionuclide contributions to 
the peak-dose rate for each realization and averaging the relative contributions across all 
realizations. In the 10,000-year simulation period (see the top of Figure 11-20), contributions to 
peak-dose rate are dominated by Tc-99 and 1-129, with a small contribution from C-14.  
Contributions from C-14 in the gaseous phase are not considered. In addition, 27 percent of the 
realizations have zero calculated dose. In the 100,000-year period (see the middle chart), 
contributions to peak-dose rate are dominated by Tc-99, Np-237, and 1-129, with 20 percent of 
the realizations having zero dose. Two percent of the realizations are dominated by Pu-239, 
Over 1 million years (see the bottom chart), most peak-dose rates are dominated by Np-237, with 
a small number being dominated by 1-129, Pu-239, or Pu-242 (Pu-239 and Pu-242 are lumped 
together in the chart); Tc-99 makes a small contribution to the peak dose rate but is never 
dominant in any realization.  

In general, Tc-99 and 1-129 are significant contributors to dose because of the following 
characteristics: 

"* Large inventories 
"* Long half-lives (although Tc-99 starts to decay significantly after 100,000 years) 
"* Highly solubilities 
* No retardation during transport.  

C-14 is highly soluble, and is unretarded during transport, but its half-life is so short (5,700 
years) that it is a significant contributor for only the 10,000-year period. Np-237 has a large 
inventory and long half-life; however, it is released more slowly from the waste and travels more 
slowly because of retardation by adsorption. As a consequence, Np-237 is not a significant 
contributor to dose until after 10,000 years. Plutonium (represented by Pu-239 and Pu-242) has 
a very large inventory but normally is released very slowly from the waste because of low 
solubility and travels very slowly because of high adsorption. These two factors can both 
potentially be reversed because of colloidal mobilization and transport. With the models and 
assumptions in the TSPA-VA base case, plutonium is very mobile in colloidal form a small 
percent of the time. Pu-239 has the greater inventory, but it has a half-life of only 24,000 years 
so it is important only for the first 100,000 years or so.  

The timing of the peak dose rates varies for each of the three simulation periods. Figure 11-21 
presents scatter plots of the peak dose rate and the time at which peak dose rate occurs for each 
simulation period. In the plots, each symbol represents a single realization. The scatter plot of 
10,000-year peak-dose times (see the top of Figure 11-21) shows that doses do not occur before 
3,000 years and that peak dose rates are spread relatively uniformly throughout the remaining 
7,000 years. Regression analyses on peak-dose times found that realizations having later peak 
times tend to have more waste packages in contact with seeps (and therefore more corrosion 
failures). Juvenile waste-package failures may lead to early releases, whereas later releases and 
doses are generally controlled by waste-package failures that occur because of corrosion.
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Regression analyses on peak-dose times also found that later-peak-dose realizations tended to 
have lower net infiltration rate and, therefore, longer UZ travel times. Thirty-one realizations 
reach an apparent peak dose rate at 10,000 years, as indicated by the numerous symbols along! 
the vertical line at 10,000 years; these realizations have not reached a true peak and will continue 
to increase if the simulation time is extended.  

As shown in the middle plot of Figure 11-21, the peak-dose times in the 100,000-year period are 
clustered in two areas, with few points in between. Before 30,000 years, 16 percent of the 
realizations have their peak dose rate, and 56 percent of the realizations have their peak after 
70,000 years, plus 20 percent with zero dose for the whole period. A closer examination of 
individual realizations showed that many of the early peak-dose rates, and especially those 
before 10,000 years, have only juvenile waste-package failures and no corrosion failures for the 
first 100,000 years. The peak-dose rates before 10,000 years are all very low, less than 
0.1 mrem/year. For the 100,000-year period, peak-dose times are influenced by the number of 
packages in contact with seepage water and by waste-package corrosion rate. Peak-dose times 
again tend to increase as both the number of packages in contact with seepage increases and the 
number of package failures increases. The two are closely related. However, as determined 
from regression analysis of peak-dose times, percolation flux through the UZ and the resulting 
effect on travel time have less of an influence on peak-dose time in this longer simulation period.  
Again, several realizations reach an apparent peak-dose rate at 100,000 years, indicating that 
these realizations have not reached an actual peak during the 100,000-year simulation period.  

The clustering of peak-dose rates in particular time periods is even more pronounced in the 
1-million-year simulation, as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 11-21, with 39 percent of the 
peaks occurring prior to 400,000 years and 57 percent occurring after 700,000 years. This 
behavior is mainly because of the climate model, with most of the peak-dose rates associated 
with superpluvial climates. The figure shows two distinct clusters of points: one cluster at about 
330,000 years and the other at about 780,000 years. These times correspond to the two 
superpluvial climates, with the scatter in peak-dose time largely because of the scatter in the 
sampled time of the superpluvial climates.  

As for the 10,000-year and 100,000-year periods, waste-package corrosion rate and seepage 
fraction influence peak-dose times, but here the relationship is reversed, with higher corrosion 
rates and more seepage tending to produce earlier peak dose rates. This difference can be 
explained as follows. Waste-package failures and dose rates are still increasing at 100,000 years 
in most realizations; realizations with higher waste-package failure rates, influenced both by 
Alloy 22 (ASTM B 575 N06022) corrosion rate and the fraction of waste packages contacted by 
seeps, tend to have dose rates increasing faster as well, so their 100,000-year peak is at the end of 
the period. Regression analysis of peak-dose times and examination of these realizations show 
that they tend to have their 1 million-year peak-dose rates at the earlier superpluvial. However, 
realizations with low corrosion-failure rates because of low sampled Alloy 22 corrosion rate or 
low seepage fraction, tend to have their 10,000-year and 100.000-year peak-dose rates early 
because of juvenile waste-package failures. These realizations then achieve their 1-million-year 
peak-dose rates late in the period (or even after 1 million years), after they finally have 
significant numbers of corrosion-failed waste packages.
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To further illustrate some of the key processes that affect calculated dose rates and their peak 
times, five realizations were selected for more detailed discussion for the 100,000-year and 
1-million-year simulation periods. The five realizations were chosen to have a spread of peak
dose rates and peak-dose times and, therefore, a variety of different behaviors. The selected 
realizations are indicated with different colors in Figure 11-21, and their time histories are 
highlighted with the same colors in Figure 11-19 (except for the blue realization, which does not 
appear in Figure 11-19 because it has zero dose for the 100,000-year period).  

Additional information is given in Figure 11-22, which shows the number of failed waste 
packages over time for the selected realizations, for the 100,000-year simulation. There are only 
four curves because one of the selected realizations has no waste-package failures for the first 
100,000 years. In Figure 11-22, the pink and blue realizations have one juvenile waste-package 
failure, the cyan realization has two juvenile failures, and the red realization has no juvenile 
failures. The blue realization has no additional waste-package failures for the rest of the 
100,000-year period, the pink realization has a small number of additional failures, and the red 
and cyan realizations have many corrosion failures. These numbers of waste-package failures 
are strongly reflected in the relative dose rates in Figure 11-19. The blue realization has a low 
dose rate throughout the entire period, the pink realization is higher, and the red and cyan 
realizations are higher yet. However, the number of waste-package failures is not the only 
determinant of dose, because the red realization has the highest dose rate even though the cyan 
realization has more waste-package failures. The primary reason that the red realization has such 
a high peak-dose rate even though it does not have the greatest number of waste-package failures 
is that it is one of the realizations with highly mobile plutonium colloids; 97 percent of its peak
dose rate is from Pu-239. The significant falloff in dose rate after 100,000 years in that 
realization is because of Pu-239 decay.  

The dose-rate-history curves for the five selected realizations are shown in Figure 11-23 for the 
1-million-year simulation period. One feature that stands out in that figure is the regularly 
spaced spikes on the curves. These spikes are caused by the climate changes that occur roughly 
every 100,000 years. The most extreme climate changes occur at the superpluvials, which 
happen at approximately 300,000 years and 700,000 years. The spikes at those times are larger 
than the other climate-change spikes, leading to the predominance of those times in the peak
time scatter plot (Figure 11-21, bottom). The climate history for one of the realizations is shown 
in Figure 11-24, to show that the spikes in the dose-rate curves line up with the times of climate 
changes. However, the climate changes are at slightly different times in different realizations.  

Figure 11-25 shows the number of failed waste packages over time for the five selected 
realizations. The dark green realization has no waste-package failures for nearly 200,000 years, 
which is reflected in the dose-rate curve in Figure 11-23. The blue realization has no waste 
package-failures other than one juvenile failure until almost 700,000 years. Figure 11-25 shows 
that three realizations have an increase of waste-package failures starting at about 700,000 years.  
In fact, the red and cyan realizations have a similar increase in the number of failures but it 
cannot be seen on the log scale because they already have so many waste-package failures. The 
explanation for this behavior is that around 700,000 years the waste packages with no seeps 
dripping on them start failing. Until that time, only waste packages contacted by seeps have 
failed. Because the waste packages failing after 700,000 years are dry, the failures are not 
reflected in significantly increased dose rates in some cases (Figure 11-23). Dry waste packages
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have lower rates of release (diffusive only) than wet ones (diffusive plus advective). The 
fraction of waste packages contacted by seeps is reflected directly in the waste-package failure 
curves. For example, the cyan realization has a seepage fraction for the long-term average 
climate of 95 percent, which allows almost all of the waste packages to fail within 300,000 years.  
The number of failed packages is over 10,000. The red realization has a seepage fraction for the 
long-term-average climate of about 36 percent, so only about a third of the waste packages fail 
before 300,000 years in that realization. The other three selected realizations all have seepage 
fraction less than one percent for the long-term-average climate, so less than one percent of the 
waste packages fail in those realizations, until the dry ones start failing at late times.  

11.4.2.2 Precision of the Base Case CCDFs 

The number of realizations to use in a Monte Carlo simulation is a significant issue in terms of 
reliable analyses and proper allocation of resources. Therefore, the number of runs required to 
reliably predict peak-dose rates was examined. To verify whether 100 realizations are sufficient, 
the 10,000-year and 100,000-year, base-case simulations were repeated with 1,000 and 
300 realizations, respectively. The resulting distributions of peak individual dose rates are 
compared with the 100-realization base-case results in Figure 11-26--the distributions for each 
time period nearly overlay. The 100-realization, distributions do not go below a probability of 
0.01 because each predicted dose rate has a probability of occurrence of 1/100, or 0.01.  
Similarly, the 1,000- and 300-realization distributions display minimum probabilities of 0.001 
and 0.003, respectively. In Figure 11-26, peak-dose rates do continue to increase as probability 
decreases. Increased dose rates at these low probabilities are caused by combinations of extreme 
uncertain parameter values that are sampled from the tails of the parameter probability 
distributions. However, 100 realizations appear to provide a good compromise between cost and 
precision.  

11.4.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis Results 

Sensitivity-analysis results are presented for 10,000-year, peak-dose rates at the top of 
Figure 11-27. Parameters most important to uncertainty in peak-dose rates are depicted in bar
chart form with the most important parameter represented by the largest bar, the next most 
important variable represented by the next largest bar and so on. The important variables are as 
follows: 

A. Fraction of waste packages contacted by seepage water 

(R2-1oss = 0.18; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.68) 

B. Mean corrosion rate of Alloy 22 

(R2-1oss = 0.13; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.62) 

C. Number of juvenile waste-package failures 

(R2-loss = 0. 11; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.60)
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D. Saturated-zone dilution factor 

(R2-1oss = 0.04; partial rank correlation coefficient = -0.42) 

The regression model from which these results are drawn has a total of ten input variables with a total R of approximately 0.80. While a higher R2 would be desirable, it is considered adequate 
for the purpose of inferring the importance of the dominant input variables.  

Regression results for the 100,000-year peak dose rates are presented next, in the middle chart of 
Figure 11-27. The important variables are as follows: 

A. Fraction of waste packages contacted by seepage water 
(R2-1oss = 0.29; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.77) 

B. Mean corrosion rate of Alloy 22 
(R2-1oss = 0.20; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.70) 

C. Variability of the Alloy 22 corrosion rate 
(R2-1oss = 0.06; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.49) 

The regression model for this case also has ten variables and an R2 of 0.80.  

Peak-dose-rate regression results for a 1,000,000-year period are presented in the bottom chart of 
Figure 11-27. The important variables are as follows: 

A. Fraction of waste packages contacted by seepage water 
(R2-1oss = 0.51; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.86) 

B. Saturated-zone dilution factor 
(R2-1oss = 0.09; partial rank correlation coefficient = -0.56) 

C. Biosphere dose-conversion factors 
(R 2-1oss = 0.07; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.5 1) 

D. Mean corrosion rate of Alloy 22 
(R2-1oss = 0.04; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.41) 

The regression model for this case has ten variables and a final R2 of 0.82.  

For peak-dose rates, the fraction of waste packages contacted by seepage water is the most 
important parameter in each of the three simulation periods, and its effect becomes more 
dominant over time. The positive effect indicated for this variable by its positive partial rank 
correlation coefficient happens because an increase in the number of waste packages contacted 
by water leads to an increase in radionuclide releases from the repository. The reason for the great importance of seepage fraction is two-fold. First, it has a direct effect on the number of waste packages that fail, as discussed in Section 11.4.2.1; and second, it has a very large 
uncertainty. Other parameters either have less impact on dose rate or less uncertainty.
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The second most important variable in the 10,000-year and 100,000-year cases is the mean 
corrosion rate for Alloy 22, the inner barrier in the reference-design waste package. The positive 
effect for this parameter arises because increasing the Alloy 22 corrosion rate produces earlier 
waste-package failures and, therefore, more of the waste packages fail and release radionuclides 
within 10,000 years or 100,000 years. The corrosion rate for Alloy 22, however, is less 
important in the 1-million-year simulation period as indicated by its relatively low R2-1oss value 
in the bottom chart of Figure 11-27. This reduced importance is because the majority of the wet 
waste packages fail during the 1-million-year period, even for low Alloy 22 corrosion rates; 
failures of dry waste packages are only starting to be a factor near the end of the million-year 
period (see the discussion in Section 11.4.2.1). As a consequence, waste-package parameters 
appear to become less important in this longer simulation period because the quantities of 
radionuclides released from the repository are primarily controlled by the inventory, the fraction 
of waste packages in contact with seepage water, and the seepage flow rate into the waste 
packages.  

The second most important variable in the 1-million-year case is the SZ dilution factor. This 
factor accounts for the reduction in radionuclide concentrations caused by transverse dispersion 
that occurs during transport through the SZ. The negative effect indicated for this variable 
(partial rank correlation coefficient = -0.56) is caused by the fact that, as dilution during 
transport increases, peak radionuclide concentrations at the 20-km (12.4-mi) distance decrease 
and, consequently, peak-dose rates decrease.  

The third most important variables in the 10,000-year and 100,000-year simulation periods are 
the number of juvenile waste-package failures and variability in the inner-barrier Alloy 22 
corrosion rate, respectively. Both of these waste-package variables have a positive effect on 
peak-dose rates because, as noted previously for increased Alloy 22 corrosion rates, they lead to 
earlier waste-package failures and, therefore, increased radionuclide releases from the repository 
during the given time period. The third most important variable for the 1-million-year 
simulation period is the biosphere dose-conversion factor. Note that the biosphere dose
conversion factors for all radionuclides were correlated for the TSPA base case; that is, they are 
all either low or high together, rather than allowing one radionuclide to be high while another is 
low.  

Examination of scatter plots provides an additional way to visualize the effects of uncertain 
variables on peak dose rates. Two important parameters discussed above are fraction of waste 
packages contacted by seepage water and Alloy 22 mean corrosion rate. Scatter plots for these 
two parameters are shown in Figure 11-28 and Figure 11-29 or the 100,000-year simulation 
period. Although there is a lot of scatter in the values, a pattern of higher dose rates for higher 
parameter values is clearly discernable in both scatter plots. As suggested by the regression
analysis results discussed above, the relationship between fraction of waste packages contacted 
by seepage water and peak-dose rate is even more well defined for the 1 million-year simulation 
period, as shown in Figure 11-30. This strong relationship is reflected in the high R2-loss value 
of 0.5 1 as compared to the R 2-loss value of 0.29 in the 100,000-year simulation period.  

Dose rates are actually time-dependent quantities. As described in Section 11.3, a peak-dose rate 
represents the highest dose rate that occurred during the simulation period for a given realization.  
The sensitivity analysis results presented thus far are for the peak-dose rate only and. therefore.
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do not give explicit information about how parameter importance changes with time, although 
some insight is gained about changes with time by considering three different periods. To 
examine how parameter importance changes with time, regression analyses were performed on 
dose rates at selected simulation times. The resulting values of partial rank correlation 
coefficients plotted as a function of time are presented in Figure 11-31. This figure shows that 
the number of juvenile waste-package failures is the dominant variable at early times. However, 
over the long term, the importance of early releases decreases as more waste packages fail. The 
fraction of waste packages contacted by seepage water begins to increase in importance at 
around 5,000 years and becomes the dominant variable after approximately 8,000 years. The 
Alloy 22 corrosion rate begins to increase in importance at around 5,000 years and remains 
important throughout the 1-million-year time period, with its importance decreasing somewhat 
after 400,000 years. Biosphere dose-conversion factors increase in importance at late times. The 
SZ dilution factor appears in the time-dependent regression model with a negative partial rank 
correlation coefficient because of its role in reducing radionuclide concentrations and dose rates.  
Some of the other variables also have small negative partial rank correlation coefficients before 
5,000 years. These small negative values are probably spurious (that is, arising simply because 
of chance correlations among the randomly sampled variables) because they correspond to 
R2-1oss values smaller than 0.005 and because it is unlikely that these variables have a negative 
effect on dose rate. Note that the values plotted in Figure 11-31 do not correspond to the values 
listed earlier because the ones in the figure are for correlations with dose rate at particular times, 
whereas the earlier ones were for correlations with the peak-dose rate over a period of time.  

Regression analyses have also been performed for intermediate performance measures, including 
radionuclide releases from the EBS to the UZ and from the UZ to the SZ. These performance 
measures are also time-dependent and can be presented in the same way that the time-dependent 
dose rates were presented. Analyzing intermediate performance measures is useful for isolating 
individual components of the total system and assessing the importance of variables among the 
smaller corresponding set of uncertain parameters. As an example, results are presented for 
releases from the EBS to the UZ in Table 11-5. Results for releases from the UZ to the SZ are 
similar because they are not strongly influenced by uncertain UZ transport parameters. The 
results shown in Table 11-5 are for the specific simulation time of 1 million years. Results for 
EBS releases and UZ releases at other times may be found in the YMP Technical Data Base 
(DTN SNT05070798001.001). Again, the dominant variable is the fraction of waste packages 
contacted by seepage water. The second and fourth variables, the number of cladding failures 
because of corrosion and the fraction of plutonium colloids transported with irreversible 
sorption, did not appear to have a significant effect on dose rate but are important to releases 
from the EBS.  

11.4.2.4 Impact of Parameter Uncertainty Ranges on Sensitivity Analyses 

Sensitivity analyses based on linear regression must be carefully interpreted. More specifically, 
a regression-based sensitivity analysis will not give an uncertain variable a high importance 
ranking if its sample input values do not produce a relatively wide range of calculated output 
values. In other words, a parameter will not be assigned a high importance ranking unless it 
accounts for a large fraction of the variance in the output measure being analyzed. Therefore, in 
practice, the magnitude of peak dose rate may be strongly affected by a certain parameter, but if 
the range of uncertainty associated with that parameter is relatively small, this parameter may not
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be found to be important. As an example, neptunium solubility was not found to be an important 
variable in the above analysis, but because Np-237 often dominates the calculated dose rates (see 
Figure 11-6) neptunium solubility does significantly influence total peak dose rate. The reason 
neptunium solubility did not show up as an important variable in the regression-based sensitivity 
analysis is largely due to the wide uncertainty ranges associated with seepage fraction and waste
package corrosion.  

One approach to understanding the effects of parameters that have very wide uncertainty ranges 
is to perform sensitivity analyses in steps. That is, an initial regression analysis is performed, 
such as the one presented in Section 11.4.2.3, and important uncertain parameters are identified.  
In the second step, single values, such as mean or median values, are assigned to some or all of 
the important uncertain parameters identified in the first step and the analysis is repeated. By 
assigning single values to uncertain parameters identified in the first step, important parameters 
with less uncertainty may be identified.  

The phased approach to sensitivity analysis described above was conducted to see if neptunium 
solubility would become an important variable once important parameters identified in the initial 
sensitivity analysis were assigned single deterministic values. In this TSPA simulation, the 
expected UZ-flow case (base infiltration map) was used. The following parameters 
corresponding to the base-case infiltration value were assigned single values: 

A. Seepage fraction and seep flow rate were assigned their expected values 

B. Waste-package degradation profiles for 50 percent variability and 50 percent 
uncertainty, resulting in an expected-value Alloy 22 corrosion rate.  

To evaluate the differences between this modified parameter case and the base case, 100 
simulations were conducted for the 100,000-year simulation period. The dose-rate histories for 
the two cases are compared in Figure 11-32. The dose histories in the modified parameter case 
show a much narrower spread of dose rates, as expected, since uncertainty in seepage fraction, 
corrosion rate, and infiltration are not present. Note that in the base case, 20 realizations did not 
produce a dose. In the modified parameter case all realizations produced a dose. Also, waste
package failures do not occur after 11,000 years in the modified parameter whereas in the base 
case many waste packages fail at later times. The distributions of peak dose rates to an individual 
located at 20 km (12.4 mi) from the repository are compared in Figure 11-32. The modified 
parameter case displays a reduction in uncertainty as expected, with an increase in high
probability low-peak-dose rates and a decrease in low-probability high-peak-dose-rates. Note 
that if this process of assigning expected values to important variables and conducting 
simulations were repeated a number of times, the distribution of peak-dose rates would continue 
to steepen and converge towards a vertical line located at the expected-value dose rate of about 5 
mrem per year.  

Regression-based sensitivity-analysis results are presented for 100,000-year peak-dose rates in 
Figure 11-34. Parameters most important to uncertainty in peak-dose rates are depicted in bar
chart form with the most important parameter represented by the largest bar, the next most 
important variable represented by the next largest bar and so on. The important variables are as 
follows:
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A. Solubility of nePtunium 
(R -loss = 0.33; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.81) 

B. Saturated-zone dilution factor 
S(R2-loss = 0.20; partial rank correlation coefficient = -0.73) 

C. Biosphere dose conversion factor 
(R2-1oss = 0.16; partial rank correlation coefficient = 0.69) 

D. Fraction of SZ flow path in the alluvium 
(R2-loss = 0.12; partial rank correlation coefficient = -0.64) 

The regression model from which these results are drawn has a total of seven input variables 
with a total R2 of approximately 0.82.  

For peak-dose rates, neptunium solubility is the most important parameter. The positive effect 
indicated for this variable by its positive partial rank correlation coefficient happens because an 
increase in solubility leads to an increase in radionuclide releases from the repository. The second most important variable is the SZ dilution factor. The third most important variable is the 
biosphere dose-conversion factor. The fourth most important variable is the fraction of SZ flow 
path in the alluvium. The negative effect indicated for this variable (partial rank correlation 
coefficient of -0.64) is caused by the higher neptunium sorption of the alluvium relative to the 
volcanic units and resulting lower peak-dose rates.  

11.4.2.5 Summary 

The Monte Carlo method is used to propagate parameter uncertainty through to the resulting 
uncertainty in peak-dose rate to an individual. The uncertainty in calculated peak dose rates is 
quantified by the complementary cumulative distribution function. The range or spread of peak
dose rates in each distribution represents the amount of uncertainty in the results. Some statistics 
of the calculated peak dose rates for each base case simulation period are summarized in 
Table 11-6.  

As shown, the peak-dose rates are found to increase substantially with increasing simulation 
time. However, the coefficient of variation, or standard deviation divided by mean, indicates that 
relative uncertainty in the calculated dose rates does not increase appreciably in the longer 
simulation periods (that is, uncertainty in dose rate increases and average dose rate increases, but 
their ratio does not).  

The times at which peak-dose rates occur were examined and found to be influenced by a 
number of factors, including the fraction of waste packages contacted by seepage water, Alloy 22 
corrosion rate, net infiltration rate, juvenile waste-package failures, and seepage flux into the 
waste packages. Very early dose-rate peaks are associated with juvenile waste-package failures, 
and late dose-rate peaks are associated with superpluvial climates.  

The sensitivity-analysis results indicate that the uncertainty in calculated peak-dose rates in all 
three simulation periods is primarily dominated by the fraction of packages in contact with
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seepage water. Waste-package corrosion rate is also an important contributor to uncertainty in 
peak dose rates. In particular, the mean Alloy 22 corrosion rate is an important contributor to 
uncertainty, but to a lesser extent than the fraction of waste packages contacted by seepage 
water, particularly in the 1-million-year period. In the 1-million-year simulation, the SZ dilution 
factor and biosphere dose-conversion factors were found to be slightly more important that the 
mean Alloy 22 corrosion rate. Sensitivity analysis results also indicate that neptunium solubility 
is an important contributor to uncertainty in peak dose rates once uncertainties in seepage and 
waste package parameters are reduced or removed.  

The other key information in this chapter that is not included in DOE (1998) is contained in 
Tables 11-1, 11-2, and 11-3, which identify all the electronic data files necessary to reproduce 
the dose rate results in the figures of Sections 4 and 5 of Volume 3, Draft B, of DOE (1998), 
including the total-system-model computer codes, and their associated input and output files.  
Included are DTNs which identifies a location in the YMP Technical Database that contains 
these electronic files. Table 11- also refers to two figures (11-33 and 11-34) that are not in DOE 
(1998).  

11.5 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT WORK REQUIRED BETWEEN 
THE VIABILITY ASSESSMENT AND THE SITE RECOMMENDATION AND 
LICENSE APPLICATION 

The objective of the TSPA-VA was to conduct and document "a total system performance 
assessment based upon the design concept and the scientific data and analysis available by 
September 30, 1998, describing the probable behavior of the repository in the Yucca Mountain 
geological setting relative to the overall system performance standards" (Energy and Water 
Development Appropriations Act 1997). This document contains descriptions of the design 
concept and the scientific data and analyses upon which the TSPA-VA have been based. The 
results of these analyses have been presented in this chapter as well as Volume 3 of DOE (1998).  

In examining and summarizing results describing the "probable" behavior of the Yucca 
Mountain repository system, it is important to understand that the evaluations are indicators of 
the postclosure performance of the proposed repository. Although every attempt has been made 
to incorporate the most current understanding of key processes affecting the long-term behavior 
of Yucca Mountain, such projections are uncertain. Although many of these uncertainties will 
still remain at the time of the license application, DOE will reduce the significant uncertainties 
sufficiently and modify the design as appropriate to provide reasonable assurance that 
postclosure performance objectives will be met. The uncertainty is a result of several factors: 

" The time periods are long. The period for the quantitative analyses extends to 10,000 
years and beyond. Over these long periods, there is uncertainty in the definition of likely 
future environments. This period is also long compared to available information about a 
number of principal factors affecting repository performance such as the degradation 
rates of corrosion-resistant metals.  

"* The site is heterogeneous. Water movement in the unsaturated and SZs at Yucca 
Mountain is expected to vary with location because of the heterogeneous nature of the
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fractured rocks. Precisely defining the flow paths and geochemical interactions along the 
flow paths is not possible.  

"* The system is coupled. Coupled interactions are expected to occur near the emplaced 
wastes. These interactions include thermal, chemical, hydrologic, and mechanical 
processes that can influence one another. For example, the chemical alteration of the 
rock caused by a temperature increase may cause the hydrologic properties of the rock to 
change. It is difficult to predict the magnitude and extent of these changes with 
precision.  

" Future populations are unknown. It is not possible to reasonably forecast changes in 
human activities. Therefore, the doses calculated are based on the activities of the 
present-day population in the region around Yucca Mountain. This assumption, which is 
consistent with internationally accepted recommendations, implies that the doses 
represent the range of likely performance of a repository for a hypothetical population.  

Although these uncertainties are recognized in the analyses and interpretation of results, they do 
not detract from the goal of objectively evaluating how the system is likely to perform.  

The TSPA-VA analyses represent a significant improvement over previous TSPA iterations.  
The planned work for the TSPA for the site recommendation and license application will focus 
on reducing the remaining uncertainties for key principal factors affecting the long-term 
performance of the repository. Planned work will also evaluate approaches for achieving 
defense in depth and margin. This work will support the evaluation of alternative designs, 
design features, and design options. Finally, the planned work addresses key technical issues 
identified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  

The planned work is organized into the following categories: 

"* Model abstractions 
"* TSPA analyses 
"* Design support.  

11.5.1 Model Abstractions 

Because of the overall uncertainty and complexity of the repository system, the process models 
used in TSPA analyses must be simplified to reproduce and bound the underlying detailed 
process model. This simplification or abstraction retains the basic form of the process model.  
These model abstractions are required to maximize the use of finite computational resources 
while maintaining a sufficient range of sensitivity and uncertainty analyses. Once the abstracted 
models are developed, they are used for a performance assessment of the repository/geologic 
system.  

Work planned to complete the abstraction process is organized into the following six categories: 

"* UZ flow and transport 
"* Near-field environment
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"* Waste-package degradation 
"* Waste-form degradation and engineered-barrier-system transport 
"* SZ flow and transport and biosphere uptake 
"* Disruptive events.  

These components are then combined to assess the expected behavior of the system. The 
combined components include alternative conceptual models, variability and uncertainty in 
parameters and processes, and a sufficient level of detail to represent the aspects of each process 
important to performance.  

The first step in the process of model abstraction is to identify uncertainties in the TSPA-VA and 
each supporting model. This effort will consider comments from the expert elicitations 
completed for the VA, comments from the TSPA-VA Peer Review Panel, and comments from 
organizations such as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Nuclear Waste Technical 
Review Board. Model enhancements will be defined along with approaches to addressing the 
identified uncertainties and approaches to treating defense-in-depth and margin for each of the 
models.  

All of this work addresses the Nuclear Regulatory Commission key technical issue on the TSPA 
and technical integration. Specifically, the model abstractions will provide part of the technical 
basis to address the following subissue of this key technical issue: Are the major components of 
the DOE TSPA methodology (i.e., model abstractions; probability and consequences of relevant 
features, events, and processes; parameter and model uncertainties; and bounding assumptions) 
sufficiently comprehensive to provide a defensible safety case? 

Unsaturated Zone Flow and Transport - This activity will refine the abstractions of process 
models for climate, infiltration, percolation, ambient seepage, and transport through the UZ. The 
primary focus will be placed on transport through the UZ. New information from studies of UZ 
flow and transport processes and updated process models will be evaluated. This activity will 
develop and document the technical basis for the refined abstractions that will be used in TSPA 
for the site recommendation and license application.  

The work contributes to addressing Nuclear Regulatory Commission key technical issues on 
unsaturated and saturated flow, and radionuclide transport under isothermal conditions.  

Near-Field Environment - This activity refines the abstraction of process models for thermal 
hydrology, ambient geochemistry, and near-field environment. Results from field thermal tests 
and laboratory tests and updated processes models will be evaluated. Process modeling will 
assess design options and features, such as dripshields, backfill, and Richards' barriers to 
evaluate their contribution to performance. The effects of heating and excavation on flow, 
dryout by ventilation, and water diversion by line loading will also be evaluated. The results of 
these abstractions will also address seepage into drifts, dripping onto waste packages, humidity 
and temperature at the waste package, and chemistry on the waste package. The results of this 
work will be documented to provide the technical basis for processes in the near-field 
environment for the TSPA for the site recommendation and license application.
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The work contributes to addressing Nuclear Regulatory Commission key technical issues on 
thermal effects on flow and evolution of the near-field environment.  

Waste-Package Degradation - This activity will refine the abstraction of the process models for 
waste-package degradation. New data from the waste-package materials testing program, results 
of material selection for the initial waste package for site recommendation and the license 
application, and the evaluation of design features will be used to update the abstraction of waste
package degradation processes. The work will be documented as part of the technical basis for 
TSPA for the site recommendation and license application.  

This work contributes to addressing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission key technical issue on 
container life and source term.  

Waste-Form Degradation and Engineered-Barrier-System Transport - This activity will 
refine the abstraction of process models for cladding degradation, waste form integrity, colloid 
formation and stability, and solubility and transport through the EBS. The work will focus on 
the evaluation and abstraction of the updated process models for cladding degradation, colloid 
formation, and studies of solubility. The work will be documented as part of the technical basis 
of the TSPA for the site recommendation and license application.  

This work contributes to addressing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission key technical issue on 
container life and source term.  

Saturated-Zone Flow and Transport and Biosphere - This activity will refine the abstraction 
of process models for transport through the SZ and the biosphere. New site data on hydraulic 
parameters from testing at the C-well complex, on SZ hydrochemistry, and results of testing in 
wells in the Amargosa Valley and Nevada Test Site and updated process models for SZ flow and 
transport will be evaluated. Additional environmental data and the updated biosphere process 
model will also be evaluated. This work will provide the technical basis for the updated 
abstraction of SZ flow and transport and biosphere processes for TSPA for the site 
recommendation and license application.  

This work contributes to addressing Nuclear Regulatory Commission key technical issues on 
unsaturated- and SZ flow and radionuclide transport under isothermal conditions by providing 
refined model abstractions.  

Disruptive Events - Previous work has identified four disruptive events that might effect the 
long-term performance of the repository; volcanic activity, earthquakes, inadvertent human 
intrusion, and nuclear criticality.  

Studies of volcanoes and earthquakes have reached a level of maturity for which only limited 
new information is required. The remaining work will focus on completing any refinements to 
the hazard analyses that are required to provide a documented technical basis of the effect of 
these disruptive events on the performance of the repository system. This work contributes to 
addressing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission key technical issues of igneous activity and 
structural deformation and seismicity by documenting the hazard associated with these disruptive 
events.
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Based on guidance from the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Academy of 

Science, models will be developed to evaluate the consequences of inadvertent human intrusion 
at the Yucca Mountain site. These models will evaluate direct and indirect effects from drilling 
on the transport of radionuclides to the SZ and ground surface. The performance assessment will 
use scenarios that have the potential for either high consequences or high relative probabilities of 
occurrence and develop model parameter distributions that reflect the variabilities and 
uncertainties in the conceptual models and data. This work will provide the technical basis for 
the assessment of inadvertent human intrusion.  

Nuclear criticality could occur if the engineered control measures in the waste package fail or if 
fissile material in the waste forms a critical configuration in the surrounding rock. Work is 
required to refine the consequences of potential criticalities and to document the technical basis 
for the assessment of this potentially disruptive event.  

11.5.2 Total System Performance Assessment Analyses 

Once the model abstractions have been refined, they must be appropriately linked for the 
assessment of system performance. The TSPA analyses will then be completed to evaluate the 
expected behavior of the repository system. A wide range of sensitivity and uncertainty analyses 
will also be conducted to evaluate the significance of the uncertainties in parameters and 
conceptual models. The sensitivity and uncertainty analyses will help to identify the key site and 

design features of the repository system that have the greatest impact on repository performance.  

Before the TSPA analyses start, the assumptions to be used in the analyses will be defined and 
justified. These assumptions include the following: 

"* The basis for which scenarios will be considered in the TSPA analyses for site 
recommendation and license application 

" The basis for which alternative conceptual models and parameters from the abstraction 
activities will be considered in the TSPA analyses for site recommendation and license 
application 

* The basis for which designs (both repository and waste package) will be considered in the 
TSPA analyses for site recommendation and license application 

"• The basis for refining the base case from which all sensitivities will be conducted 

These assumptions will define the range of analyses that will be conducted for the TSPA for the 
site recommendation and license application. The base case will be constructed from a 
composite of the scenarios refined from the TSPA-VA. It will include the base hydrologic 
scenarios and some perturbations on the base case (e.g., climate change). The base case will 
attempt to incorporate alternative conceptual models for degradation of the waste package, 
dissolution of the waste form, transport through the near field and the EBS, and aqueous 
transport in the unsaturated and SZs.
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As part of the development of the TSPA for site recommendation and license application, 
evaluations of various design alternatives, features, and options will be conducted in support of 
development of the technical basis for selecting the initial site recommendation and license 
application design. These evaluations will build on the analyses of the VA reference design, 
design options and design alternatives that were evaluated in TSPA-VA analyses and in support 
of the draft environmental impact statement. The focus of the work will be to evaluate a 
reasonable range of uncertainty in the design features included in the options and alternatives 
study and to couple this uncertainty analysis with reasonably bounded uncertainty in the natural 
system that may be compensated by these design enhancements. In some cases, this work may 
require additional abstractions of process models from the scientific program and from studies of 
the waste package and EBS. These analyses will also contribute to the evaluation of defense-in
depth and design margin.  

The models for TSPA analyses will be derived from the abstractions of the process models.  
Stochastic techniques will be used for the analyses to produce results based on a variety of model 
inputs. If required, alternative numerical representations of processes will be used. The results 
will be presented as distribution functions showing probability versus effect (e.g., dose, release, 
or other risk measures). The activities required in this effort include: 

" Integrate all features, processes, and events developed in various abstraction activities 
into a defensible representation of those features, processes, and events that are most 
important 

"* Combine all relevant abstracted model results, relevant simplified process models, 
relevant design information, and TSPA-specific assumptions into the selected TSPA 
software 

"* Determine performance for the base-case set of parameters and evaluate the impact of 
alternative parameter probability distribution functions 

"* Review and revise the base-case results, as appropriate.  

Once the base case has been completed satisfactorily, a range of sensitivity and uncertainty 
analyses will be conducted to evaluate the impact of parameter uncertainty, conceptual 
uncertainty, and scenario uncertainty. The impact on design alternatives will also be evaluated.  
The required activities include the following: 

" Generate complementary CCDFs, which define the probability of the resulting 
performance, to evaluate parameter uncertainty. CCDFs will not be generated for all 
conceptual and scenario uncertainties or design alternatives; however, a select group 
focusing on the most significant processes or uncertainties will be evaluated.  

"* Analyze process sensitivity to define the key parameters that impact the total system 
performance.  

"* Use CCDFs to evaluate uncertainty in those cases where parameter sensitivity is not 
evaluated explicitly,.
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" Review the sensitivity analyses with the site and design organizations before the analyses 
are documented in the TSPA for the site recommendation and license application to 
identify key uncertainties in site and design-related processes, models, and parameters 
that significantly impact performance.  

" Prioritize the focus of the sensitivity analyses. This focus will be based on the 
importance of the model as identified in the TSPA for the site recommendation and 
license application and the repository safety strategy available at the time of the analyses.  

Results of the TSPA for the site recommendation and license application to assess compliance of 
the potential repository system at Yucca Mountain will be interpreted and documented. This 
activity will include the following steps: 

" Document the base-case assessment of postclosure performance in sufficient detail to 
understand how all the elements in the TSPA analysis have been combined. Document 
the full suite of sensitivity analyses so the significance of alternative assumptions can be 
evaluated to increase confidence in the overall analysis.  

"* Choose a reasonably conservative reference case.  

"* Conduct sensitivity analyses to describe the impact of the conservative assumptions.  

"* Investigate possible low-likelihood models, or parameter values, to illustrate the potential 
impact of such unlikely assumptions on performance.  

" Describe the implications of these results for performance confirmation and design and 
recommend testing and design modifications that could reduce uncertainty or enhance 
performance.  

" Complete a technical, regulatory, and management review of the TSPA for the site 
recommendation and license application document to ensure its suitability for licensing 
and revise the document, as appropriate.  

Using appropriate degrees of detail and illustration, summary documents for scientific and public 
audiences will be developed. Visualization techniques for displaying the analysis and results on 
the World Wide Web, including hypertext versions of regulatory, scientific community, and 
public documents will also be developed.  

The completion of TSPA for the site recommendation and license application will support 
addressing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission key technical uncertainty on the TSPA and 
technical integration by documenting the methodology for implementing TSPA analyses and 
documenting the TSPA analyses. This work specifically addresses the following sub-issue of 
this key technical issue: Are the major components of the DOE TSPA methodology (i.e., model 
abstractions; probability and consequences of the relevant features, events, and processes; 
parameter and model uncertainties; and bounding assumptions) sufficiently comprehensive to 
provide a defensible safety case?
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11.5.3 Design Support

This work will continue the quantitative evaluation of design alternatives, features, and options 
to support development of the technical basis for selecting the initial site recommendation and 
license application design. The evaluations will build on the TSPA-VA analyses of the VA 
reference design, design options and design alternatives that were evaluated in TSPA analyses 
supporting the draft environmental impact statement. The focus of the work will be to evaluate a 
reasonable estimate of uncertainty in the design features included in the options and alternatives 
study and to couple this uncertainty analysis with reasonably bounded uncertainty in the natural 
system that may be compensated for by these design enhancements. This will require additional 
abstractions of process models from the scientific program and from studies of the waste package 
and EBS. These analyses contribute to the evaluation of defense-in-depth and design margin.  

The analysis will focus on key functions of the repository system; keeping water off the waste 
packages, increasing waste package lifetime, limiting the rate of release of radionuclides from 
breached waste packages, and reducing concentrations of radionuclides in groundwater during 
transport away from the waste packages.  

11.5.4 Concluding Remarks 

The current assessment of expected repository performance is summarized in Volume 3 of the 
VA document. The probable performance has been described in the context of how the four 
elements of the repository safety strategy work in concert to first minimize the contact of water 
with the waste and then reduce the concentration of any radionuclides that are released from the 
engineered barriers.  

The Yucca Mountain site provides favorable features for limiting the contact of water with the 
waste. Its location in an arid region and the nature of the site itself limit the amount of water that 
can reach the repository. The site provides a thick UZ where the waste can be placed deep below 
the surface and well above the water table; the waste packages would therefore be protected from 
changes in conditions at the surface while still being kept well away from the water table. The 
site would therefore provide predictable and stable environments for design of engineered 
barriers that can further limit the exposure of waste to water.  

Performance assessment and design studies indicate that there are a number of options for the 
design to keep water away from the waste (see Chapter 5, Section 5.12.5). They indicate for 
example that the highly corrosion-resistant inner container and the thick steel outer container of 
the reference design of this VA each provide effective barriers against water. Although there are 
some issues that must still be addressed, the estimates indicate that robust waste packages could 
be designed to remain intact for hundreds of thousands of years in the repository environments.  
The studies also indicate that the spent fuel cladding would likely provide an additional barrier to 
water contacting the waste, even if the outer and inner waste-package barriers were to be 
breached.  

The postclosure safety case will also explicitly consider processes and events that could disrupt a 
repository at the Yucca Mountain site. These include disruptive natural processes (seismicitv 
and volcanism), potential human intrusion associated with exploration for natural resources, and
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nuclear criticality. In each of these disruptive scenarios, the analyses presented in Chapter 10 
indicate there is no substantial increase in the risk to long-term public health or safety.  

The TSPA-VA also finds that the engineered system in the reference design has considerable 
impact on repository performance for a long period, on the order of several hundred thousand 
years. For very long periods of time, however, the natural system dominates performance. The 
TSPA-VA shows that some factors and how they are modeled can have especially important 
influences on performance: for example, the corrosion characteristics of Alloy 22, the dilution of 
radionuclides in the transport pathways, and the transport of radionuclides as colloids. The 
TSPA-VA reinforces some ideas about performance; for example, that it is important to isolate 
waste from advective liquid flow and that, for a dose-based standard, the rate of releases of 
radionuclides from a repository and the dilution in the environment are important. And finally, 
the TSPA-VA points out areas where improvements could be made to the TSPA models and 
data, including the most important uncertainties that could be reduced and the most important 
assumptions that could be addressed in the future.
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APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OF TSPA-VA BASE CASE UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS 

The purpose of this appendix is to document the uncertain input parameters used within RIP and 
FEI-IM in the Total System Performance Assessment-Viability Assessment (DTN 
MO9807MWDRIPOO.000). The description and analysis of the uncertain parameters are 
summarized in an Excel spreadsheet containing 177 parameters (DTN SNT05070798001.002).  
The parameters are listed alphabetically by series. Information documented for each uncertain 
parameter includes: 

A. Variable name (column A) 

B. Variable description (column B) 

C. Code the parameter is used in (column C) 

D. Calculation or process parameter is used in (column D) 

E. Probability distribution specified as input (column E) 

F. Mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum of the specified distribution 
(columns F, G, H, and I, respectively).  

G. Name of the correlated variable, if specified (column J) 

H. Correlation coefficient specified (column K) 

I. Graphical comparison of the frequency distribution of the samples generated as input to 
the TSPA-VA and the continuous distribution fit to the samples (column L) 

J. Graphical comparison of the cumulative distribution of the samples generated as input 
to the TSPA-VA and the continuous distribution fit to the samples (column M) 

K. Scatter plot of correlated variable pairs sampled in the TSPA-VA (column N) 

L. Rank order (column 0) and linear correlation coefficients (column P) 

M. Box plots displaying the range of sampled values (column Q) 

N. Graphical comparison of the frequency distribution of the log of the samples generated 
as input to the TSPA-VA and the continuous distribution fit to the log of the samples 
for log probability distributions (column R) 

The commercial software package Crystal Ball Version 4.Oe was used to calculate the goodness
of-fit of the random samples for each uncertain parameter to a number of continuous 
distributions. Three tests for goodness-of-fit were performed: the Chi-square. the Kolmogorov
Smirnov, and the Anderson-Darling. The distribution with the best overall fit. consistent with
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Figure 11-1. Performance assessment information flow pyramid.

August 1998
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Figure 11-23. Dose-rate time histories for 1,000,000 years for the five selected realizations. Regularly 

spaced spikes in the curves are caused by the climate changes that occur roughly every 100,000 years.
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Figure 11-24. Climate history for one realization.  
occur at one of the two superpluvial climates.
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The others look similar. Most of the peak-dose rates
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Figure 11-25. Number of failed waste packages over time for the selected realizations for 1,000,000 
years. The waste-package failures starting at about 700,000 years are waste packages with no seeps 
dripping on them.
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Figure 11-26. Comparison of peak-dose-rate distributions determined from simulations with different 

numbers of realizations (runs). The distributions are found to be quite similar, indicating reasonable 

stability with respect to number of realizations.
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Figure 11-27. Most important parameters from stepwise regression analysis for three time periods. These 

charts show the relative importance of various parameters to the calculated uncertainty in dose rate for 

the three time periods. Importance of an individual parameter is shown by R2-Ioss, the reduction in 

goodness of the regression fit when the parameter is left out of the calculation, as described in the text.
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Figure 11-28. Scatter plot of seepage fraction (fraction of waste packages contacted by seeps) for the 

long-term-average climate against peak dose rate for a 100,000-year period. Pink dots at the bottom 

indicate realizations with zero dose (which are off the scale of the log plot). The colored circles refer to 

the selected realizations highlighted in Figure 11-19.
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Figure 11-29. Scatter plot of mean Alloy 22 corrosion rate (in terms of percentile from the uncertainty 

distribution) against peak-dose rate for a 100,000-year period. Pink dots at the bottom indicate 
realizations with zero dose (which are off the scale of the log plot). The colored circles refer to the 
selected realizations highlighted in Figure 11-19.
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Figure 11-30. Scatter plot of seepage fraction (fraction of waste packages contacted by seeps) for the 

long-term-average climate against peak-dose rate for a 1,000,000-year period. The colored circles refer 

to the selected realizations shown in Figure 11-23.
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Figure 11-31. Partial rank correlation coefficients as a function of time for six uncertain parameters that 
are most important to uncertainty in dose rate. This figure illustrates another way to show the change of 
importance of parameters through time from that shown in Figure 11-27.
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Figure 11-32. Dose-rate time histories for 100,000 years for the base case (top) and the 

modified-parameter case (bottom).
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Figure 11-33. Base case and modified-parameter case distributions of peak-dose rates for the 100,000
year time period.
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Figure 11-34. Most important parameters from stepwise regression analysis for the modified-parameter 
case. This chart shows the relative importance of various parameters to the calculated uncertainty in 
dose rate. Importance of an individual parameter is shown by R/-Ioss, the reduction in goodness of the 
regression fit when the parameter is left out of the calculation.
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Chapter 11 
Tables



Table I I - 1. Summary of input and output files, plot file names (SigmaPlot), 
TSPA-VA figures in Sections 4.2 and 5 of DOE (1998).
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II-6 Case0ee4l* 4.21- tspava00l Base case 10,000-year expected-value dose-rate plot UZ Files** Case0ee*l.btr MO98O7MWDRIPO0.000 

SZ Files*** 
11-6 Case0ee5* 

4.2-1 tspava002 Base Case I00,000-year expected-value dose-rate plot UZ Files** Case0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO000O SZ Files*** 

I 1-6 Base Case 1,000,000-year expected-value dose-rate Case0ee6* 
4.2-I tspava003 plot UZ Files"* Case0ee6.bIr M09807MWDRIP00.000 _ _ SZ Files*** 

11-7 Case0ee4* 
4.2-2 tspava001 Base case 10,000-year expected-value dose-rate plot UZ Files" Case0ee4.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 SZ Files*** 

I11-7 Base Case 10,000-year expected-value Tc-99 EBS Case0ee4* 
4.2•-2• tspava004 release from (ihe different regions UZ Files** Case0ee4.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 . ,J SZ Files*** 
11-7 Base Case I0,000-year expected-value advective and Case0ee4* 

4.2-2 Ispava005 diffusive release of Tc-99 from the waste package UZ Files** Case0ee1.bhr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 SZ Files" * 
"packages ie,l.xs" 

4.2-2 Ispaval00 10,000-year plot of number of packages failed CaseOee4* Cas0ee4.hr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 SZ Files*** 

11-8 Base Case 10,000-year expected-value Tc-99 EBS Case&ee4* 
4.2-3 tspavaO04 release from the different regions UZ Files" Case0ee4.btr M09807M\VDRIPOo.000 I SZ Files*** 
11-8 Base Case 1 0,000-year expected-value Tc-99 UZ Case0ee4* 

4.2-3 tspava006 release from the different regions UZ Files" Case0ee4.btr M09807MWDR1POO.000 SZ Files*** 

4.2-3 tspaval0l Tc-99 travel time through the UZ for various climates ****(see footnote) M09807MWDI IIM.n00
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11-9 Base Case I 0,000-year expected-value Tc-99 UZ Case0ee4* 

4.2-4 tspava006 release from the different regions UZ Files** Case0ee4.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 
SZ Files*** 

Case0ee4* 
11-9 tspava007 Base Case 10,000-year expected-value Tc-99 UZ Files** 

4.2-4 concentration at the water table SZ Case0ee4.btr" MO9Fe7MWDRIPO*.000 
Uzflux.xls 

11-9 Cumulative distribution function of the effective Cas130m5' .-4 tspava008 diuinfcosUZ Files** Casl30ni5.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 
4.2-4 dilution factors SZ Files" 

11-9 Base Case 10,000-year Tc-99 concentration at 20 km Case0ee4* 

4.2-4 tspava009 from the repository boundary UZ Files** Case0ee4.btr Mo807MWDRIP00.000 SZ Files*** 

11-9 tspava0lo Base Case I 0,000-year Tc-99 mass flux at 20 km Case0ee4* 

4.2-4 from the six different streamtubes UZ Files"* Case0ee4.btr MO9807MWDRIP0.000 
SZ Files*** 

I tspavalo2 ~~~~~trans.datszOIST02900 .O 
11-9 Saturated zone breakthrough curves for various traI-.000 sz[ 0 1424 tspava 102 rdoulestrac[ I-!I 1])00 110.0000 SNT05082597001.P05 

4.2-4 radionuclides.0000 

11-10 Case0ee5* 
4.2-5 tspava002 Base Case 100,000-year expected-value dose-rate plot UZ Files** Case0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 

SZ Files*** 

11-10 100,000-year Tc-99, Pu-239 and Np-237 release from Case0eer* 

4.2-5 tspavaO I I the EBS UZ Files" Case0ee5.btr Mog807MWDRIP00.000 
SZ Files*** 

11-10 10(0,000-year advective and diffusive release of Tc- Case0ee5* 
4.2-5 tspava012 99 and Np-237 from the waste package UZ Files* Case0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRlP00.000 

SZ Files*** 
"• packages I e5.xls" 

11-10 tspava 103 100,000-year plot of number of packages failed Case0eeF * Case0eeS.br MO98O7MWDRIPOO 4.2-5 UZ Files**" 
SZ Files***
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tspava 104 
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tspava0 15 

tspava106 

tspava015

Np-237 cumulative inventory exposure history 

I 00,000-year Tc-99 release rate from waste package 
for different fuel types 

IO0,000-year Np-237 release rate from waste package 
for different fuel types 

Tc-99 cumulative inventory exposure history 

Np-237 cumulative inventory exposure history 

I 00,000-year Tc-99, Pu-239 and Np-237 release from 
the EBS 

I 00,000-year Tc-99, Pu-239 and Np-237 release from 
the UZ 

Tc-99, Np-237 and Pu-242 travel time in the UZ for 
LTA climate 

100,000-year Tc-99, Pu-239 and Np-237 release from 
the UZ

Convohlue.f 
Convolute.exe 

Case0ee5* 
UZ Files" 
SZ Files*** 
Case0eeS* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 
CaseOeS5* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 
Convolute~f 

Convolute.exe 
Case~ee5* 
UZ Files"* 
SZ Files*** 
Convolute.f 

Convoltute.exe 
Case0eeS* 
UZ Files"* 
SZ Files*** 
Case0ee5* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 

Case~eeS* 
UZ Files"* 
SZ Files*** 

* ****(see footnote) 

CaseOee5* 
UZ Files"* 
SZ Files*** 
UZFlux.xls

Case0ee5.btr 

Case0ee5.btr 

Case0ee5.btr 

Case0ee5.btr 

Case0ee5.btr 

Case0eeS.btr 

Case0ee5.bfr 

Case0ee5.btr
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M09807MWDRIPOO.000 

M09807MWDRIPO0.000 

M09807MWDRIPOO.000 

M09807MWDRIP00.000 

M09807MWDRIP00.000 

MO9807MWDRIP00.000 

MO9807MWDRIP00O.00000 

MO9807MI\VD I FEI. IM.000 

MO9807MWDRIP00.000
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I I -13 Case~eeS* 4.2-8 tspava016 1 00,000-year Np-237 concentration at the water table UZ Files** Cas0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 

SZ Files*** 

11-13 Cumulative distribution function of the effective Casl30m5* 
4.2-8 tspava008 dilution factors UZ Files** Casl30m5.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 SZ Files*** 

11-13 ! 00,000-year Tc-99, Pu-239 and Np-237 Case0ee5* 
4.2-8 tspavaO17 conceat t 20oUZ Files** Case0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 concentration at 20 km from the repository boundary SZ Files*** 

11-13 100,000-year Tc-99, Pu-239 and Np-237 mass flux Case0ee5* 
4.2-8 tspavaO 8 (Ci/yr) at 20 km from the repository boundary UZ Files** Case0ee5.bIr MQ9807MWDRIP0O.000 SZ Files*** 

11-13 Saturated zone breakthrough curves for various trans.dat 4.2-8 tspavaI 12 trac[ I - I ].0000 sz[01 SNT05082597001.o zone 1.0000 II]_01.0000 

42- 14 1 00,000-year Tc-99, Pu-239 and Np-237 Case0ees* 
4.2-9 tspava0 17 concentration at 20 km from the repository boundary UZ Files** Case0ee5.blr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 SZ Files*** 
11-14 100,000-year Pu-239 concentration from irreversible Case0ee5* 
4.2-9 tspavaO19 and reversible colloids at 20 km UZ Files** Case0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRIPO0.000 

SZ Files*** 
11-14 Case0ee5* 
4.2-9 tspava002 Base Case I00,000-year expected-value dose-rate plot UZ Files** Casc0ee5.bir MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 

SZ Files*** 
11-15 Base Case 1,000,000-year expected-value dose-rate Case0ee6* 

4.2-10 tspavaO03 ilot UZ Files** Case0ee6.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 
SZ Files*** 

11-15 1,000,000-year Np-237 advective and diffusive Case0ee6* 4.2-10 tspava02O release from waste package UZ Files** Case0ee6.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 SZ Files*** 

11-15 1,000,000-year Tc-99 advective and diffusive release Case0ee6* 
4.2-10 tspava021 from waste package UZ Files** Case0ee6.b*r M9807MWDRIP00.000 i I SZ Files***
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11-17 
4.2-12 

11-1l 
4.2-13 

I1-18 
4.2-13

Inventory exposure rate history for 1,000,0000 years

Np-237 cumulative inventory exposure history

1,000,000-year plot of number of packages failed 

1,000,000-year Tc-99 release rate from waste package 
for different fuel types 

1,000,000-year Np-23 7 release rate from waste 
package for different tiuel types 

1,000,O00-year Np-237 Concentration at the water table 

Base Case 1,000,000-year dose-rate plot (no total dose-rate on plot) 

l,qO00,0-year concentration at 20 km from the six 
streamntubes ror the top 5 radionuclides 

I0,000-year Tc-99 cumulative fractional release from 
EBS and SZ 

I100,000-year Tc-99 cumulative fractional release 
from EBS and SZ

Convolute' 

Convolute.exe 
Case0ee6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 
Convo t, --- -

"Convolute.exe 
Case0ee6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** "-packages xls" 

Case0ee6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 

Case0ee6* 
UZ Files** 

SZ Files*** 

Case0ee6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ .Files*** 
Case~ee6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 
Case~ee6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 
Case~ee6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 
Casee4 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 

UZ Files** 
SZ Files***

Case0ee5.btr M09807M \VDRIP0O.000 SZ Files**

Case0ee6.btr

Case0ee6.btr

M09807M\WDRIP00.000

M09807MWDRIPOO.000

Case0ee6.btr MO9807M\WDRIPOO.000

Case0ee6.btr 

Case0ee6.btr 

Case0ee6.btr 

Case0ee6.htr 

Case~ee6.btr 

Case~eed.btr 

Casce~ee.btr

M09807M WDRIP00.000 

M09807MWDRIP00.000 

MO9807NIlWD R IP00.000 

M09807MWDRIPOO.000 

M09807M \VDRIP00.000 

MO9807MWDRIP00.000

tspava 109 

tspava22 

tspava023 

tspava024 

tspava025 

tspavaO26 

tspava027 

tspava028
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I I- 18 1,000,000-year Tc-99 cumulative fractional release Case0ee6* 4.2-13 tspava029 from EBS and SZ UZ Files* Case0ee6.btr Mo9807MWDRIP0O.000 SZ Files*** 

11-18 100,000-year Np-237 cumulative fractional release Case0ee5* 4.2-13 tspava03O from EBS and SZ UZ Files"* Case0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 SZ Files*** 

11-18 1,000,000-year Np-237 cumulative fractional release Case0ee6* 
4.2-13 tspava03 from EBS and SZ UZ Files" Case0ee6.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 SZ Files*** 

11-18 100,000-year Pu-239 cumulative fractional release Case0ee5* 
4.2-13 tspava032 from EBS and SZ UZ Files"* Case0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 SZ Files*** 

11-18 1,000,000-year Pu-242 cumulative fractional release Case0ee6*' 
4.2-13 tspava033 from EBS and SZ UZ Files** Case0ee6.btr MO9807M\DRI P00.000 SZ Files**4' 

Case86e6* 4.5-4 tspava034 1,000,000-year dose rate history for base case vs. drip Case0ee6* Case86e6.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 shield case UZ Files"* Case0ee6.btr 

SZ Files*** 

Case28e6* 
4.5-5 tspava035 1,000,000-year dose rate history for base case vs. Case0ee6* Case28e6.btr ceramic coating case UZ Files"' Case0ce6.btr 

SZ Files*** 

Case I ee6* 5.1-I tspava036 1,000,000-year dose rate history for base case vs. Case0ee6* Caselee6.btr MO98O7MWDRIPOO.000 
50,000-year climate duration case UZ Files"' Case0ee6.btr 

SZ Files*** 

Case0ee6* 
1,000,000-year-dose rate history for base case vs. case Case2ee6* Case0ce6.btr 

5.1-2 tspava037 with LTA climate only, SP climate only, and DRY Case3ee6* Case2ce6.btr 
Case4ee6* Case3ee6.btr MO9R07MWDRIP00.000 climate only.  
UZ Files"' Case4ee6.btr SZ Files***
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I O,O00-year EBS release-rate history for base case and concrete modified water case

Case5nie6* 
CaseOme6* 

UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 

Case2me5* 
Case~me5* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 

Case0ee5* 
Case6ee5* 
Case7ee5* 
Case~ee5* 

Case9ee5* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 

Cse0ee5*___

Case I Ie5* 
Case0ee5.btr UZ Files** Casel le5.blr MO9807MWDRIPO0.000 

SZ Files*** 
Case 19ni5* 
Case0me5* 

Casel9m5.btr UZ Files** Case0me5.btr MO9R07MWDRIP0.000 
SZ Files*** 
Casem5*

Case2 I me5* Case0n5.btr 
Case22me5* 

Case2 I me5.btr Case24me5* Case22me5.blr Mog807MWDRIP00.000 
UZ Files** Case24me5.btr 
SZ Files**$ 
Case0ee4 * 
Case57e4* 

Case0ee4.btr UZ Files** Case57e4.btr M09807MWDRIPOO.00 
SZ Files***

Case5me6.btr 
CaseOme6.blr

Case23m5.btr 
Case0me5.btr

Case0ee5.btr 
Case6ee5.btr 
Case7eeS.btr 
Case8ee5.btr 
Casegee5.btr

M09807MWDRIPO0.000 

M09807MWDRIPOO.000

M09807MWDRIPOO.000

5.1-5

C 
C 
c-

/ !



C3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

(P 
0 

10 

0 
0 

00 

C 
00 
0 

00 

-,I 

'.0 

-.. 0 

cc

( (

Case0ee5* 
100,000-year EBS release-rate history for base case Case30e5* Case0ee5.btr 

5.3-2 tspava045 and concrete modified water case UZ Files** Case30e5.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 
SZ Files*** 

S100,000-year release-rate history for concrete Case30eS* 
5.3-3 tspava046 modified water case with several radionuclides UZ Files** Case30e5.bti MO9807MWDRIP00.000 

SZ Files*** 

Case0ee4* 
10,000-year dose-rate history for base case and Case57e4* Case0ee4.btr concrete modified water case UZ Files* Case57e4.btr 

SZ Files*** 

CaseOee5* 
5.3-5 tspava048 1 00,000-year dose-rate history for base case and Case30e5* Case0ee5.btr concrete modified water case UZ Files** Case30e5.btr MO9807MWDRIPO0.000 

SZ Files*** 

Case0ee5* 

S100,000-year dose-rate history for base case vs. CRM Case65e5* Case0ee5.btr 
5.4-1 tspava049 5ih and 95uh percentile corrosion rate cases Case66e5* Case65e5.btr MO9807MWDRlP00.000 

UZ Files" Case66e5.bir 
SZ Files*** 

Case0ee5* 
100,000-year EBS release-rate history for base case Case30eS* Case0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 

5.4-4 tspava045 and concrete modified water case UZ Files* Case30e5.btr 
SZ Files*** 
Case0eeS* 

100,000-year dose-rate history for base case and 9 5th CaseSge5* Case0ee5.btr 
5.4-5 tspava050 ~pkrcentile juvenile failures case UZ Files** Case58e5.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 

SZ Files*** 
Case87e6* 

5.4-6 tspava051 1,000,000-year dose rate history showing sensitivity Case88e6* Case87e6.btr 546 tpv51case0ee6* Case88e6.btr MO9807MWDRIP00.000 
to corrosion patch size UZ Files** case0ee6.btr 

I_ I SZ Files***



5.5F [spava052 1,000,000-year dose-rate history for base case, 5"h and 951" percentile value of Np-237 solubility

co, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

M 
C 

OI 

C 

6 0 

0 

t

C 

•0

1,000,000-year dose rate history for base case, 5'h and 95"' percentile value of cladding failure fraction

1,000,000-year dose rate history for base case, no cladding case and cases for cladding degraded at 10,000, 100,000 and 200,000 years

1,000,000-year dose rate for base case, no cladding case and cases for cladding failure at 100,000 and 1,000,000 years

I 00,000-year CCDF of peak dose rate values for base case and no cladding case

1,000,000-year dose rate for base case, 5h and 95"' percentile seepage flux values

UU,UU00-year dose-rate history for base case and secondary phase concentration case

ISZ Files***

Case~ee6.btr 
Case67e6.btr 
Case68e6.btr 

Case0ee6.btr 
Case32e6.btr

5.5-2

Case32e6* 
Case67e6* 

Case68e6* 
UZ Files** 

SZ Files*** 

Case0ee6* 
Case32e6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 

Case0ee6* 
Case79e6* 
Case80e6* 
UZ Files** 

SZ Files*** 

Cae3 le6* 

CCase0ee6 Case81 e6* 

Case82e6* 

Case83e6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 

Case31 e6 
Case82e6* 
Case84e6* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 

Laeme5* 
Case3 Ire* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 
Case~ee6* 

Case7 ie6* 
S Case72e6* 

UZ Files**

Case0rne5.btr 
Caise3 I in5.bIr

Case0ee6.btr 
Case7 I e6.btr 
Case72e6.b)tr

M09807NMWDRIP00.O00

M09807MWDRIPOO.000

M09807hlWDRIP0O.000

MO9807N, WDRIP00.000

M09807NMWDRIP00.000

M09807MlWDRIP00.000

M09807M1 WDRIPO0.O00

(

Case0ee6.btr 
Case79e6.btr 
Case89e6.btr 

Case0ee6.btr 

Case1 e6.btr 
Case82e6.btr 
Case83e6.btr 
Case3 e6.btr

Case0ee6.bIr 
Case82e6.blr 
Case84e6.btr 
Case3 Ie6.btr

5.5-3

5.5-Al

5.5-,4

5.5-5

5.5-6

tspava053

tspavaO54

tspava055

tspava056

tspava057

tspava058

.L 

sz Files***

7__ý
I



CD 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 

0 

;0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

C 

C: 

"00

( ( (

Cnseoee5* 
1l00,000-year dose rate history for base case and case Case0ee5r 

5.5-9 tspava059 with Kd =0 in the invert for Np-237, Pu-239 and U- UZ Files** Case89e5.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 
234 SZ Files*** 

Case0ee5* 
100,000-year dose rate for base case and case with Case89eS* Case0ee5.btr 

5.5-9 tspava060 Kd=0 in the invert UZ Files* Case89e5.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 

SZ Files*** 

Case0ee5* 
5.6-1 tspava002 Base Case 100,000-year expected-value dose-rate plot UZ Files** Case0ee5.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 

SZ Files*** 

Case0ee5* 

5.6-2 tspavao6l 100,000-year dose rate for base case and no matrix Case33eS* Case0ee5.btr MO98O7MWDRIPOO.000 
diffusion in UZ case UZ Files" Case33e5.btr 

SZ Files*** 
Casel 1e5* 

0 O0,000-year dose rate for dual permeability/weeps Case39e5* Case I l e5.btr 
case with and without matrix diffusion in UZ UZ Files** Case39e5.btr 

SZ Files*** 
CaseSee5* 

100,000-year dose rate for 1/3 and max alpha case Case36e5* Case8ee5.btr 
5.6-4 tspava063 with and without matrix diffusion UZ Files** Case36e5.btr MoggO7MWDRIrOO.000 

SZ Files*** 
Case9ee5* 

5.6-5 tspava064 100,000-year dose rate for P*3 and min alpha case Case37e5* Case9ee5.btr 
with and without matrix diffusion UZ Files* Case37e5.btr MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 

__SZ Files*** 
Case0ee5* 

100,000-year Np-237 dose rate for base case and the Case46e5* Case0ee5.btr 
case with Kd=O for actinides in UZ UZ Files** Case46e5.btr 

SZ Files*** 
Case0ee5* 

100,000-year Pu-239 dose rate for base case and the Case46e5* Case0ee5.btr Mogg07MWDRIP00.000 
5.6-7 tspava066 case with Kd=0 for actinides in UZ UZ Files* Case46e5.btr 

SZ Files$**



5.6-8 tspava067

Go 
3 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Uj 

0 

N 

6 
0 
0 

0 

-- I 

0Q 

co

CaseOee5.btr 
Case46e5.btr 

Case0ee5.btr 
Case46e5.btr 

Case0ee5.btr 
Case57e5.btr 

Case57e5.btr

MO9807MWDRIP00.000 

M09807MWDRIPOO.000

100,000-year Pu-242 dose rate for base case and the 
case with Kd=0 for actinides in UZ 

I 00,000-year dose rate for base case and the case with 
Kd=O for actinides in the UZ for the important 
radionuclides 

100,000 year total dose-rate for base case and the case 
with concrete modified water and Kd=0 for actinides 
in UZ 

I 00,000-year dose rate history for the case with 
concrete modified water and Kd-0 for actinides in UZ 

1,000,000-year dose rate for base case, 5 'h and 9 5 'h 
percentile ofSZ dilution factor 

I 00,000-year dose rate comparison for base case, 
using maximum concentration and weighted average 
concentration from the six streamtubes in the SZ 

I 00,000-year dose rate for base case , 5"' and 9 5 "h 
percentile Biosphere Dose Conversion Factors 
(BDCF)

Case46e5* 
UZ Files
SZ Files*** 
Case0ee5* 
Case46e5* 
UZ Files** 

eSZ Files*** 

Case0ee5* 
C seFie5* 
UZ FIle 
C~ase57e5* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 
Case7ee6* 
UZ Files"* 
SZ Files*** 
Case~ee5* 
UZ Files** 
SZ Files*** 
Case0ee5* 

Case63e5* 
Case64e5* 
UZ Files"* 
SZ Files***

Case0ee6.btr MO9807MWDRlP00.000

Case0ee5.btr I M09807M\VDRIP00.000

CaseOee5.btr 
Case63e5.btr 
Case64e5.btr

M09807MWDRIP00.000

(

M09807MWDRIPOO.000

5.6-9 

5.6-10

5.6-11 

5.7-I 

5.7-2

5.8-1

M09807M\WDRIPOO.000

tspava068

tspava069 

tspava070 

tspava071 

tspavaO72

tspava099

*RIP input files. Name listed is the rile name ("filename") representing the files with the following extensions: filename.bak filename.bpf filename.bsr filename.btf fi lename.rp filename.tO I filename.t02 filename.t03 filename.t04 filename.t05 filename.t06 filename.t07 filename.t08 filename.t09 filename.t I0 filename.t I I filename.t 12 filename.tl 3 filename.t 14 filename.t 15 filename.t 16 filename.t 17 filename.t 18 filename.t 19 filename.t20 filename.t2! filename.t22 filename.123 filename.t24 filename.t25 filename.t26 filename.t27

I

(

I I _ _ 11 A * __
aise ce.;



w filename.t28 filename.t29 filename.130 filename.t31 o filename.t32 filename.t33 filename.t34 filename.35 
oo filename.t36 filename.t37 
0 
0 ** FEHM particle tracker input files for Unsaturated-zone transport: 
0 baserun I.chk baserun .his baserun I.trc "" baserunl.dat fehmn.files fmQb.dpdp fmQb.grid • fmQb.rock fmQb.stor fmQb.zone fmQb.zone6 ff0lOO.ini ffM300.ini ff050.ini ff1 100.ini 
Cý 

Sff1300.ini ff1500.ini ff21OO.ini ff2300.ini 
6 ff2500.ini ptrk.expval (used for expected-value runs) ptrk.multrlz (used for multiple realization runs) 0* SZ breakthrough curve files used as input to SZConvolute for saturated-zone transport: 

,0 SZOAOB.OXXX 

0 A= I through II, represent the 9 radionuclides and the 2 irreversible Pu-239 and Pu-242 radionuclides tracked in the TSPA-VA model.  
Radionuclide Number (A) 

C-14 1 
1-129 2 

Np-237 3 
Pa-231 4 •- Pu-239 5 

Pu-239 irreversible 6 
Pu-242 7 

Pu-242 irreversible 8 
Se-79 9 
Tc-99 10 
U-234 I1 

B= I through 6 represent the six streamtubes used in the SZ transport 
XXX= Used to represent the realization number 

- I for expected-value runs 
> = I through 100 for multiple realization runs 
C OQl 

%D* tspavalOl files: (o



co 
C) 
0 
0 
0 
0 

CP 
0 

'4 

0 

6 Cl 0 

m 

c QQ c 

co

111put riles 

/prcscnt/mdil'j.r,- I I/ 
7.k(10vk-(10tlk(JO.Irn 
pirk 
rchmn.files 

hia/i dirix-ii-/ 
?kdOvkdOdkdo.irn 
ptrk 
fchmn.rilcs 

zkdOvkd0dkdo.lrn 
ptrk 
felimn.files

11 files 

/present/mdiri.E.i i/ 
7kdOvk-dOdk-(10-tc99.rin..oti(ptit 

Ala/mdinx-i u 
zkdOvkdOdkdO-tc99.fin..otitput 

/sp/mdiri.E-i i/ 
zkdOvkdOdkdO-tC99.rin.oulpjjt

tspava 106 ri les: 

Alalmdirix--i i/ ly (I ;ý-- 10 /r7 zk-dOvk(IOdkdO.trn 
pirk Ala/mdiru-i i/ 
I*chmn.files zk(IOvkdOdkdO-tc99.rin.outptit

zkdlOOvkdlOOdkdlOO/ 
Ad I OOvkd I OOdkd I 00.output 

/Ila/mdiri.r,-io/ 
zkd4vkdldkdl/ 
zkd4vk(lldkdl.output

/Ita/mdifl.E-IO/ 
zk(IlOOvkdlOO(Ikdloo/ 
Ad I 00vkd I 00dkd I OO.Irn 
pirk
fchmn.riles

Al.dindin.r.-io/ 
AA4 Ad I dkd I/ 
zkd4vkd I dkd Lim 
pirk 
rchmn.riles



Table 11 - 2. Summary of Computer Codes* that Comprise the Total System Model.* 
Computer Code Version Code Usage CA Status 

RIP 5.19.01 Total system integrator NO 

SFDiss 1.0 Software routine coupled to RIP code to calculate CSNF NO 
rate 

GLDiss 1.0 Software routine coupled to RIP code to calculate glass NO 
dissolution rate 

EDC 1.0 Software routine coupled to RIP code to calculate effective NO diffusion coefficient in partially saturated medium 

FEHMN 1.2 Particle tracker coupled to RIP for UZ transport NO 
SZCONVOLUTE 1.0 Software routine coupled to RIP code to calculate SZ NO 

concentrations using SZ unit breakthrough curves 

"Software routine reports are currently being developed for SFDiss, GLDiss, and EDC. Codes are executed on 266/300Mz Pentium 
II duaJ processor personal computers.

(o

a.
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Table 11- 3. Summary of input and Output Files and Data Tracking 
Numbers 

Associated 
wilh the TSPA-VA

Figure 

Number 

11-19 
4.3-1 

11-20 
4.3-2

C 

C 
IA 

'.0 
'.0

(Figures- 11-19 through 1111-334 in Section 11.4 of this Chapter).* 

halrm u be t tu upuo t 100k amb NNumber9 0  .001tus 

: : ýýN beDetlals.dal(1 
E4) caseome4.zip 

Detalls.dat(1 ES) basea1 e5.zip MO9807MWDRIPOO.000 NO Details.dat(1 E6) SNT050707980J
1 .001 NO 

case~me6.zlp 
hrpeakt~lme. 0k.xls 

case~~ektme4zpDtlsdll E5)~xt 

baee.i M91MDIPO00N 
ODokcurvsjnblE6 SNT05070798001 .001 NO 

baseomeS.zip M09807MWDRIPO.0
00  NO Fracalls.JB(Climt Mod6l SNT050707 9 8001 .00 1  NO 

Cumfallo~okjnb ST57 7 BO 01N

4.3-3 

11-22 
4.3-4

11-23 
4.3-5

11-24 
4.3-6 

11-25 
4.3-7



Table 11-3. (continued).

C) 
0 
0 

0ý

( (

Figure Input Data Tracking 0Data Tracking 0 
Number Fiename Number Status Output FRename Number Status 

case~m4.zipDetaiis.dal(1 E4) 
case~me4.zip Detaiis.dat(1 ES) 

11-26 baseme4n~zip M098O7MWDRIPOO.000 NO ccd[lO0k-lO0r.dat SNT05070798001.0011 NO 
438 baseme5n.zip 1 df0k.1 OOr.dat 

Detalls.dat(1 E4) 

caseome4.zip Detalls.dat(l ES) 
11-27 basel e5.zip MO9807MWDRiPOO.000 NO Details.dat(1 E6) SNT05070798001 .001 NO 
4.3-9 caene.z-.: rankdosl Ok.xis 

~U~JII~UL~prankdos 1 O0k.xis 
_________ ____________ _______________________ ______rankdosl I O0k.xls______________ 

11-28 basele5.zip M09807MWDRIPOO.o00 NO Detaiis.dat(1 E5) N0778010 N 
4.-0FlC22_DOSE100k.xIs ST07090101N 

11-29 basel e5.zip M09807MWDRIPOO.000 NO Detaiis.dat(1 ES) ST57780.01N 
4.-1FiC22_DOSE100k.xis SN 570901O1O 

11-30 case0me6.zip M09807MWDRIPOO.000 NO Detalls.dat( 12E6) N0779010 O 
4.3-12 dosj__1000_____ 

caseome4.zip Detaiis.dat(l12E4) 
11-31 basele5.zip M09807MWDRiPOO.000 NO Detalis.dat(1 E5) ST57780101N 

431 aem6zpDetalls.dat(1 E6)SN00090.01O 
4.3-13 case~~~me6.zip _______ ~pcc.jnb__________________ 

base 1e5.zip Detaiis.dat(1 E5) 
case55m5.zip' MO9807MWDRiPOO.000 NO Detalls.dal(1 E5,Case55) SNT05070798001.0011 NO 11-32 basevscase55.lnb 

basel e5zipDetails.dat(1 ES) 
11-33 basal e5.zip M098O7MWDRiPOO.000 NO Detaiis.dat(1 ES.Case55) SNT0507079800 1.001 NO case55mS~~~~~~zip ~~Case55vsbase~ccdl.jnb ___________________ 

11-34 case55m5.zip M09807MWDRIPOO.000 NO Details.dat(1 E5,Case55) SNT05070798001 .0011 NO 
I________ I________I_______I__ rankjlosl O~kcase55.xis ______________ 

..zip files are compressed RIP output filies. Details.dat filies are extracted from the *.zip filies after they are'decompressed; these files contain the Independent and dependant 
variables analyzed In the regression analysis. *.Inb tIles are SigmaPlot files. .xis fInes are EXCEL files

J4

C 
C: 

C'A

(



'These computer codes are stored in Sandia NationaJ Laboratories' code configuration management system.

Table 11-5. Importance Ranking of Inputs for Engineered-Barrier-System Releases 
at 1,000,000 Years.

Fraction of plutonium colloids transported with 
irreversible sorption

Regression Model: Input variables = 11. e - 0.82

Table 11-6. Summary of Calculated, Peak-Dose Rates at 20 km (12.4 Miles).

Simulation 5th Percentile Mean 50th Percentile 95th Percentile Coefficient of 

Period (years) (mremlyear) (mremlyear) (mremlyear) (mrem/year) Variation 

10,000 0 0.1 0.002 0.8 3.8 
100,000 0 30 0.09 201 4.4 
1 million 0.07 200 8 1,000 2.8
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